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Abstract

Presently under construction at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany, the Karlsruhe TRitium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment is the next generation tritium β-decay experiment to perform a direct kinematical measurement of the electron neutrino mass with an unprecedented sensitivity of $200\text{meV}/c^2$ at 90\% C.L.

This thesis describes the implementation of a consistent data analysis framework, addressing technical aspects of the data taking process and statistical challenges of a neutrino mass estimation from the β-decay electron spectrum. A new Monte Carlo method is presented, which optimizes the distribution of available measuring time and minimizes statistical uncertainties of involved fit parameters, allowing a reevaluation of the experiment’s sensitivity.
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Introduction

Since their postulation in 1930, neutrinos have experienced a tremendous growth in scientific interest. They are by far the most abundant known fermionic matter particles in the universe and thus play a crucial role in cosmological structure formation as Dark Matter candidates. At the same time, neutrinos are the only charge-less fundamental fermions in the Standard Model of elementary particles, solely participating in weak interactions.

Various neutrino oscillation experiments have proven unambiguously, that neutrinos have non-zero masses. This phenomenon cannot be easily explained in the context of the established mass-generating Higgs mechanism of the Standard Model. Due to their intrinsic nature, oscillation experiments can only determine the mass splittings between the three active neutrino generations. Attempts of a direct measurement of the absolute mass scale and deductions from cosmological imprints have merely resulted in upper limits up to date, pointing towards sub-eV neutrino masses.

Even from our currently limited knowledge about neutrino properties, including their surprisingly light masses, it has become clear, that neutrinos stand very much apart from their fermionic partners. Neutrino masses clearly indicate physics beyond the Standard Model, possibly involving lepton number violation, new sources of CP violation, right-handed neutrino states and a new energy scale.

Motivation

The Karlsruhe TRitium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment is the next-generation tritium $\beta$-decay experiment to perform a direct kinematical and model-independent measurement of the effective electron neutrino mass $m_{\nu_e}$ with an unprecedented sensitivity of $m_{\nu_e} = 200\text{ meV}/c^2$ at 90\% C.L. after five calendar years of data taking. Presently under construction at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany, KATRIN will use an ultra-luminous windowless gaseous tritium source, a large spectrometer with magnetic adiabatic collimation and electrostatic filtering, and a multi-pixel silicon detector to investigate the $\beta$-decay electron spectrum, looking for a minute shape distortion close to the tritium endpoint energy.

KATRIN aims to exceed its predecessor experiments in terms of mass sensitivity by one order of magnitude. Since in $\beta$-spectroscopy the squared neutrino mass $m^2_{\nu_e}$ is the observable, this implies an improvement of the statistical accuracy and of many systematic
uncertainties by at least two orders of magnitude. This ambitious goal puts exceptional technological demands on the stability of experimental parameters, such as the tritium gas density, operating temperatures (from 3 K to room temperature), magnetic field strengths (from $10^{-4}$ T up to several T) and high voltage potentials. Systematic effects have to be investigated as precisely as possible and must be accurately incorporated into the probabilistic model of the neutrino mass analysis.

With regard to the mass sensitivity, a series of yet unanswered statistical questions has to be addressed. The performance of the experiment significantly depends on the distribution of measuring time among different regions of the $\beta$-decay spectrum. An optimization of the measuring strategy can only be attempted however, if the statistical model is extended to incorporate various scenarios of systematic effects and backgrounds. Also, the possibility of detecting a sterile neutrino mass state will be of specific interest in this context.

Access and evaluation of recorded KATRIN data itself poses a challenge, but not due to the plain amount of data, which will be moderate in comparison to event-driven collider experiments like CMS or ATLAS. It is rather because of the huge number of diverse precision sensors and detectors distributed around the experimental apparatus, with literally thousands of variables being recorded continuously. Most of these data must be processed, calibrated and correctly related, before they can be reliably utilized in further analysis or as input to corresponding simulations.

Objectives of this Thesis

With respect to these challenges, faced by the KATRIN data analysis chain in view of the upcoming neutrino mass measurements, the following objectives were set for the present doctoral thesis:

- A data processing and analysis framework should be implemented, providing analysts in the collaboration with a logical and uniform interface to various types of detector, sensor and calibration data. The system should on one hand incorporate existing analysis and simulation codes, and on the other hand provide a robust and extensible foundation for future tools.

- Strategies for the improvement of KATRIN’s neutrino mass sensitivity should be explored, for instance through an optimization of the measurement time distribution. The probabilistic model, required for a neutrino mass inference from the observed data, should be revised and extended to incorporate critical systematic effects. It is desired to have the developed statistical methods and models assembled into a reusable toolkit, which integrates seamlessly with the above mentioned data analysis framework.
Outline

In section 1 a brief introduction to the history of neutrinos, the phenomenology of neutrino flavor oscillations and a comparison of promising approaches for the determination of their absolute mass scale will be given.

KATRIN’s working principle and experimental setup is outlined in section 2.

The IT infrastructure, which was implemented in the course of this thesis, is introduced in section 3.

Several data analysis and simulation applications, which are built upon the new software framework and were successfully utilized during recent commissioning measurements, are presented in section 4.

The calculation of $\beta$-decay spectra, together with the response of the KATRIN apparatus and incorporation of systematic effects is treated in section 5.

With this prerequisite, a new set of statistical tools, developed in the context of this thesis, is described in the following section 6. The presented methods cover Frequentist and Bayesian approaches of parameter inference, treatment of critical systematics, and are applied to the case of a sterile neutrino analysis. After introducing a new Markov Chain Monte Carlo driven optimization method, an adapted measuring strategy for KATRIN is proposed.

Based on these methods, a reevaluation of the neutrino mass sensitivity is performed in section 7, using background data from the first commissioning measurements of the spectrometer and detector section.

A recapitulation of the implemented work and an outlook on ensuing developments is given in section 8.
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CHAPTER 1

Neutrino Physics

In 1914 James Chadwick made the puzzling discovery, that the energy spectrum of electrons emitted in radium $\beta$-decay was of continuous nature [Cha14]. This finding could not be explained in a two-body decay model without breaking the fundamental laws of momentum and energy conservation. Wolfgang Pauli offered an elegant solution to this puzzle in 1930 by postulating a new spin $\frac{1}{2}$ particle with no charge and very low mass, which he originally called a ‘neutron’. Emitted as an additional particle in a three-body decay, it could carry away additional momentum (and possibly mass) to explain the continuous $\beta$-decay spectrum.

Enrico Fermi formulated a coherent theory of nuclear $\beta$-decay in 1933 [Fer34], shortly after the discovery of today’s known actual neutron. He gave Pauli’s postulated particle the name of the ‘neutrino’ $\bar{\nu}_e$ and placed it in a point-like contact interaction of four particles:

$$n \rightarrow p + e^- + \bar{\nu}_e$$

![Figure 1.1: 'Energy distribution curve of the beta-rays' (radium). Figure taken from [Sco35].](image)
Today Fermi’s interaction is superseded in the Standard Model of elementary particles (SM) by electroweak theory.

The experimental discovery of the neutrino followed in 1956 in a series of ‘Poltergeist’ experiments by Reines and Cowan \cite{Rei60}, using the ‘classical inverse β-decay’ reaction

\[ \bar{\nu}_e + p \rightarrow e^+ + n. \]

With only a handful of events observed, a cross-section for this process in the order of \( \sigma \sim 10^{-43} \text{cm}^2 \) was derived, a typical scale for weakly interacting particles.

Evidence for an additional neutrino type, the muon neutrino \( \nu_\mu \), was found in 1962 in an experiment at the Brookhaven synchrotron \cite{Dan62}. The third type, the tau neutrino \( \nu_\tau \) was postulated following the discovery of the tau lepton in 1975, yet confirmed only 25 years later in the DONUT experiment at Fermilab \cite{Kod01}.

The total number of light neutrino flavors (at least of those actively participating in weak interaction), was determined at the LEP accelerator at CERN \cite{Dec90} in 1989. The experimentally observed \( Z^0 \) boson decay width could conclusively be matched with the theoretical expectation for \( N_\nu = 3 \).

1.1 Neutrinos in the Standard Model

In the Standard Model of elementary particles (SM) the three neutrino flavor states \( \nu_e, \nu_\mu, \nu_\tau \) are charge-less leptons, which are organized in three generations together with their charged leptonic partners \( e, \mu, \tau \). Neutrinos are only known to undergo weak interactions, mediated by the \( W^\pm \) and \( Z^0 \) bosons.

All leptons are spin \( \frac{1}{2} \) particles. A closely related property is the helicity, which defines the direction of a particle’s spin relative to its momentum. The Goldhaber experiment from 1957 \cite{Gol58} has shown, that naturally occurring neutrinos are always left-handed (spin and momentum in the same direction) while anti-neutrinos are right-handed (spin and momentum in opposite direction). One year before, the Wu experiment \cite{Wu57} had proven, that the charged weak interaction violates parity maximally, meaning that only left-handed leptons and right-handed anti-leptons participate in charged weak interactions.

In the mathematical formulation of the SM as a chiral\(^1\) field theory, the left-handed leptons are arranged in doublets \((\nu_{eL}, e^-_L)\), whereas right-handed leptons remain in singlets \((e^+_R)\) with respect to the weak isospin \( SU(2) \) gauge symmetry. Together with the weak hypercharge symmetry \( U(1) \) the electromagnetic and weak interactions are unified under the electroweak \( SU(2) \times U(1) \) gauge group known as the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model \cite{Gla61; Sal68; Wei67}.

---

\(^1\) Chirality and helicity are closely related concepts. However, chirality is an inherently quantum mechanical property of a particle, which is invariant under Lorentz transformations.
Through spontaneous symmetry breaking, the Higgs mechanism [Hig64] allows to generate
the massive $W^\pm$ and $Z^0$ bosons, while the photon $\gamma$ stays massless. The fermions of
the SM acquire their mass through interactions with the scalar Higgs boson, where they change
their chirality in each vertex. These interactions are described in the Lagrangian density $\mathcal{L}$
by Yukawa couplings with the Higgs doublet $\phi_0 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (v^0, 0)$, $v$ being the Higgs vacuum
expectation value. In case of electrons, the corresponding Yukawa coupling terms [Zub11]
are given by

$$\mathcal{L}_{\text{Yuk}} = -c_e \left[ \bar{e}_R \phi^0 \left( \nu_{eL}, e_L \right) \right]$$

$$= -c_e \frac{v}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \bar{e}_R e_L + \nu_{eL} \right], (1.1)$$

where $c_e$ is an arbitrary coupling constant. The electron mass is identified by $m_e = c_e \frac{v}{\sqrt{2}}$.
Since right-handed neutrino singlet states $\nu_R$ do not exist in the SM particle content, the
theory predicts neutrinos to be massless.

An overview of the current particle content of the SM is given in figure 1.2. A scalar
particle consistent with the properties of a Higgs boson was only recently discovered at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) by the CMS [CMS12] and ATLAS [ATL12] collaborations.

**Figure 1.2:** The Standard Model of elementary particles, with the three generations of
matter (column 1 – 3), gauge bosons (column 4), and the Higgs boson (column 5). Graphical
illustration derived from [Wik06], particle masses are taken from [Ber12].
1.2 Neutrino Oscillations

The phenomenon of neutrino oscillations has increased theoretical and experimental interest in neutrino physics during the last two decades. The underlying quantum mechanical effect, allowing a neutrino produced with one specific leptonic flavor \((e, \mu, \tau)\) to be measured as a different flavor after propagation, demands a non-zero neutrino mass. Since neutrino masses are not part of the SM, the discovery of neutrino oscillations is an important hint towards new physics beyond the SM.

1.2.1 The Solar Neutrino Problem

Soon after their discovery, neutrinos were realized to be ideal messenger particles to study hidden processes, such as the nuclear fusion processes in the core of our sun, where they are produced in huge numbers. The famous Homestake experiment was a chlorine-based detector, designed by Raymond Davis in the 60s [Dav94] with the intent of confirming the theoretical solar neutrino flux predicted by John Bahcall [Bah05]. However, a significant deficit in observed neutrino interactions was noticed in comparison to expectations from the standard solar model. Even though the results were at first challenged by the scientific community, they motivated a series of later solar neutrino experiments, such as the gallium-based GALLEX [Ham99], GNO [Alt05] and SAGE [Abd02] or water-based KamiokaNDE [Fuk96] and SNO [Ahm02] experiments.

An explanation of the solar neutrino problem was given by the theory of neutrino flavor oscillations, first developed by Pontecorvo [Gri69] and further elaborated by Maki, Nakagawa, and Sakata [Mak62]. In this scenario, electron neutrinos produced in the core of the sun would oscillate into another flavor while traveling from the sun to the observer.

The problem was finally resolved by the SNO experiment in 2001 [Ahm02]. The heavy water Cherenkov detector was capable of distinguishing between charged current (CC) interactions on deuterons and elastic scattering (ES) induced by electron neutrinos \(\nu_e\) on the one hand and neutral current (NC) interactions on deuterons involving all three flavors on the other hand. With an observed electron neutrino flux of about \(\frac{1}{3}\) of the total neutrino flux, clear evidence for neutrino flavor transitions was given. Finally, to give a more recent example, in 2013 the long-baseline T2K experiment conclusively observed muon neutrino to electron neutrino transformations [Abe13].

1.2.2 Theory of Neutrino Oscillations

Neutrino oscillations can be explained due to the mixture between flavor eigenstates \(|\nu_\alpha\rangle\) with \(\alpha = e, \mu, \tau\) and mass eigenstates \(|\nu_i\rangle\) with \(i = 1, 2, 3\). When neutrinos are created in weak processes, they are produced in a well-defined flavor eigenstate, each of which is a different superposition of the three definite mass eigenstates. Because the masses \(m_i\) are slightly different, the quantum mechanical phases of neutrinos propagate at different rates. This leads to a change of the mass eigenstate mixture, which then corresponds to a different mixture of flavor eigenstates. For this reason, the probability of detecting the neutrino \(|\nu_\alpha\rangle\) in another flavor eigenstate \(|\nu_\beta\rangle\) after a certain propagation distance \(L\) will oscillate
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periodically. The oscillation will continue for as long as the quantum mechanical state maintains coherent. Due to the tiny differences of squared masses this effect is observable on macroscopic scales: For instance, for atmospheric neutrinos the coherence length is \( L_{\text{coh}} > 10,000 \text{ km} \) [Zub11].

The mixture between flavor and mass eigenstates can be described as a unitary transformation with

\[
|\nu_\alpha\rangle = \sum_i U_{\alpha i}^* |\nu_i\rangle \quad \text{and} \quad |\nu_i\rangle = \sum_\alpha U_{\alpha i} |\nu_\alpha\rangle .
\]

(1.3)

\( U_{\alpha i} \) is called the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix\(^1\) or lepton mixing matrix, and can be written in the following parameterization

\[
U = \begin{bmatrix}
U_{e1} & U_{e2} & U_{e3} \\
U_{\mu 1} & U_{\mu 2} & U_{\mu 3} \\
U_{\tau 1} & U_{\tau 2} & U_{\tau 3}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & c_{23} & s_{23} \\
0 & -s_{23} & c_{23}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
c_{13} & 0 & s_{13} e^{-i\delta} \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-s_{13} e^{i\delta} & 0 & c_{13}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
c_{12} & s_{12} & 0 \\
-s_{12} & c_{12} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & e^{i\alpha_1} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & e^{i\alpha_2}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1.4)

(1.5)

where \( c_{ij} = \cos \theta_{ij} \) and \( s_{ij} = \sin \theta_{ij} \).

The phase factors \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are only relevant if neutrinos are Majorana particles\(^2\). These Majorana phases do not enter into oscillation phenomena, but would cause cancellations in neutrino-less double beta decay (section 1.3.3) and influence the observable decay rate. A non-zero Dirac phase \( \delta \) would manifest leptonic CP symmetry violation, which is expected but has not been observed yet. If experimental data should show, that the \( 3 \times 3 \) mixing matrix is not unitary, it would imply the existence of one or more so-called sterile neutrinos, which participate in the mixing (see section 1.5).

A relevant quantity for oscillation experiments is the oscillation probability \( P \). Its detailed derivation can be looked up in many textbooks like [Zub11], so only a short outline will be given here. According to the plane wave description of neutrino states, implied by the Schrödinger equation, the time evolution of a neutrino state \( |\nu_\alpha(t)\rangle \) with energy \( E \), which was created with definite flavor \( \alpha \) at time \( t = 0 \), can be expressed as

\[
|\nu_\alpha(t)\rangle = \sum_i U_{\alpha i}^* e^{-iE_i t} |\nu_i\rangle .
\]

(1.6)

---

1 The PMNS matrix was introduced in 1962 by Ziro Maki, Masami Nakagawa and Shoichi Sakata [Mak62] to explain the neutrino oscillations predicted by Bruno Pontecorvo [Pon57].

2 A Majorana particle is identical to its own charge-conjugate or antiparticle respectively, as opposed to Dirac particles. The nature of neutrinos has not been determined yet, but is subject of recent neutrino-less double beta (0\( \nu \)\( \beta \beta \)) decay experiments (section 1.3.3).
with \( c = h = 1 \). From the transition amplitude

\[
\langle \nu_\beta | \nu_\alpha(t) \rangle = \sum_i U_{\alpha i}^* U_{\beta i} e^{-iE_i t}
\]  

the probability \( P_{\alpha\beta} = |\langle \nu_\beta | \nu_\alpha(t) \rangle|^2 \) for an initial flavor state \( \alpha \) to be detected as a flavor \( \beta \) can be calculated. In a relativistic approximation and assuming CP invariance (\( U_{\alpha i} \) real), it can be written as

\[
P_{\alpha\beta}(t) = \delta_{\alpha\beta} - 4 \sum_{j>i} U_{\alpha i} U_{\alpha j} U_{\beta i} U_{\beta j} \sin^2 \left( \frac{\Delta m^2_{ij} L}{4 E} \right),
\]

with \( \Delta m^2_{ij} = m_i^2 - m_j^2 \) being the differences between the squared eigenstate masses and \( L \approx c t \) denoting the distance between source and detector. It becomes clear from equation 1.8, that oscillations require at least one mass to be different from zero and a non-diagonal mixing coefficient in \( U \). As a result, oscillations are not sensitive to the absolute mass scale.

The general oscillation formulae for full three-flavor mixing are quite complex, but in most cases only one mass scale is relevant. For instance for atmospheric neutrinos with \( \Delta m^2_{\text{atm}} = \Delta m^2_{32} \approx \Delta m^2_{31} \gg \Delta m^2_{21} \) the probability of a muon neutrino appearing as a tau neutrino can be simplified according to [Zub11]:

\[
P_{\mu\tau} \approx \sin^2 (2 \theta_{23}) \cos^4 (\theta_{13}) \sin^2 \left( \frac{\Delta m^2_{\text{atm}} L}{4 E} \right)
\]

The last \( \sin^2 \) term in this example causes the periodic oscillation behavior in \( L \) with a so-called oscillation length of

\[
L_{\text{osc}} = \frac{8 \pi E}{m^2_{\text{atm}}}
\]

MSW effect

The above described neutrino oscillation probabilities are modified in the presence of matter due to the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [Mik87; Wol78]. Sometimes referred to as a matter effect, it is very important to flavor transformations in the sun. The high electron densities allow electron neutrinos to participate in charged current coherent forward scattering, very similar to the electromagnetic process leading to the refractive index of light in a medium. For electron neutrinos the MSW effect leads to a modification of their effective masses, and this can cause a resonant transformation into muon or tau neutrinos. The predictions from the effect were confirmed by a suite of solar neutrino experiments, which measured a survival probability \( P_{ee} = \sin(2 \theta_{12}) \approx 34\% \) for a solar mixing angle \( \theta_{12} = 34^\circ \) at high neutrino energies (MeV). These values are referred to as the MSW large mixing angle solution [Bah99].
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Neutrino Oscillation Parameters

During the last decades a considerable experimental effort has been made to determine the neutrino oscillation parameters: the mixing angles $\theta_{12}, \theta_{23}, \theta_{13}$ and the differences of squared masses $\Delta m_{21}^2, \Delta m_{32}^2$. As can be seen from equation 1.8, one single experiment can only assess a certain combination of $\theta_{ij}$ and $\Delta m_{ij}^2$, depending on its baseline $L$ and the observed neutrino energy range $E$. For this reason a large diversity of experimental setups and complementary detection techniques is required to assemble the entire picture of all oscillation parameters.

Commonly the mixing in the first two generations $\Delta m_{21}^2$ and $\theta_{12}$ are referred to as solar mixing parameters $\Delta m_{\text{sol}}^2$ and $\theta_{\text{sol}}$, because they are usually derived from a deficit of $\nu_e$ produced in the solar core. $\Delta m_{32}^2$ and $\theta_{23}$ are referred to as atmospheric mixing parameters $\Delta m_{\text{atm}}^2$ and $\theta_{\text{atm}}$, since they are determined investigating $\nu_\mu$ produced in the earth’s atmosphere by cosmic air showers.

It was not until 2012 that the last mixing angle $\theta_{13}$ was determined by the Daya Bay Collaboration [An12] and other efforts. A summary of all parameters known to date is given in table 1.1. Most mixing angles and mass splittings have been measured with rather high precision, with the important exception of the CP-violating Dirac phase $\delta$. Also, the sign of $\Delta m_{32}^2$ is not revealed yet, which leaves several open possibilities for the hierarchy of the neutrino mass spectrum:

**Normal hierarchical**

\[ m_1 \ll m_2 < m_3 \quad \text{with} \quad \Delta m_{32}^2 = \Delta m_{\text{atm}}^2 > 0 \]

**Inverted hierarchical**

\[ m_3 \ll m_1 < m_2 \quad \text{with} \quad \Delta m_{\text{atm}}^2 < 0 \]

**Quasi-degenerate**

\[ m_1 \approx m_2 \approx m_3 \quad \text{with} \quad m_i^2 \gg |m_{\text{atm}}^2| \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>oscillation parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sin^2(2\theta_{12})$</td>
<td>$0.857 \pm 0.024$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta m_{21}^2$</td>
<td>$(7.50 \pm 0.20) \cdot 10^{-5} \text{eV}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sin^2(2\theta_{23})$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.95$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>\Delta m_{32}^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sin^2(2\theta_{13})$</td>
<td>$0.095 \pm 0.010$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.1:** Neutrino oscillation parameters obtained through combined data analyses based on the 3-neutrino mixing scheme described in [Ber12].
Even though oscillation experiments cannot determine the absolute neutrino mass scale, a lower limit on the heaviest mass eigenstate $m_i$ can be derived from the larger one of the two mass splittings:

$$m_3 > \sqrt{|\Delta m_{\text{atm}}^2|} \simeq 48 \text{ meV}$$ (1.11)

As argued before, a certain variety of oscillation experiments at different oscillation lengths and neutrino energy regimes is required to measure all parameters of the mixing matrix. The investigated neutrino sources are briefly summarized in the following:

**Solar neutrinos**

Produced abundantly in different solar fusion cycles, solar neutrinos carry energies up to the MeV range. Their fluxes are predicted by the standard solar model (SSM) [Bah05]. With a baseline of 1 astronomical unit (AU), solar experiments are sensitive to the mixing angle $\theta_{12}$ and mass difference $\Delta m_{21}^2$.

Radio-chemical experiments, already mentioned above (Homestake, Gallex, GNO, SAGE), were the first to establish a deficit in the measured $\nu_e$ flux. The SNO experiment, introduced in section 1.2.1, used heavy water ($D_2O$) to distinguish between neutral and charged current interactions and thus solved the solar neutrino problem by confirming the predicted SSM neutrino flux via neutral currents.

**Atmospheric neutrinos**

Interactions of cosmic rays with the earth’s atmosphere produce charged pions and muons, which decay into muon and electron (anti-)neutrinos in an expected ratio of $\nu_\mu : \nu_e = 2 : 1$.

![Figure 1.3: Flavor fraction of the three neutrino mass eigenstates showing the dependence on the cosine of the CP violating phase $\delta$ and the mass hierarchy. Figure adapted from [Par08].](image-url)
The Super-Kamiokande experiment [Fuk98], originally designed to observe proton decay, reconstructs both neutrino energy and direction from the characteristic Cerenkov light cones, emitted after neutrino-electron scattering in pure water. A deficit was observed for up-going atmospheric muon neutrinos (GeV scale), traveling through the earth \( L \approx 13000 \text{ km} \), when compared to down-going muon neutrinos, which travel only a much shorter distance \( L \approx 15 \text{ km} \). The result can be interpreted as oscillations of \( \nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau \).

Accelerator neutrinos

With artificial neutrino sources, such as GeV-scale \( \nu_\mu \) beams produced by particle accelerators, the baseline to energy ratio \( L/E \) can be tuned to achieve an even better sensitivity on the atmospheric oscillation parameters \( \theta_{23} \) and \( \Delta m^2_{23} \).

The first long-baseline experiment was K2K [Ahn06], which ran from 1999 to 2005 and made use of a pulsed beam of muon neutrinos, directed from the proton synchrotron at the KEK facility towards the 250 km remote Super-Kamiokande detector, observing the \( \nu_\mu \) disappearance channel. The ongoing successor experiment T2K [Abe13] at an almost identical baseline of 295 km between the J-PARC accelerator in Tokai and Super-Kamiokande focused on the rare \( \nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_e \) appearance oscillation. A first hint for a non-zero value of \( \theta_{13} \) was published by the T2K collaboration in 2011 [Abe11].

Reactor neutrinos

Reactor neutrino experiments utilize the large flux of electron anti-neutrinos \( \bar{\nu}_e \), produced by nuclear power plants, to assess the mixing angle \( \theta_{13} \). Generally, both a far detector with a baseline of about \( 1 - 2 \text{ km} \), used to measure the disappearance of \( \bar{\nu}_e \), and a second near detector to reduce systematic uncertainties on the source neutrino flux, are required.

The value of \( \theta_{13} \), shown in table 1.1, has been obtained from three different experiments: Double Chooz [Ard06], Daya Bay [An12] and RENO [Ahn10], all of which provided very consistent results in 2012 [Ber12] with recent updates in 2014 [Neu14].

In figure 1.4 results from the KamLAND reactor neutrino experiment [Abe08] are shown. The detector at that time was surrounded by a large number of Japanese nuclear reactors, thus allowing to assemble a spectrum of \( \bar{\nu}_e \) rates at multiple baselines.

Supernova neutrinos

The first real-time detection of astrophysical neutrinos from the supernova SN 1987A was performed by Kamiokande [Hir87] and the IMB experiment [Hai88], about three hours before the visible light from the explosion reached the earth. Not only did the observation confirm theoretical supernova type II models, in which 99% of the energy of the massive star collapse is radiated away in neutrinos. The event also marked the beginning of the field of neutrino astronomy.

From the observed spread of the neutrino arrival times and the reconstructed neutrino energies, a time-of-flight analysis can be performed, giving a handle on determining the neutrino mass. In [Lor02] a Bayesian data analysis of about two dozen observed SN
Experimental observations have provided impressive evidence for the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations, which require neutrinos to have mass. Although the oscillation observables are not sensitive to the absolute mass scale, it is known from cosmological and laboratory data, that the heaviest neutrino mass resides in the sub-eV range.

1.3 Massive Neutrinos

1.3.1 Neutrino Mass Beyond the SM

As explained in section 1.1, the SM does not incorporate a generation mechanism for neutrino masses. A possible extension within the Higgs mechanism would be the introduction of a right-handed neutrino singlet state $\nu_R$, which does not participate in weak interactions (sterile neutrino). However, in this case the corresponding Yukawa coupling constant $c_\nu$ would be about six orders of magnitude smaller compared to charged fermions [Moh07].

\[ 3-\nu \text{ best-fit oscillation} \quad \bullet \quad \text{Data - BG - Geo } \bar{\nu}_e \]

**Figure 1.4:** Ratio of the observed $\bar{\nu}_e$ spectrum to the expectation for no-oscillation versus $L_0/E$ from the KamLAND reactor neutrino experiment [Abe08]. $L_0 = 180$ km is the flux-weighted average reactor baseline. The 3-$\nu$ histogram is the best-fit survival probability curve for the mixing parameters $\Delta m^2_{21} = 7.54 \cdot 10^{-5}$ eV$^2$, $\tan^2(\theta_{12}) = 0.481$, $\sin^2(\theta_{13}) = 0.010$. Figure taken from [Gan13].

1987A neutrinos results in an upper limit of

\[ m_{\bar{\nu}_e} < 5.7 \text{ eV (95\% C.L.)} . \]  

(1.12)

However, this type of mass determination strongly depends on the choice of the neutrino emission model in supernova explosions, and is not competitive with direct kinematical techniques, which will be discussed in section 1.4.
1.3 Massive Neutrinos

The Seesaw Mechanism

Another possible mechanism for the generation of neutrino masses arises from a combination of Dirac and Majorana mass terms. Charged fermions can only acquire Dirac-type masses:

\[ L = m_D \bar{\psi} \psi = m_D (\bar{\psi}_L \psi_R + \bar{\psi}_R \psi_L) \]  

(1.13)

\( \psi_R \) and \( \psi_L \) are the chiral components (right-handed and left-handed) of the spinor representation \( \psi \) of the corresponding fermionic field.

For charge-less particles like the neutrino, Majorana-type masses can be introduced, but only under the condition, that the particles are their own anti-particle \( \psi = \psi^c \):

\[ L = \frac{1}{2} (m_L \bar{\psi}_L \psi_R^c + m_R \bar{\psi}_R \psi_L^c) + \text{h.c.} \]  

(1.14)

Here, \( \psi^c \) is the charge conjugate with \( \psi^c_{L,R} = (\psi^c)_{R,L} = (\psi_{R,L})^c \).

Coming back to neutrinos, we denote \( \psi_L = \nu_L, \psi_R^c = \nu^c_R, \psi_R = N_R, \psi_L^c = N^c_L \), the latter two being sterile neutrinos, which do not participate in weak interactions. In this notation the combination of Dirac (equation 1.13) and Majorana (equation 1.14) masses becomes [Zub11]:

\[ L = \frac{1}{2} (m_D \bar{\nu}_L \nu_R^c + m_R \bar{\nu}_R \nu_L^c) + \text{h.c.} \]  

(1.15)

\[ = \frac{1}{2} (\nu_L, \nu_R^c) \begin{pmatrix} m_L & m_D \\ m_D^* & m_R \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \nu_R^c \\ \nu_L \end{pmatrix} + \text{h.c.} \]  

(1.16)

An interesting scenario arises, when the Majorana mass \( m_L \) for the left-handed neutrino \( \nu_L \) is zero \( (m_L = 0) \), but \( m_R \) for the right-handed sterile neutrino \( N_R \) is very large \( (m_R \gg m_D) \). Then the following two mass eigenvalues can be obtained from the \( 2 \times 2 \) mass matrix:

\[ m_\nu = \frac{m_D^2}{m_R} \quad \text{and} \quad m_N \approx m_R \]  

(1.17)

(1.18)

Under the assumption that the Dirac mass terms \( m_D \) are of the order of charged fermion masses (MeV to GeV) and the mass of the sterile neutrino \( m_N \) is of the order of the GUT-scale \( (\sim 10^{16} \text{ GeV}) \), the above mechanism naturally leads to the very small observable neutrino masses. This is also called the seesaw mechanism (type I) for the production of small neutrino masses [Gel79].

\footnote{h.c. signifies the Hermitian conjugate.}
In this type I seesaw the neutrino masses would scale with the charged fermion masses, leading to a hierarchical mass scenario. If the upper left entry of the $2 \times 2$ matrix, $m_L$, is not exactly zero, equation 1.17 is extended by an additional term, including the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. In that case, the resulting neutrino masses are quasi-degenerate, which is sometimes referred to as the type II seesaw.

Further approaches of introducing neutrino masses ‘beyond the Standard Model’ involve Higgs triplet states [Sch80], supersymmetry [Moh06] or extra spatial dimensions [Ark02], just to name a few.

1.3.2 Cosmology

The determination of the neutrino mass and its origin is of huge interest not only to elementary particle physics. Also cosmology would greatly benefit from a more precise knowledge of the neutrino mass and its resulting contribution to the total matter density and evolution of structures in the Universe.

Cosmic Neutrino Background

Similar to the cosmic microwave background (CMB), being one of the pillars of the ΛCDM cosmological model\(^1\) [Ber03], a cosmic neutrino background (CνB) is predicted. The CνB consists of relic neutrinos, which have decoupled from thermal equilibrium with matter in the very early Universe. This ‘freeze-out’ happened when the Universe was about one to two seconds old at a decoupling temperature of $T \approx 1 \text{MeV}$ [Les06], which today corresponds to a relic neutrino black body temperature of 1.95K.

Since neutrinos only interact weakly and gravitationally, they are a prototype of the many dark matter candidates proposed today, and so far the only one, known to exist. In figure 1.5 the contribution of the neutrino energy density $\Omega_\nu$ to the total energy density $\Omega_{\text{tot}}$ is shown. It depends on their number density per neutrino flavor $n_\nu = (3/11) n_\gamma = 339 \text{cm}^{-3}$ [Les06], which can be derived from the primordial abundances of light elements. Their energy density $\Omega_\nu$ is given by the sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates

$$\Omega_\nu = \frac{\sum m_i}{93.14 \text{h}^2 \text{eV}/c^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.19)

with the dimensionless Hubble parameter $h = H_0/(\text{km s}^{-1} \text{Mpc}^{-1}) = 0.673 \pm 0.012$. Relic neutrinos are not only among the oldest messengers from the Big Bang, they are also by far the most abundant known fermionic particles in the Universe. Within the mass regime, which will be explored by the KATRIN experiment ($\sum m_i < 600 \text{meV}$), neutrinos could constitute a considerable contribution to the total energy density in the Universe (see figure 1.5).

\(^1\) The standard model of cosmology ΛCDM is based on the concept of a hot Big Bang, from which our Universe has evolved to its present cold state, dominated by dark energy (Λ) and dark matter (CDM).
Figure 1.5: Neutrino energy density contribution $\Omega_\nu$ to the total energy density $\Omega$ of the Universe in comparison to the contribution from dark energy $\Omega_\Lambda$, dark matter $\Omega_{DM}$ and baryons $\Omega_b$. The experimentally constrained contribution $\Omega_\nu$ from neutrino hot dark matter to the total matter energy density $\Omega$ spans two orders of magnitude. The lower bound on $\Omega_\nu$ stems from the analysis of atmospheric neutrino oscillation. Figure adapted from [KAT05].

Structure Formation

After thermal decoupling, relativistic neutrinos can move collision-free on a free-streaming length $\lambda_{FS}$ before becoming non-relativistic. In a non-relativistic approximation [Les06], the free-streaming length can be written as

$$\lambda_{FS} = \frac{1 + z}{\sqrt{\Omega_\Lambda + \Omega_m(1 + z)^3}} \left(\frac{eV}{m_\nu}\right) h^{-1} \text{Mpc},$$

(1.20)

where $\Omega_\Lambda$ and $\Omega_m$ are the density fraction of the cosmological constant and matter. The red-shift is denoted by $z$.

As a consequence of free-streaming, light neutrinos can escape areas of high density without interaction and effectively dampen or even erase gravitational perturbations up to a scale of about $\lambda_{FS} \simeq 1230\left(\frac{eV}{m_\nu}\right) \text{Mpc}$ [Zub11]. The suppression of small-scale density fluctuations and correlated effects on the evolution of larger structures are stronger with large $m_\nu$ and $\Omega_\nu$. 
Indirect Constraints on Neutrino Mass

The substantial influence of massive neutrinos on cosmological observables allows to derive constraints on the total sum of neutrino masses, even though with certain limitations. A recent combined analysis of cosmological data published in [Bat14] yielded an upper limit of

\[ \sum m_i \leq (320 \pm 81) \text{meV} . \]  

Observations of the angular power spectrum of temperature anisotropies in the CMB from the Planck satellite [Ade13] were used in combination with polarization measurements from WMAP [Ben13] and observations of baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) [Beu11].

A caveat of these indirect cosmological constraints are the large dependencies on model assumptions. The achieved neutrino mass limits can vary by up to an order of magnitude, depending on the combination of selected data sets and cuts. A complementary direct mass measurement is imperative in order to reduce the cosmological model parameter degeneracy and relieve some of the existing tensions between various data sets.

1.3.3 Neutrino-less Double Beta Decay

The observation of the hypothetical neutrino-less double \( \beta \)-decay (0\( \nu \)\( \beta \beta \)) would not only establish the Majorana nature of the neutrino (\( \nu = \bar{\nu} \)), but imply lepton number violation as well. It could also provide access to the absolute neutrino mass scale.

Double \( \beta \)-decay with neutrino emission (2\( \nu \)\( \beta \beta \)) is a second order weak nuclear process, involving the simultaneous transmutation of two neutrons into two protons:

\[ 2n \rightarrow 2p + 2e^- + 2\bar{\nu}_e , \]  

This process is observable when single \( \beta \)-decay is energetically forbidden (as for the even-even isotopes \( ^{76}\text{Ge} \) or \( ^{136}\text{Xe} \)). The energy spectrum of the two emitted electrons, as shown in figure 1.6, is continuous, since the neutrinos carry away part of the decay energy \( Q \).

Neutrino-less double \( \beta \)-decay (0\( \nu \)\( \beta \beta \)) is an alternative process, first suggested by G. Racah in 1937 [Rac37], shortly after E. Majorana had introduced a theoretical description for neutrinos to be their own antiparticle. The two neutrons decay without the emission of neutrinos:

\[ 2n \rightarrow 2p + 2e^- \]  

The two \( \beta \)-decays are mediated by the exchange of a virtual Majorana-type neutrino. This hypothetical process clearly implies the violation of lepton number conservation with \( \Delta L = 2 \). Furthermore it requires the neutrino to have mass: The right-handed anti-neutrino
\[ \bar{\nu}_e \text{ emitted in one } \beta\text{-decay has to be absorbed as a left-handed neutrino } \nu_e \text{ in the second inverse } \beta\text{-decay. Only if } m_\nu > 0, \text{ the helicity (spin projection onto the momentum vector) has a finite chance to flip and change its sign}^1. \]

Since the emitted electrons carry all the decay energy, the energy spectrum of double } \beta\text{-decay is modified by the appearance of comparatively small peak at the decay endpoint } Q, \text{ the typical signature for } 0\nu\beta\beta \text{ decay. It is strongly suppressed compared to } 2\nu\beta\beta \text{ decay, which is why a major effort of such experiments is the reduction or distinction from background.} \]

In } 0\nu\beta\beta \text{ decay experiments an effective Majorana mass } \langle m_{\beta\beta} \rangle \text{ is measured, which is a coherent sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates:} \]

\[ \langle m_{\beta\beta} \rangle = \left| \sum_i U_{ei}^2 m_i \right| = \left| \sum_i |U_{ei}|^2 m_i e^{i\alpha_i} \right| \]

Since the CP-violating Majorana phases } \alpha_i \text{ can lead to cancellations, it is well possible that } \langle m_{\beta\beta} \rangle < m_i. \text{ The effective mass is obtained by observing the half-life } T_{0\nu}^{1/2} \text{ of the decay} \]

\[ \left( T_{0\nu}^{1/2} \right)^{-1} = G^{0\nu}(Q, Z) \cdot |M^{0\nu}|^2 \frac{(m_{\beta\beta})^2}{m_e^2}, \]

\[ (1.25) \]

---

\[ \text{Figure 1.6: Illustration of the summed electron energy spectrum } K_e \text{ (} Q \text{ is the endpoint) for } 0\nu\beta\beta \text{ (solid curve) and } 2\nu\beta\beta \text{ decays (dotted curve). The } 0\nu\beta\beta \text{ spectrum is normalized to } 10^{-2}. \text{ Figure according to } [Ell02]. \]

---

\[ ^1 \text{ The } 0\nu\beta\beta \text{ decay process can theoretically be enabled by alternative mechanisms, such as a right-handed } W \text{ boson } [Bog85]. \]
where $G^{0\nu}$ is a phase space factor depending on the endpoint energy $Q$ and the atomic charge $Z$. The largest uncertainties arise from the calculation of the nuclear transition matrix elements $M^{0\nu}$. Recent model predictions still differ by a factor of $2 - 3$ [Dev13].

In 2013 the GERDA collaboration published the so far most stringent limit on the $0\nu\beta\beta$ half-life of germanium $^{76}\text{Ge}$ from their first measurement phase [Dev13] with a detector mass of 18 kg of enriched $^{76}\text{Ge}$. The measured half-life is

$$T^{0\nu}_{1/2} (^{76}\text{Ge}) = 2.1 \cdot 10^{25} \text{y} \text{ at 90\% C.L.} \quad (1.26)$$

which translates into an Majorana mass limit of

$$\langle m_{\beta\beta} \rangle = 250 - 520 \text{meV}, \quad (1.27)$$

depending on the nuclear matrix element calculation. With this result the GERDA experiment has started to disprove the only claimed observation of $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay in $^{76}\text{Ge}$ to date, which was made by a subgroup of the Heidelberg-Moskow experiment in 2003 [Kla04].

1.4 Single Beta Decay Experiments

So far the most promising model-independent access to the absolute neutrino mass scale is made possible through the kinematical investigation of weak $\beta^-$ decays:

$$n \rightarrow p + e^- + \bar{\nu}_e \quad (1.28)$$

The experimental method purely relies on the kinematic properties of this physical process: energy and momentum conservation. The energy spectrum of the emitted $\beta$ electron is analyzed close to the endpoint energy of the emitting radioactive isotope, where a shape distortion due to a non-zero electron-neutrino mass is most apparent. No model assumptions about the Dirac or Majorana nature of the neutrino has to be made.

1.4.1 Beta Decay Kinematics

In $\beta^-$ decay the energy released by the nucleus is shared between the outgoing $\beta$ particle (the electron) and the anti-neutrino $\bar{\nu}_e$. The kinetic energy spectrum of the emitted particles therefore is continuous, ranging up to the maximal available energy $Q$, usually referred to as the endpoint energy $E_0$.

Starting from Fermi’s golden rule [Fer34]

$$\frac{dN}{dE} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} |M|^2 \rho(E), \quad (1.29)$$
with the transition matrix element $M$ and the density of final states $\rho(E)$, the electron energy spectrum of nuclear $\beta$-decay can be written down in the following form [Ott08], with units $\hbar = c = 1$:

$$\frac{dN}{dE} = \frac{G_F^2 \cos^2 \theta_C}{2\pi^3} |M|^2 S(E) F(Z,E) p(E + m_e) \sum_i \sum_f |U_{ei}|^2 P_f \varepsilon_f \sqrt{\varepsilon_f^2 - m_i^2} \Theta(\varepsilon_f - m_i)$$

(1.30)

$G_F$ is the Fermi coupling constant, $\theta_C$ the Cabbibo angle and $M$ the nuclear matrix element of the transition. $S(E)$ is a shape factor, required if the transition is of the forbidden type.

The Fermi function $F(Z,E)$ accounts for the nuclear Coulomb interaction with the emitted electron, and $p(E + m_e)$ gives the phase space factor of the outgoing electron. The phase space of the emitted neutrino is the product of the neutrino energy $\varepsilon_j = E_0 - E_f - E$ and the neutrino momentum $\sqrt{\varepsilon_j^2 - m_i^2}$, which determines the shape of the spectrum near the tritium endpoint $E_0$. Energy conservation is ensured by inclusion of the step function $\Theta$.

The neutrino phase space factor has to be summed over all final states $E_f$ (excitations) of the daughter state (atom, molecule), populated with probabilities $P_f$, and over the neutrino mass eigenstates $m_i$.

In case of tritium $\beta$-decay an important simplification applies. The transition is super-allowed, with the ground state wave function of the parent nucleus $T$ being identical to the daughter nucleus $^{3}\text{He}^+$. As a consequence, the nuclear matrix element $M$ is energy independent and its calculation well known. The shape factor $S(E)$ equals 1 for super-allowed transitions.
The mass splittings, well known from oscillation experiments [Nak10], are too small to be resolved experimentally from a β-decay spectrum at present. The observable $m_{\nu_e}^2$, which can be extracted from the spectral shape near the endpoint, is given by the incoherent sum over the mass eigenstates weighted by the matrix elements $U_{ei}$ of the PMNS mixing matrix (see section 1.2.2):

$$m_{\nu_e}^2 = \sum_i |U_{ei}|^2 m_i^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.31)

β-decay experiments are called model-independent, since their observable does not depend on the neutrino being a Majorana or Dirac particle. This is in contrast to $0\nu\beta\beta$ experiments, where the observable $m_{\beta\beta}$ is a coherent sum, and partial cancellation of the mass terms due to imaginary Majorana phases $\alpha_i$ can arise (see equation 1.24 for comparison).

The effect of a non-zero neutrino mass $m_{\nu_e}$ on the shape of the tritium β-decay spectrum is illustrated in figure 1.9.

![Figure 1.9: Differential tritium β-decay electron energy spectrum. The endpoint region is enlarged to show the effect of a non-zero neutrino mass on the spectrum shape. Only a tiny fraction of $\sim 2 \cdot 10^{-13}$ of the emitted electrons fall into the last eV interval below the endpoint (enlarged inset).](image-url)
1.4.2 Rhenium and Holmium Experiments

An alternative approach to spectrometry is the use of cryogenic bolometers (similar to those used in some $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay experiments) for the kinematic investigation of single $\beta$-decays. In a calorimetric setup the entire decay energy is released in the detector, eliminating some of the systematic uncertainties arising from an external electron source. Also, the use of micro-calorimeters provides a certain degree of scalability of the experimental setup.

Rhenium $^{187}$Re has been a promising isotope with a low endpoint of $Q = 2.67\text{keV}$ for a long time. On the downside it has an exceedingly long half-life of $T_{\frac{1}{2}}^{0\nu} = 4.3 \cdot 10^{10}\text{y}$, which requires an experiment to install large amounts of the isotope for a sufficiently high source activity. The MILANO experiment [Sis04] used an array of 10 micro-calorimeters, each containing 250 – 300 $\mu\text{g}$ of AgReO$_4$ crystals, and published an upper limit on the electron neutrino mass of

$$m_{\bar{\nu}_e} < 15\text{eV (90\% C.L.)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.32)

The successor experiment MARE plans an extension of the array to improve the sensitivity down to the sub-eV range [Nuc12], however it will also investigate other $\beta$ isotopes, such as holmium $^{163}$Ho.

Another possibility of a direct neutrino mass measurement is pursued by the ECHo and HOLMES collaborations [Bla13], using a calorimetric measurement of the holmium $^{163}$Ho electron capture:

$$^{163}\text{Ho} + e^- \longrightarrow ^{163}\text{Dy}^* + \nu_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.33)

$^{163}$Ho decays by capturing an electron from the inner atomic shells to an excited state of the dysprosium $^{163}\text{Dy}$ atom with a half-life of $T_{\frac{1}{2}} \approx 4570\text{y}$ and a low $Q$-value of $Q \approx 2.3 – 2.8\text{keV}$. The neutrino mass can be obtained from a calorimetric measurement of the continuous $^{163}\text{Dy}$ de-excitation spectrum close to the $Q$-value. In order to push the sensitivity below the 1eV range, a more precise determination of the mass difference $Q$ between $^{163}\text{Ho}$ and $^{163}\text{Dy}$ is planned in dedicated Penning trap measurements.

1.4.3 Tritium as Beta Emitter

Since several decades, tritium $T = ^3\text{H}$ is considered as the most promising candidate in spectroscopic, direct neutrino mass measurements:

$$^3\text{H} \longrightarrow ^3\text{He}^+ + e^- + \bar{\nu}_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.34)

Its ideal characteristics have led to a series of tritium-based $\beta$-decay experiments in the past five decades. Crucial advantages of tritium are:
Low endpoint energy

The endpoint energy $E_0 \approx 18.6$ eV is comparatively low. This leads to a favorable decay phase space in the endpoint region of the electron energy spectrum, which is of major interest in a neutrino mass search. Here the relative fraction of observable $\beta$ electrons scales with $1/E_0^3$. Also there are technical benefits: The retarding voltage required for electrostatic spectroscopy has to meet the energy scale of the emitter’s endpoint. Stringent requirements on the voltage stability and challenges, arising from the possibility of vacuum discharges, are less of a concern with a correspondingly lower endpoint energy.

Short half life

A very short half-life $T_{1/2} = (4500 \pm 8)$ d $\approx 12.3$ y \cite{Luc00} leads to high decay rates and limits the adequate amounts of source material. KATRIN will make use of only $20 \mu$g in its source to achieve a $\beta$-decay intensity of $10^{11}$ s$^{-1}$.

Super-allowed decay

The parent and daughter states are mirror nuclei with identical wave functions. The nuclear matrix element $|M|$ then becomes energy-independent and no intermediate states have to be included in the theoretical description.

Low nuclear charge

Due to its low charge $Z = 1$ and simple atomic shell, interactions between $\beta^-$ electrons and nuclei in the source become rare and can be accurately computed.

Gaseous hydrogen isotope

In case of gaseous molecular tritium, many well studied properties from hydrogen are transferable to tritium as a hydrogen isotope. Also, for a gaseous emitter no solid state effects have to be taken into account.

For gaseous molecular tritium, a will be used for the KATRIN experiment, the decay is denoted as

$$T_2 \rightarrow {}^3\text{He}^+ + e^- + \bar{\nu}_e.$$ (1.35)

Due to its molecular structure, the daughter ion ${}^3\text{He}^+$ will typically be in a rotationally and vibrationally excited state, in addition to the usual electronic excitations. These final states modify the spectrum of $\beta$-decay electrons and have to be accounted for in a neutrino mass analysis (section 5.2).

1.4.4 Current Beta Decay Neutrino Mass Limits

The two most recent tritium $\beta$-decay experiments, currently holding the most sensitive model-independent neutrino mass result, are the ‘Mainz neutrino mass experiment’, concluded in 2001, and the ‘Troitsk neutrino mass experiment’, which is still operational. Both experiments make use of a high resolution spectrometer of the Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation combined with an Electrostatic (MAC-E) filter type, a principle that the KATRIN experiment will push to its technological limits (section 2.2).
At the Mainz experiment, a solid quench-condensed tritium source was used. While avoiding the gasdynamical complexities of a gaseous tritium source, technical challenges arose from the surface wetting and charging of the tritium substrate, the latter due to remaining \( ^3\text{He}^+ \) ions. Their final neutrino mass results were published in 2005 [Kra05]:

\[
m(\bar{\nu}_e)^2 = -0.6 \pm 2.2\text{(stat)} \pm 2.1\text{(sys)} \text{eV}^2
\]

\[
m(\bar{\nu}_e) < 2.3 \text{eV (95 \% C.L.)}
\] (1.36)

The Troitsk experiment employs a windowless gaseous tritium source, as will the KATRIN experiment. One recent result, published in 2011 [Ase11], is:

\[
m(\bar{\nu}_e)^2 = -0.67 \pm 1.89\text{(stat)} \pm 1.68\text{(sys)} \text{eV}^2
\]

\[
m(\bar{\nu}_e) < 2.05 \text{eV (95 \% C.L.)}
\] (1.37)

A combined analysis by the Particle Data Group [Ber12] yields the currently lowest limit from direct neutrino mass measurements:

\[
m(\bar{\nu}_e) < 2.0 \text{eV (95 \% C.L.)}
\] (1.40)

\section*{1.5 Sterile Neutrinos}

The seesaw mechanism introduced in section 1.3.1 is an appealing way to generate small neutrino masses, required to explain neutrino mixing phenomena, as observed by a large number of oscillation experiments. By adding right-handed \textit{sterile} neutrino partners (weak isosinglets with no charge) to the SM matter content and introducing related Majorana mass terms, the small masses of the known three active neutrino generations can be generated. So from a theoretical point of view, sterile neutrinos are a natural occurrence.

When seesaw mass generation is put in the context of grand unification or leptogenesis, it is tempting to relate the sterile mass states to high energies (\( \gg 100 \text{ GeV} \)) well above the electroweak energy scale. But technically, any values are possible and a priori not defined by the model. Low-energy seesaw scenarios can be motivated by a series of profound problems in particle physics and astrophysics, since the corresponding right-handed neutrino states remain kinematically accessible through mixing. This is in particular true for keV-scale neutrinos, which are discussed as possible warm dark matter candidates [Bar12].

The possible existence of a light sterile neutrino (\( m \sim 1 - 10 \text{ eV} \)) was first suggested by the LSND short-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment [Ath98], which observed an excess of \( \bar{\nu}_e \) in a \( \bar{\nu}_\mu \) beam from \( \Pi^+ \) decay. The results could not entirely be ruled out by the KARMEN and MiniBooNE experiments [Agu09; Arm03]. Interestingly, claims for eV-scale sterile neutrinos were further backed by the calibration of gallium solar neutrino experiments [Abd09]. Recent re-evaluations of nuclear reactor anti-neutrino flux predictions have lead to an overall deficit in the observed flux of reactor neutrino experiments, known as the \textit{reactor antineutrino anomaly} [Men11] (see figure 1.10). It is compatible with sterile neutrinos having
Figure 1.10: Illustration of the short baseline reactor antineutrino anomaly. Experimental results are compared with the predictions from a 3 active neutrino mixing solution (red line) and an alternative prediction including a new neutrino mass state (blue line) with $|\Delta m^2_\text{s}| > 1 \text{eV}^2$ and $\sin^2(\theta_\text{s}) = 0.12$. Figure taken from [Men11].

A mass with difference from the largest active neutrino mass eigenstate of $\Delta m^2_\text{s} > 1 \text{eV}^2$. In figure 1.11 the oscillation parameter space, favored by a combined analysis of recent reactor data, gallium solar neutrino calibration experiments and MiniBooNE-\nu data, is depicted.

Cosmological data, mainly from observations of the cosmic microwave background and large scale structures, do not firmly exclude the hypothesis of a fourth neutrino, however they favor its mass to be $m_4 < 1 \text{eV}$ [Bat14; Wym14].

A promising probe of the absolute mass scale of an eV sterile neutrino is made possible by tritium $\beta$-decay experiments, where an additional kink in the observed electron spectrum close to the tritium endpoint would be expected. In section 6.5 of this theses it is shown, that KATRIN will be capable of investigating the admixture of a fourth sterile mass state to the electron anti-neutrino with an unprecedented sensitivity, covering most of the parameter space (sterile neutrino mass and mixing) favored by the reactor anti-neutrino anomaly.
Figure 1.11: Allowed regions for a sterile neutrino (3+1 neutrino hypothesis) from the combination of reactor, MiniBooNE, Gallex and Sage data. The no-oscillation hypothesis is disfavored at 99.8% C.L. Constraints on the oscillation parameters can be stated with $|\Delta m^2_{\text{new}}| > 1.5 \text{eV}^2$ and $\sin^2(2\theta_{\text{new}}) = 0.14 \pm 0.08$ (95% C.L.). Each experiment fitted separately leads to similar bounds, but without strong significance. Figure adapted from [Men11].
The Karlsruhe TRitium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment is the next generation tritium β-decay experiment, targeted to perform a direct model-independent measurement of the absolute neutrino mass scale. With an envisaged sensitivity of 200 meV at 90% C.L. (350 meV at 95% C.L.) after five calendar years of operation, KATRIN will improve the current neutrino mass limits obtained by its predecessors by one order of magnitude (see section 1.4.4). Presently under construction at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany, the experimental apparatus will consist of a Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS), two spectrometers of the Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation combined with an Electrostatic (MAC-E) filter type, a differential and cryogenic pumping section and a multi-pixel silicon detector. An overview of the setup is given in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.1: Official logo of the KATRIN collaboration.
2.1 Measurement Principle

The fundamental measurement principle of KATRIN is high precision $\beta$-decay spectroscopy. Using an electrostatic high-pass filter, the energy of emitted $\beta$-decay electrons is analyzed to look for a distortion of the energy spectrum in the tritium endpoint region. A shape analysis of the observed spectrum allows a measurement of the effective electron neutrino mass $m_{\nu e}^2$, an incoherent sum over the mass eigenstates $m_i$:

$$m_{\nu e}^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{3} |U_{ei}|^2 m_i^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

KATRIN will upscale the dimensions of previous experimental setups considerably. In order to improve the sensitivity on $m_{\nu e}$ by one order of magnitude, many key parameters of the experiment have to be enhanced by two orders of magnitude, since the observable is the squared neutrino mass $m_{\nu e}^2$. In order to push forward into the sub-eV regime, the KATRIN design does not only require better source statistics but foremost very tight constraints on critical systematic parameters of the apparatus, which will be outlined in the following sections.
2.2 MAC-E Filter Setup

So far, the Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation combined with an Electrostatic (MAC-E) filter type is the most promising measurement principle in model-independent neutrino mass experiments. It was successfully tested for the first time in Russia at Troitsk in the mid-eighties [Lob85] and independently at Mainz in the late eighties [Pic92].

A typical MAC-E filter experiment features the following components: A stable high luminosity source with well controlled systematics regarding solid-state effects, temperature and density fluctuations (figure 2.2b). A transport system, separating the source from the analyzing spectrometer, which has to be under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions and free of any interfering residual tritiated gas (figure 2.2c). A spectrometer, operating as a MAC-E filter, has to guarantee a high energy resolution (figure 2.2e). Finally, a detector for counting the transmitted signal electrons (figure 2.2f).

β-decay electrons, produced in the source section, are emitted isotropically. In order to guide as many electrons as possible to the spectrometer, strong magnetic fields of a few T are set up in the source and transport section by superconducting solenoids. The Lorentz force guides the electrons onto a cyclotron motion along the longitudinal field lines, eventually leading the forward-emitted electrons towards the MAC-E filter. The kinetic energy $E_{\text{kin}}$ of the electrons can be decomposed into a transversal $E_\perp$ and a longitudinal component $E_\parallel$:

$$E_{\text{kin}} = E_\perp + E_\parallel$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

The MAC-E filter is elevated onto a negative potential through applying high voltage to the vessel itself and a wire electrode, attached to the inner walls of the spectrometer. The potential is typically within a narrow interval close to the tritium endpoint $U \approx 18.6$ keV. With the source and detector section on ground potential, this configuration creates an electro-static retarding field, which runs parallel to the guiding magnetic field lines. The middle of the spectrometer, where the retarding field is strongest, is referred to as the analyzing plane (see figure 2.3). Electrons with a longitudinal kinetic energy $E_\parallel > qU$ can overcome the potential barrier and be counted by the detector, while the rest will be reflected.

Only $E_\parallel$ can be analyzed, which poses a problem for most of the isotropically emitted electrons with a considerable transversal energy fraction. The solution is an adiabatic conversion of $E_\perp$ into $E_\parallel$ while leaving the total electron energy $E_{\text{kin}}$ unchanged. This is achieved by reducing the magnetic field strength $B_{\text{max}} = 6$ T from the entrance (or exit) of the spectrometer by several orders of magnitude to the analyzing plane with $B_{\text{min}} = 3 \cdot 10^{-4}$ T. In doing so, the spectrometer is designed to avoid strong field gradients and provide adiabatic conditions (no significant change of magnetic fields along one cyclotron cycle). Then the magnetic moment $\mu = \frac{E_\perp}{B}$ is guaranteed to be a conserved quantity in non-relativistic approximation. As the magnetic field strength $B$ becomes lower, also $E_\perp$ is decreased and adiabatically transformed into longitudinal direction.
The transformation from transversal to longitudinal momentum cannot be perfect, since a minimum field strength $B_{\text{min}} > 0$ in the analyzing plane is required to keep the magnetic flux tube contained inside the spectrometer vessel. The maximum transversal energy $E_\perp$, that an electron can keep, defines the energy resolution $\Delta E$ of the spectrometer:

$$\frac{\Delta E}{E} = \frac{B_{\text{min}}}{B_{\text{max}}}$$

For isotropically emitted electrons with an energy close to the tritium endpoint $E_0 = 18.6 \text{ keV}$, the maximum fraction of energy not visible to the filter is

$$\Delta E = 18 600 \text{ eV} \cdot \frac{3 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{T}}{6 \text{T}} = 0.93 \text{ eV}.$$  

Essentially the MAC-E acts as an integrating high-pass filter. Its transmission characteristics are summarized by the so-called transmission function (see section 5.5.1), with its shape being defined by the configuration of electric and magnetic fields. Varying the retarding voltage and shifting the electrostatic barrier gives access to the shape of the energy spectrum of analyzed $\beta$-decay electrons. Due to the MAC-E filtering principle, an integrating measurement of the spectrum is performed:

$$N(qU) \propto t_{qU} \int_{qU}^{E_0} \frac{dN}{dE} \left(E, m_e^2\right) R(E, qU) \, dE$$

\hspace{1cm} (2.5)
\(N(qU)\) denotes the number of expected signal electrons at a given retarding energy \(qU\) for a measuring time \(t_{qU}\). In order to reveal information about the differential spectrum \(dN/dE\), not only a substantiated knowledge of \(\beta\)-decay theory is required. The response of the apparatus \(R\), describing the probability for an emitted \(\beta\) electron to be detected, has to be known precisely (section 5.5.4). It comprises all characteristics of the experimental setup, which influence the observed signal, including the transmission function \(T\) of the spectrometer (section 5.5.1).

The energy resolution \(\Delta E\) of the MAC-E filter does not ultimately limit the neutrino mass sensitivity, which for KATRIN is anticipated to be much smaller. A non-zero neutrino mass does not only cause a shift of the observable spectrum endpoint, but a characteristic shape distortion of the integrated spectrum, reaching several eV below the endpoint. This feature allows the extraction of a neutrino mass estimate with higher accuracy.

Not all \(\beta\) electrons with emission direction in the forward half sphere are allowed to reach the detector. High polar emission angles imply larger transversal momentum and increased electron path lengths through the source tube due to their cyclotron motions. Such trajectories are less desirable, since they come with a higher probability of electrons scattering with tritium molecules and enhanced synchrotron radiation losses. Here the experiment exploits the magnetic mirror effect [Hig07] to reject electrons with a high polar (or pitch) angle \(\theta\). With a lower magnetic field strength in the source \(B_S = 3.6\) T and a maximum field strength \(B_{\text{max}} = 6.0\) T in the transport and spectrometer section, the polar emission angle is constrained to

\[
\theta_{\text{max}} = \arcsin \left( \sqrt{\frac{B_S}{B_{\text{max}}}} \right) \approx 50.8^\circ .
\]

2.3 Tritium Source

The Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS) is a high luminosity \(\beta\) emitting source, embedded in a complex cryostat. In its center the WGTS contains a stainless steel beam tube (length \(l = 10\) m, diameter \(d = 90\) mm), where high purity gaseous tritium is injected at the middle. The gas will diffuse to both ends of the tube, where it is pumped out by twelve Turbo Molecular Pumps (TMPs) in total, reducing the gas flow by a factor of \(10^2\). The pumps are housed by the rear and front differential pumping sections (DPS1-F, DPS1-R), which increase the total length of the source section to 16 m. The pumped out gas is collected, reprocessed and reinjected via a closed cycle, the inner loop system. This pumping method avoids windows at the end of the source, which could inflict energy losses on the emitted \(\beta\) electrons.

To achieve reasonable gas densities of \(\rho \approx 5 \cdot 10^{14}\) cm\(^{-3}\) at moderate throughput, the beam tube is operated at \(T = 30\) K. With an injection pressure of \(p_{\text{inj}} \approx 3 \cdot 10^{-3}\) mbar, the corresponding reference value for the column density \(\rho d = 5 \cdot 10^{17}\) cm\(^{-2}\) can be adjusted. This choice of a nearly opaque source is motivated by the requirement of a high source activity \(A \approx 10^{11}\) Bq, while keeping scattering probabilities of \(\beta\) electrons as low as possible.
The source section is a critical component in terms of systematic effects. It contributes a large fraction to the overall systematic uncertainty budget:

- Due to the thermal and bulk motion of tritium molecules, the electron spectrum is modified by a Doppler shift during $\beta$-decay (section 5.3). To minimize this effect, the beam tube is cooled down to 27 – 30 K.

- The column density needs to be precisely known and controlled at a $10^{-3}$ level. A stable pressure profile of $p = 3 \cdot 10^{-3}$ mbar at the injection point to $p < 10^{-4}$ mbar at the pump ports is established by constant injection and pumping rates.

- The demanded stability of the column density requires the temperature over the whole beam tube to be stable within $\pm 30 \, \text{mK}$. This challenge is met with a two-phase neon cooling system, which has already been successfully tested and commissioned [Gro11].

- A reliable near-time monitoring of the isotopic tritium purity ($\varepsilon_T \approx 95 \%$) is provided by a dedicated Laser Raman system LARA [Sch13b].

### 2.4 Transport Section

The transport section joins to the front end of the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS) cryostat and consists of two functional units: The differential pumping section (DPS2-F) and the cryogenic pumping section (CPS). While signal electrons must be guided from the source to the spectrometer section undistorted, both tritium retention systems together have to reduce the tritium gas flow by 14 orders of magnitude (in combination with the differential pumps of the WGTS). Thus the partial pressure of tritium in the main spectrometer is pushed below $10^{-20}$ mbar and the background due to tritium $\beta$-decay in the spectrometer is kept below the design limit [Mer13].

The DPS2-F differential pumping section connects five beam tubes tilted by $20^\circ$ against each other to avoid a direct line of sight for neutral tritium molecules. This way the pumping of the four large TMPs, housed in pump ports between the beam tube elements, is more efficient, with a gas flow reduction by 5 orders of magnitude. A system of superconducting solenoids with field strengths up to $B = 5.5 \, \text{T}$ guides the signal electrons adiabatically through the 7 m long unit.

The adjoining CPS cryogenic pumping section will provide a tritium flow reduction by another 7 orders of magnitude. Based on the principle of cryo-sorption, tritium molecules are adsorbed by argon frost at 3 K on the inner surface parts of the CPS beam tube. As with the DPS2-F, the beam tube elements form a chicanery to guarantee that residual gas will make contact with the surface at least once.

Charged tritium ions, which are guided by the magnetic field lines and cannot be pumped, have to be removed by a system of electric dipoles [Jan]. A diagnostic unit using the FT-ICR (Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Resonance) detection technique will be installed in the DPS2-F to monitor the ion content originating from the source section [Ubi09].
2.5 Spectrometer Section

The energy of β-decay electrons from the transport section is analyzed by a tandem setup of electrostatic spectrometers, both implementing the MAC-E filter principle explained in section 2.2.

2.5.1 Pre-Spectrometer

The pre-spectrometer with a length of $l = 2.4$ m and diameter $d = 1.7$ m can be operated as a filter for the low-energy part of the β electron spectrum, up to an adjustable potential barrier of 18.3 keV. The high-energy part of the spectrum, which is relevant for KATRIN analysis (starting at 50 eV below $E_0$), would not be affected by this operation mode. In this case, the overall electron flux can be reduced by up to 7 orders of magnitude, minimizing the chance of additional background due to residual gas ionization [Pra11]. However, when operated as pre-filter, a large Penning trap will be formed, which can be avoided by operating the pre-spectrometer at very low potential [Fra14]. Until 2011 the pre-spectrometer was operated as a standalone unit to study electron transport and background characteristics [Frä10].

2.5.2 Main Spectrometer

With a length of $l = 23.3$ m and a central diameter of $d = 9.8$ m the main spectrometer is one of the largest and most prominent components of the experimental setup. Here the high precision energy analysis of β electrons is performed.

The MAC-E filter configuration is realized by superconducting magnets on either side of the spectrometer with field strengths up to $B_{\text{max}} = 6$ T. In the center of the spectrometer, the so-called analyzing plane, the field strength drops by a factor of 20 000 to $B_A = 3 \cdot 10^{-4}$ T. As explained in section 2.2, this ratio determines the energy resolution of the filter. It also leads to a significant broadening of the magnetic flux tube and necessitates the size of the tank. With an effective area of the analyzing plane $A_P = 63.6 \text{ m}^2$, the magnetic flux transported through the spectrometer is $\phi = B_A \cdot A_P = 0.01908 \text{ Tm}^2$. Fine-shaping of the magnetic field configuration and compensation of the earth magnetic field is realized with a large-volume air coil system [Glü13].

The retarding potential is defined by a precision high voltage (HV) system, where the vessel itself is elevated to act as Faraday cage. The final HV precision is achieved through electrodes inside the tank, implemented as a complex two-layer wire electrode system, which is installed with only few centimeters of distance from the inner walls [Val10]. Set on a slightly higher negative potential with respect to the vessel, the wires allow fine tuning of the electrostatic field and provide shielding against background electrons ejected from the 690 m$^2$ vessel wall by throughgoing cosmic ray muons.

Pumping Systems

Any collision of signal electrons with residual gas within the main spectrometer clearly has to be avoided, which is why the entire vessel with a volume of 1250 m$^3$ is operated at UHV conditions of $p < 10^{-11}$ mbar. This low pressure regime is achieved by a cascaded pumping
Figure 2.4: View into the main spectrometer along the beam axis facing towards the detector. The inner surface is covered with the two-layer wire electrode system. In this picture the three pump ports, visible at the bottom, are still empty. The left half shows a real photograph, while the right half depicts a discretized 3D model with the color indicating the electric potential calculated with the KATRIN field solving software KEMField. By courtesy of T.J. Corona [Cor14].

Figure 2.5: Cross section through one of the three main spectrometer pump ports, exposing the non-evaporable getter (NEG) pump and the liquid nitrogen cooled baffles (vertical blue blades on the left end of the pump port).
2.6 Detector Section

System [Wol09], keeping the partial pressure from outgassing H\textsubscript{2} and other gas species at a minimal level. In each of the vessel’s three pump ports, large amounts of non-evaporable getter (NEG) strips (totaling a length of 3 km) are installed to absorb hydrogen with high efficiency. Additionally, each getter pump is supported by two TMPs.

Previous investigations have revealed, that the NEG strips with their large porous surface (in addition to the inner spectrometer surface) release substantial amounts of radon \textsuperscript{219}Rn, which gives rise to an increased background, if it decays in the spectrometer volume (also see section 5.9.2). A suppression technique, which was successfully installed and tested in the current setup, are the liquid nitrogen LN\textsubscript{2} cooled copper baffles [Goe14], visible in figure 2.5. They consist of V-shaped cooper blades acting as apertures, which block the direct line of sight between the NEG strips and the inner spectrometer volume. Being cooled with liquid nitrogen, the baffles are capable of cryo-condensing nearly all emanated radon atoms on their cold surface.

2.6 Detector Section

Electrons, which pass the analyzing plane of the main spectrometer, are re-accelerated and guided onto the focal plane detector (FPD) or simply main detector [Ams14]. The system ‘merely’ acts as an electron counting device – the energy resolution is performed by the main spectrometer. The detector wafer, as shown in figure 2.7, consists of a monolithic silicon PIN (positive-intrinsic-negative) diode array, segmented into 148 pixels, with a sensitive area of 90 mm in diameter. Thanks to the segmentation, the electron trajectories along the fieldlines through the spectrometers and the source section can be reconstructed during the analysis.

A schematic of the detector section setup is given in figure 2.6. With a moderate energy resolution of \(\sim 1.6\) keV for signal electrons at 18.6 keV, the detector performance can be improved by a post-acceleration electrode, yielding a potential offset to signal electrons for better discrimination from the continuum Compton background. Shielding from gamma
radiation and cosmic background is provided by passive copper and lead shells and an active plastic scintillator veto system, which allows the rejection of coincident detector events. The setup is equipped with two energy calibration systems, an americium $^{241}$Am gamma source and an UV-illuminated titanium disk.

2.7 Monitoring

2.7.1 Rear Section

Continuous monitoring of critical source parameters is guaranteed by the rear section. The rear wall of the WGTS will be used to control the electric potential of the source plasma and to monitor tritium activity via $\beta$ induced x-ray spectroscopy (BIXS) [Röl12]. Additionally, a high-intensity angular-selective electron gun will be installed [Val11]. By sending a stable beam of electrons through a hole in the rear wall, the column density of the source gas and the scattering characteristics of electrons in the source can be measured repeatedly (see section 5.5.6). Magnetic dipoles will allow to shift the electron beam across the magnetic flux tube and provide a radial and azimuthal coverage of these measurements.

2.7.2 Monitor Spectrometer

In parallel to the main beam line the former Mainz spectrometer is installed as the monitor spectrometer of the KATRIN setup [Erh14]. A schematic of the monitor spectrometer is depicted in figure 2.8. Being connected to the same high voltage supplies as the main beam

Figure 2.8: Monitor spectrometer setup, consisting of
(a) the solid state source holder,
(b+d) superconducting solenoids,
(c) a spectrometer (MAC-E filter) with air coils for field adjustment in the analyzing plane and earth magnetic field compensation,
(e) the housing for the five-pixel silicon detector.
line, it is used to monitor the stability of the main spectrometer retarding potential with high precision. By continuously measuring the width and position of the K-32 conversion line of a solid-state krypton $^{83m}\text{Kr}$ source, drifts or fluctuations in the retarding voltage can be detected on the ppm-scale.

2.8 Instrumentation and Data Producers

2.8.1 Detector Data Acquisition System

The silicon detectors utilized by KATRIN (focal-plane, veto, monitor spectrometer, beam profile monitoring detector) produce raw data rates at a signal bandwidth of several MHz in up to 148 channels each. This amount of data is processed by a Detector Data Acquisition (DAQ) system, which was originally developed by the Institute for Data Processing and Electronics (IPE) at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) for the Pierre-Auger-Observatory [Aug96]. The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based architecture allows data preprocessing at a wide range of event rates from mHz to MHz with a timing resolution of 50 ns.

The electronics consist of first-level trigger (FLT) and second-level trigger (SLT) cards. Each FLT card handles 24 channels of analog signal conditioning and processing. An additional central-control FPGA performs time synchronization and readout for each card. In case of the focal-plane detector system, 8 FLT cards serve the main detector, while two serve the veto. A single SLT card provides a single-board computer, which coordinates all FLT cards and communicates with the DAQ operating computer via a fast Ethernet interface. A synchronization unit, equipped with a high-precision clock, synchronizes the internal counters of the DAQ electronics with a 10 MHz signal.

The operator interface and run-based data recording is provided by the Object-oriented Real-time Control and Acquisition (ORCA) software, which was designed by KATRIN collaborators at the University of Washington at Seattle and at the University of North Carolina [Phy14]. It comes with the required libraries to interface with the DAQ hardware outlined above and allows interpretation of the recorded data in C++ based analysis tools. A screenshot of the graphical user interface is shown in figure 2.9.

A list of the detector systems operated by ORCA and a description of the recorded physical data will be given in section 3.3.2.

2.8.2 Slow Control Systems

The KATRIN experiment is a complex apparatus with thousands of system variables, which require constant monitoring and automated control. A distributed system, which handles these tasks running on independent controller hardware, is commonly referred to as Slow Control system. On the one hand, it is a crucial aspect of the experiment’s safety concept, if one thinks of the challenges of maintaining the so-far largest UHV system, dealing with superconducting magnetic fields, high voltages and cryogenic temperatures. On the other hand, the Slow Control System (SCS) has to provide the necessary flexibility in scientific operation and ensure reliable monitoring of a large number of sensors.
Experimental control and monitoring is maintained by the IPE and in large parts realized with Siemens SIMATIC Process Control System 7 (PCS7) and the Central Acquisition and Control (ZEUS) system, the latter being a KIT development, based on National Instruments’ LabView. Both systems store the recorded data in various formats and in multiple databases. The IPE maintains a PHP [PHP14] based server software called Advanced Data Extraction Infrastructure (ADEI) [Chi14], which collimates the Slow Control data from its heterogeneous source systems into a single MySQL [Ora14] database in a unified format.

The web interface provided by ADEI (see figure 2.10) allows close to real time visualization of Slow Control data with a latency of about one second. A central SQL database, maintained and synchronized by ADEI, is used by KATRIN’s analysis infrastructure to perform further processing in conjunction with sensor calibration data, and to provide Slow Control access for external client software.

A more comprehensive list of KATRIN Slow Control data producers will be given in section 3.3.3.
2.9 Recent Commissioning Milestones

The low field air coil system (LFCS), allowing for fine shaping of the magnetic field in the spectrometer section and compensation of the earth magnetic field (EMCS) [Glü13], has been installed in mid-2011. The two-layer wire electrode consisting of 23,440 wires, which covers the inside of the main spectrometer vessel and prevents secondary electrons produced by cosmic radiation from entering the flux tube, was installed in mid-2012 [Val10]. In January 2013 the main spectrometer was successfully baked out to a temperature of 300°C.

The detector section and the main spectrometer were connected and an angular resolved egun [Val11] was installed on the source side of the spectrometer in May 2013 to start an initial commissioning phase, referred to as the Spectrometer and Detector Section (SDS) commissioning phase I (SDS-I). These measurements verified system functionality, while performing successful tests on the spectrometer transmission properties, detailed background studies, as well as hardware and software optimization.
CHAPTER 3

Data and Software Infrastructure

The KATRIN experiment is a large apparatus with literally thousands of distributed sensors. Data formats as well as recording intervals and accumulated amounts of data per sensor are as diverse as the physical quantities, that are being monitored. Some data require a considerable amount of processing, format conversion and calibration, before they can be used by the analyst.

Most of these procedures should preferably be performed automatically, without the user (e.g. a physics graduate student) having to deal with the laborious details of how and where the particular data of interest are stored. At the same time, any manipulation of raw data should be documented, traceable and reversible, giving a more demanding user enough freedom to work with raw data directly and apply custom calibration if necessary.

One of the goals, set for the present thesis, was to design and implement an infrastructure, which not only can handle the logistical challenge of processing and organizing thousands of distributed sensors reliably, but also providing an intuitive and consistent interface to different types of data used in analysis. In this chapter an outline will be given over KATRIN’s recently introduced IT infrastructure, covering the data processing chain, distribution mechanisms and software organization.

3.1 Multi-Tier Architecture

A design decision, which was made in the very early stages of this work, was to physically separate the analysis software chain into a client and server layer. The implemented software architecture pattern is commonly called a three-tier model:

Data tier (1)

This layer involves processing and persistence (storage) of KATRIN data (section 3.3).
Server logic tier (2)

The logical layer comprises those software modules, that are allowed to directly operate on the data, and manage incoming write or read requests from client applications. Usually these tasks are fulfilled by service applications (section 3.4), running on a remote server.

Client tier (3)

Those parts of the software that provide a user interface and are used to request data for analysis or to initiate modifications to the database, belong to the client tier (section 4).

The approach of such a modular client-server architecture has significant advantages over a classical design, where the user must access the data directly and manually. By restricting direct control over the data to an intermediate service layer, one can consistently regulate how and by whom data should be accessed (user authorization). Modifications can be backtraced and logged.

What may seem like a restriction at first glance is actually a great benefit for the data consumer. He is given a clean and well defined interface to the data. How the data are accumulated, organized and calibrated, does not necessarily have to be of his concern anymore. The technical details of transferring data to the user are also greatly simplified, as will be described in more detail in section 3.4.

Another aspect of the modular multi-tier design is its flexibility. As long as the interface definition between server and client remains unchanged, the actual implementation of either one can be upgraded or replaced independently. Client analysis code and server-side data management code can run on different platforms and could theoretically be implemented in different programming languages.

Short History of Development

The development process of the presented architecture involved contributions from a number of collaborators. Between the years 2010 and 2012 working prototypes of the data processing facilities, the data management services and the data access logic were established and tested in a joint effort with Sebastian Vöcking from the University of Münster. Considerable parts of the former code base were written in the context of his doctoral thesis [Vöc], which the reader may refer to for more information about the prototype system.

From 2013 to 2014 all three layers of the architecture underwent a substantial redesign as part of this present thesis. Some modifications to the data acquisition software did not allow full backwards compatibility, so the opportunity was taken to rework critical details of the framework, implement new functionality and redefine user interfaces in order to incorporate experiences from two years of testing phases. The new setup was successfully taken into operation during the SDS commissioning phase in mid 2013 (see section 2.9). In the following sections of chapter 3 and 4 an outline of the software architecture in its current operational stage will be given.
3.2 Source Code Standards and Organization

In 2011 software developers from the KATRIN collaboration made a coordinated effort of introducing common coding standards and moving all crucial software into one coherent framework. The situation before was not uncommon, but nevertheless unsatisfying. Collaborators working on their own specific problem, for example field solving, would be pretty much unaware of developments in other areas, such as detector data analysis. This naturally led to a lot of redundant code development and misconception. Developers would address similar problems in parallel, but solve them in a technically incompatible way. Interfacing simulation and analysis was an unpleasant challenge and in some cases not even possible technically.

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the multi-tier IT infrastructure of the KATRIN experiment. A detailed explanation of the individual components is given in chapter 3 (tier 1 and 2) and chapter 4 (tier 3). Components within the shaded area were designed and in large parts implemented as part of this thesis.
3.2.1 KASPER - Unified Analysis and Simulation Package

It was agreed to organize most of the existing crucial analysis and simulation tools in one common C++ software framework called KASPER. Currently supported operating systems are Linux and MacOS\(^1\). For specific tasks a limited number of external open source libraries is required. The popular general-purpose boost library [Daw14] is included for features like linear algebra, statistical distributions, unit testing, cross-platform file system operations and multi-threading. The ROOT analysis library from CERN [Ant09] is utilized by some of the KASPER modules for event data representation and graphical output. Code documentation is automatically generated from C++ source code annotations using Doxygen [Hee08].

Each module within KASPER can be compiled individually with minimal dependencies, if required. This is important, for instance, when code must be executed on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) clusters with tight constraints on third party libraries. However, most users can compile the KASPER package as a whole. On the one hand, the common build system enforces all parts of the analysis and simulation code to remain compatible and to be linked correctly against each other. On the other hand it makes the installation and configuration process (figure 3.2) more comfortable for new users of the framework.

KASPER has grown into a comprehensive library, utilizing modern C++ techniques. It unifies common tasks and features, required by many of its components. Currently it is subdivided into the following list of modules:

![Figure 3.2: CMake [Kit14] configuration dialog of the KASPER package. Individual modules can be activated and configured to meet the user’s needs and requirements of his operating system.](image)

---

\(^1\) Recommended and tested compilers are GCC (4.5+) and Clang (3.0+). The build system CMake (2.6+) [Kit14] is used to package and compile the code.
3.2 Source Code Standards and Organization

Kommon
This basic module provides very common functionality, such as physics constants definitions, mathematical utilities, IO tools, logging facilities and an extensible random number generator.

Kassiopeia
Particle tracking Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, see section 4.5.1.

KEMField
Electro-magnetic field solving algorithms with optional parallelization on GPU clusters [Cor14].

KGeoBag
Geometry definitions and logic.

SSC
Source modeling and $\beta$-decay spectrum calculation, section 5.

KaLi
Data access library, providing definitions of data formats, access to the KATRIN data base through a web service layer, and basic analysis logic, section 4.2.1.

BEANS
Comprehensive suite of detector analysis tools and detector electronics simulation (DRIPS), section 4.4.

KaFit
Statistical tools and probability models to study the impact of systematics and measurement strategy on the neutrino mass sensitivity, section 6.

KTrap
Spectrometer transmission analysis and simulation [Gro15].

Some of the above listed KASPER modules will be explained in more detail, including physics examples, in later chapters of this thesis. Figure 3.3 provides a graphical overview of the most important modules and their relationships.

Novice users can start with one of the ready-to-use executables, included in KASPER. Most of the provided analysis and simulation tools can be customized with simple XML configuration files. For developers of new analysis or simulation logic, KASPER provides a consistent and documented set of object-oriented libraries. With these, all of KASPER’s functionality can be combined within one compilation unit or executable program respectively. The resulting application can range from detector readout, Slow Control access, to simulation of magnetic fieldlines and estimation of a neutrino mass from generated or real
data. All involved parts of the code rely on common physics constants and random numbers produced by one single generator. Input of configuration files and output of results can be realized consistently with common utilities shared across the entire project.

Since KASPER mainly comprises analysis and simulation tools running on a user’s local computer, it belongs to tier 3 of KATRIN’s IT infrastructure.

3.2.2 KDBServer - Database Management and Data Access Services

The KDBServer package is a C++ project linking against KASPER. It is the server-side counterpart to the data consumer KASPER, since it implements the functionalities of KATRIN’s tier 2, the data management layer. In principle it is equipped with all of KASPER’s analysis capabilities, but comes with some important additions. It is designed to run as a web server application on KATRIN’s central data servers, where it handles automated data processing and serves user requests for all of KATRIN’s accumulated experimental data. KDBServer is organized as an external software package outside KASPER, since it holds very specific code logic related to database and web technologies, requiring additional third party libraries.
Table 3.1: Source code metrics for modules of the simulation and analysis package KASPER and the server side data processing package KDBServer. CMake code (configuration and build system), documentation, configuration, input data and any form of generated code are excluded from the statistics.

1 The modules Kommon and SSC were modified and extended for this thesis.
2 The modules KaLi (2.0), KaFit and the web service KDBServer (2.0) were designed and implemented from scratch in the course of this thesis.

A more thorough and technical outline of KDBServer can be found in section 3.4, along with a discussion of the chosen programming language and technologies. In the IT landscape, C++ is a rather unpopular choice for a web service application, as opposed to more ‘modern’ programming languages like Java, PHP or Python. For a physics experiment like KATRIN however, the call for C++ comes with considerable benefits regarding interoperability and consistency of the overall analysis chain, and last but not least, performance and scalability.

### 3.2.3 Code Management, Revision Control, Bug Tracking

Most software projects in KATRIN, including the client analysis / simulation package KASPER and the server software KDBServer, are hosted on a Git repository server, maintained by collaborators from the University of Münster [Beh]. In software development, Git is a distributed revision control and source code management system [Sof14]. Git was initially designed and developed by Linus Torvalds for Linux kernel development in 2005.

Every project is assigned to its own repository, where changes to the code have to be documented by each individual developer and can be tracked throughout the complete history of the project. One particularly powerful feature of Git is the branching paradigm. If a developer plans to introduce critical changes to the project, he or she can create a linked duplicate of the working directory. Modifications in a personal branch do not affect
the *master* branch used by others, therefore new features can safely be introduced and tested. Once the changes are considered mature enough, they can be merged back into the *master* in a controlled manner.

Each *commit* (a documented set of changes) to the repository is communicated to other developers via email notifications. In addition, a bug-tracking system called ‘trac’ [Tra14] was set up to allow users to report problems with the code on a central website and provide feedback to developers.

### 3.3 Data Processing and Storage (Tier 1)

This section provides a brief overview of KATRIN related data sources which are most relevant for actual data analysis during commissioning and the later neutrino mass measurements. Furthermore, an outline is given of the processing and calibration procedures and the data storage scheme, comprising the so-called *data tier* of the experiment’s IT infrastructure.

The data accumulated during the operation of KATRIN can in general be divided into three categories:

**Run based data**

This category refers to self-contained sequences of event-triggered data. The recording is explicitly triggered or scheduled by an operator with a defined recording time and usually results in binary files written to a hard drive. For KATRIN the most important run based data is taken by the silicon detector systems, controlled by dedicated computers running the ORCA DAQ software (section 2.8.1). Throughout this document, this type of run based data will be referred to as detector DAQ data or ORCA data.

**Slow Control data**

Information recorded by the distributed SCS (section 2.8.2), covering magnetic, electric, pressure and temperature sensors, falls into this category. Sensor readout is in most cases performed by LabView or Siemens based hardware, aggregated into groups of sensors. For each so-called ‘log group’, sensor values are usually taken continuously at fixed intervals and stored as floating point values (plus status bits) in an SQL database.

**User generated and KATRIN specific meta data**

Additional information required for analysis and simulation, that is not gathered from any of the above mentioned sensors, is organized in a set of related SQL tables (figure 3.8). That information includes a sensor and positioning catalog, an index of processed ORCA runs, calibration data and more.

A basic graphical overview of the various data sources around the experimental setup is given in figure 3.4.
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3.3.1 KATRIN numbering scheme

All components of the KATRIN experiment are uniquely indexed and logically categorized by a KATRIN specific identifier, the so-called *KATRIN number*. The numbering system is applied to most pieces of equipment like valves, cables, computers, cabinets, pumps and sensors. This indexing scheme is not merely used for bookkeeping. It is also implemented throughout the database and the analysis software as a means of identifying detector pixels, sensor channels, the corresponding calibration data, and sections of the geometry, as defined by internal KATRIN documents [Bor10; Wol12]. A KATRIN number has the following form:

\[ NNN – XXXX – M – nnnn – ZZZZ \]

*NNN* is the system structure number, denoting the basic section of the experiment, like 200 for the WGTS, 300 for the transport system, 400 for the spectrometer, 500 for the detector and so on.

*XXX* is a redundant alphabetic descriptor. PTM for instance denotes a turbo-molecular pump.

*M* is a global functionality indicator, e.g. 1 for magnet.

*nnnn* is a serial number for sub-components of a main system *NNN*. The triplet of *NNN*, *M* and *nnnn* has to be unique for each component.
can be used to further sub-divide a component or sensor. For the analysis this digit is commonly used to denote a specific readout channel of one sensor, like the axis of magnetometer or a status bit.

For instance, the longitudinal z-component readout channel (ZZZZ = 5) of magnetometer number 4, installed on ring 3 (nnnn = 8340) of the main spectrometer air coil system (NNN = 433) is identified by the number 433-RBY-1-8340-0005.

3.3.2 ORCA Run File Repository

Currently there are three detector systems running at KATRIN, which are operated by Macintosh computers running the ORCA DAQ software (section 2.8.1):

- The 148 pixel focal plane silicon detector together with a 32 channel plastic scintillator veto (section 2.6).
- A set of 8 plastic scintillator muon panels, used to monitor the cosmic muon flux close the main spectrometer [Rov13].
- The 5 pixel silicon detector of the monitor spectrometer (section 2.7.2).

During an active detector data taking run, ORCA writes the event data, recorded by the DAQ hardware (section 2.8.1), to a binary file on a local hardrive connected to the DAQ computer. In addition, the run files contain comprehensive headers with information about the systems configuration and condition. Optionally, a run can be structured into subruns: In that case, additional headers are inserted into the data stream, whenever the run configuration changes and a new subrun is started.

The recorded data rate depends on the DAQ mode, chosen by the experimenter: Energy mode is the default data taking mode, which stores the energy and timing for each detector event (12B per event). Trace mode adds a 2048-point ADC waveform for each event to the data stream (4kB per event). For very high rates an alternative histogram mode can be chosen, where a 2048-bin energy histogram is filled for each channel or pixel respectively (8kB per channel). Typical run file sizes can range from 100MB up to 2000MB, and on rare occasions even more.

Run File Processing

Once a run has completed on one of the ORCA systems, the utility program ‘rsync’ [Tri03] synchronizes the DAQ machine’s locally stored run files with a central Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) storage system over the internal network. The rsync process, receiving the file on the target machine, invokes an automated processing chain, controlled by a modular script, written in the Python language [Oli07].

A comprehensive basis for the processing script and a great deal of advice regarding its extensible design were kindly given by Sanshiro Enomoto, the author of the BEANS analysis suite. The run processing sequence is designed to be modular and flexible enough to deal with all incoming run based data formats. An outline of the involved processing steps is given in figure 3.5.
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**Figure 3.5:** Flow diagram of the automated run processing chain. Once the DAQ machine has finished a data-taking run, the raw data is ’rsynced’ to central file storage. The processing script performs various conversion / indexing steps and writes the converted data to the file storage and SQL databases, where it can be accessed by the service layer (KDBServer).

**Figure 3.6:** Structure of ORCA detector data in ROOT compatible format, opened with the TTreeViewer tool provided by ROOT. A histogram of energy ADC values can easily be obtained with only a handful of mouse clicks.
• First, the event information in an ORCA file is checked for consistency and a time sorting algorithm is applied\(^1\).

• In the next step the raw event data is converted into a ROOT compatible format, with each event type being stored in its own TTree, a ROOT-specific data structure (figure 3.6).

• If applicable, veto information from the focal plane detector system is used to identify coincidences and generate a veto-reduced copy of the run file.

• The converted ROOT files are extended with an event index, making the navigation through the event data by later analysis code as convenient and performant as possible.

• Both the original raw data and the processed files are stored in an organized directory tree, together with additional header information and log files, documenting the processing status.

• After run processing is completed, basic metadata about the run structure and configuration is written to a dedicated table of the SQL database (section 3.3.4), thereby registering the run as being ‘available’ for offline access and analysis.

3.3.3 Slow Control Database

The central storage of Slow Control data is in most parts handled by the PHP server application ADEI (section 2.8.2). ADEI is responsible for gathering the raw data from the local databases (most of them running on Microsoft SQL servers) and caching it into one common MySQL database, which makes the data accessible to KATRIN’s analysis logic.

Similar sensors, which are read out by one hardware controller, are usually collimated into a so-called log group, typically composed of 20 up to 150 channels. Each log group is written to its own database table. One entry corresponds to a new line or row in that table, with the number of columns given by the number of sensor channels collimated by the log group, plus optional status information.

Figure 3.7 shows an exemplary Slow Control cache table, as it is created by ADEI and provided to KATRIN’s software infrastructure. Each single channel of data corresponds to one column, prefixed with the letter \(v\) in an SQL cache table. The value of the \(id\) column is given by the sensor readout time in nanoseconds since the epoch (01.01.1970). Table 3.2 summarizes all categories of Slow Control channels, that are currently monitored and accessible through the KATRIN analysis framework.

---

\(^1\) The working principle of the detector electronics requires time sorting of recorded events, since the event buffers on the employed FPGAs behave like a stack. If two or more events are recorded within the buffer time of 50 ns, they are read out and streamed to the data file in reverse order.
Table 3.2: Summary of active Slow Control channels, as of June 2014. The list covers the pre-spectrometer, main spectrometer, detector section and monitor spectrometer.
3.3.4 KATRIN SQL Database

The KATRIN SQL database basically stores all additional information, which is needed for analysis and simulation besides ORCA run event data or raw Slow Control data. An important difference here is how information to this database is added or modified. While run and Slow Control data are generated by a clearly defined number of system processes and usually never modified again, the KATRIN SQL database is required to allow various forms of user-generated input and consequent updates.

In the context of this work, the complete database scheme as outlined in figure 3.8, was set up and made available for the KATRIN analysis framework. Currently the database consists of 14 different tables, a number which is likely to grow in the future, when new data types are required to be managed centrally (for instance complex simulation results). For the purposes of this dissertation however, we will focus on to those parts of the database, that are most relevant to the present work.

Modification History and Version Control

Most database tables have a few columns (or fields) in common. The user_id and entry_time fields keep track of the user and the creation time of an entry. In addition, a more elaborate comment on a new database entry can be added to the history table for the purpose of documentation.

Figure 3.7: SQL table structure for Slow Control data, cached and pre-processed by ADEI.
Figure 3.8: KATRIN database containing all data indexed by the KATRIN numbering scheme and ORCA run information (upper right corner).
Deletion or modification of an existing entry in the KATRIN database is generally prohibited. The calibration table gives a good explanation why. Any analysis that is once performed on a particular data set and possibly published, needs to reproducible. Funding agencies strictly require, that any sort of raw data or calibration, used in a scientific publication, must be stored away for at least 10 years. Therefore, tables like calibration have a second time-stamp field validity_start, indicating the time interval, for which this particular data entry is valid. If for instance, a later calibration procedure requires an update of a prior data entry, a new data entry is added with an equal validity_start, but more recent entry_time. Due to this mechanism, raw data can always be re-analyzed with updated, more accurate calibration, or with the older dataset, which was once used for a publication.

KATRIN Numbers - Surrogate vs. Natural Key

Each device or sensor channel in KATRIN is identified by a KATRIN number like 433-RBY-1-8340-0005 (see section 3.3.1). In relational databases this kind of user-defined identifier is called a natural key. For an SQL database however an integral surrogate key is more feasible. It is not derived from the data and usually generated internally.

The katrin_number table essentially is a mapping between the technical surrogate key (ID) and our natural key, which in the present database representation is divided into five separate columns (NNN, XXX, M, nnnn, ZZZZ).

Relations between tables are established by the database through surrogate keys, indicated in figure 3.8 by dashed lines. A very important feature of relational databases comes into play here, which are foreign key constraints. If deletion or modification of an entry in one table would break the relation to an entry in another table, the database itself can refuse such an action. That way, a fundamental degree of data consistency can be guaranteed without any external programming logic involved.

Sensor Catalog

Sensor channels, which need to be available within the analysis framework, are indexed in the sensor table. An important link is established by this catalog: The KATRIN number of a sensor channel is mapped to an ADEI specific descriptor (ADEI_path), which is required to retrieve Slow Control data associated with a sensor channel from the correct Slow Control cache table.

Calibration

The table calibration is designed to hold various forms of calibration data in a binary format. In most cases, a set of calibration data consists of a list of real numbers, which can be applied to raw Slow Control or detector ADC data, according to a functional expression defined by the field function_ID. But the code accessing the table is extensible and flexible enough to account for more complex data. Data can be written and retrieved either by the user through a web interface or by automatic processes through the client-side analysis logic (section 4.2.8).
Position

Position and orientation of a sensor, or any other component of the KATRIN experimental setup can be stored and tracked in the position table with a set of Euler coordinates $(x, y, z, \phi, \theta, \psi)$. The information can be arranged in a hierarchical structure, since this table is capable of describing child-to-parent relations via the field master_ID.

Channel Mappings

Channel Mappings are used to map detector pixels with ADC channels and specific components of the DAQ electronics to the appropriate KATRIN numbers. Such a mapping allows for calibration data (energy calibration in particular) to be associated with the ADC values recorded by each detector pixel.

Run Data Index

The two run index tables run and subrun hold information about complete and processed ORCA runs. Start and stop times for a run itself and its subdivision into subruns, DAQ recording modes, file sizes and status indicators from recording and conversion processes are stored here, providing a basic dissection of an ORCA run’s properties. In addition, event rates recorded by the corresponding detector system are extracted during run processing and written to the eventrate table with a 10s binning.

3.3.5 Expected Amounts of Data

From extrapolations of recorded data during the recent SDS commissioning measurements, a rough estimate on the expected amounts of data and the required disk storage can be given. The accumulated event data from all ORCA detector systems is anticipated to be about 2TB per year. Slow Control systems are expected to produce an amount of roughly 1TB per year, once all sensors of the experimental setup, relevant for analysis, are operational and recording data. Other data types will most likely constitute negligible amounts in comparison.

3.3.6 Planned Extensions

The processing and management layer was set up with extensibility in mind, not only limited to the addition of further Slow Control sensors or detectors managed by ORCA.

Mobile Magnetic Sensor Unit System

A non-ORCA based system, which is planned to be integrated into KATRIN’s infrastructure in the near future, is the mobile magnetic sensor unit system (MobSU) [Osi12]. It consists of up to 14 autonomous mobile units with magnetic field sensors, which make use of the holding structure of the air coil system, to circulate the main spectrometer during specific measurement phases. These units allow to scan the magnetic field setup in greater detail than the limited number of static sensors installed around the spectrometer.
Each circular run of a single unit will result in a binary file which will be handled by the same processing chain currently responsible for detector runs (section 3.3.2). After applying calibration to the recorded field strengths and transformation into a global coordinate system, the results will either be written to a dedicated table of the KATRIN SQL database or the central Slow Control database.

**Laser Raman System**

The Laser Raman (LARA) system will determine the isotopic composition of the source gas, which is critical information for the analysis [Sch13b]. It is installed with optical access to a buffer cell in the inner loop system of the WGTS. Using Raman spectroscopy, characteristic wavelength shifts between laser light and scattered photons allow a distinction and quantitative analysis of the six different hydrogen isotopologues, as well as other gas species, such as methane.

Current plans foresee the integration of LARA information as a Slow Control like system into the data flow, making it available to near-time monitoring tools and offline analysis based on the common KASPER framework.
3.4 Data Logic and Services (Tier 2)

The C++ project named KDBServer implements all functionality accounted to KATRIN’s data logic layer, in software engineering sometimes referred to as the middle or logic tier. KDBServer is a web service in the sense, that it runs on a server machine and exposes its functionality, such as data access, through a well-defined interface over the network for client applications, which are executed on a user’s local computer.

In the context of the present thesis the need for an intermediate data logic layer was first brought up for discussion. Following the reasoning at the beginning of this chapter, the multi-tier architecture with KDBServer in its middle was eventually considered as the most sensible design choice. Coordinated with KATRIN’s data producers (section 3.3) and data consumers (section 4) KDBServer ultimately evolved into a crucial, and now continuously operating part of the data analysis chain.

3.4.1 KDBServer - KATRIN’s Web Service

KDBServer has full control over all KATRIN data sources, including the run file repositories and SQL databases, described in section 3.3. It is responsible for keeping the data consistent upon modifications and restricts access and operations to authorized users. In general it fulfills two tasks: Firstly, it generates an interactive web interface for users to manage database contents, such as calibration and positioning information, and to obtain basic analysis of detector data (section 4.1). Secondly, KDBServer acts as a mediator between KATRIN data and the user’s analysis code, providing a well defined and consistent programming interface for remote data access.

Technical Design Aspects

For both tasks, C++ seems a rather peculiar choice of the programming language. When it comes to networking and web applications, Java, PHP and Python along with many more modern languages, have become very popular choices, usually offering a vast selection of well documented libraries and frameworks. For KATRIN however, C++ already was the dominating language in most simulation and analysis applications. Introducing an additional programming language into the analysis chain, would probably have led to redundancies and an increased maintenance effort of the overall system.

Technically KDBServer builds directly on top of the comprehensive KASPER library, utilizing available analysis and simulation logic, which was originally developed for offline execution. This leaves the future possibility to successively move more and more analysis procedures from the client to the server side, having it executed automatically in real-time.

KDBServer can either be compiled to run as a FastCGI [Bro96] application from any common Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server, or as an independent light-weight multi-threaded server. Either way, the web service implementation has proven to run responsive and stable during daily operation, in particular during the recent SDS-I commissioning measurements. It also scaled well in the sense that concurrent data requests from multiple users (and from several institutes) were handled robustly.
Figure 3.9: KDBServer comprises KATRIN’s middle tier, managing data source and controlling data access. It is implemented as an object-oriented C++ web service. An Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) is used to transparently convert SQL data into C++ objects. The Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interface offers access to the service’s functionalities through a standards compliant XML protocol. A dynamic Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) enabled web browser interface is provided for online monitoring and administrative tasks.

Two external C++ libraries, Wt and gSOAP, were used to implement KDBServer as a standards-compliant web application. They provide crucial functionalities and enable some of the core concepts of KDBServer. In the following, their working principles and use within the KATRIN data analysis chain will be outlined briefly.

Wt - A C++ Web Application Toolkit

Wt (pronounced ‘witty’) [Emw14] is an open source C++ web application framework. It provides a widget-centric Application Programming Interface (API) with an event-driven signal/slot programming model.

The library allows the development of rich user interfaces in a way resembling the better known C++ library Qt. But the exceptional feature of Wt is its ability to translate the application into a web browser compatible, AJAX powered format, using most recent HTML5 rendering techniques.

Furthermore, Wt includes a compact C++ Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) layer, which is used by KDBServer to map KATRIN C++ data types to Structured Query Language (SQL) database tables. Major database systems like MySQL/MariaDB, PostgreSQL or Sqlite3 are supported out of the box.
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gSOAP - Toolkit for SOAP Web Services and XML-Based Applications

gSOAP is a platform-independent toolkit for developing web services based on C and C++ applications [Van08; Van02]. It provides a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) compiler, which produces the stub and skeleton routines to integrate existing C++ logic into Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)/Extensible Markup Language (XML) web services and enables direct SOAP/XML messaging over HTTP. As a result, standards compliant data transfer can be achieved with a manageable API, relieving the developer and user from the burden of dealing with the underlying transport protocols, compression or encryption mechanisms.

The toolkit allows KATRIN data to be accessed through industry-standard SOAP 1.1/1.2 and Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 1.1 protocols, in conjunction with on-the-fly Zlib compression [Deu96], Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption and authentication. Smaller data types are transferred in human-readable SOAP/XML format. Binary data, like larger blocks of slow control or run data, are streamed as Direct Internet Message Encapsulation (DIME) attachments.

3.4.2 Object Relational Mappings

In order to access contents from SQL databases, KDBServer utilizes the Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) layer, provided by the Wt library. ORM denotes a programming technique, which describes mapping schemes between objects of a programming language, in our case C++ data types, and the corresponding columns of a relational SQL database table. This concepts bears practical benefits. The SQL-related C++ code gains better readability and the database queries become less error-prone, since parts of the database logic are now validated during compile-time. In addition, the system is practically invulnerable to certain types of external exploits, such as SQL code injection.

All KATRIN data types shown in figure 3.8, are represented with an ORM mapping, sharing common C++ base classes. This way, most of the required filtering and processing logic, concerning calibration, positioning or sensor information, can be shared among similar data types throughout the code. A more detailed explanation of the ORM concept, including a simple code example, can be found in the appendix A.1.

Transaction Safety

A feature, which is enforced throughout all server-side processes, is transaction safety. The purpose of a database transaction is to handle a series of changes to the database as one single consistent operation. If somehow one of the steps associated with these changes fails, the database is able to ‘roll back’ all changes made as part of the transaction. This is important to ensure referential integrity between related tables of a database. Furthermore, transactions provide isolation between concurrent requests from multiple users. For this reason, transaction safety is an essential feature, when the integrity of the data and consistency of requests on the data are to be guaranteed.
3.4.3 Service Oriented Architecture

Remote user access to KATRIN data is provided by a web service implementation within KDBServer, also completely written in C++. This implementation is realized with the well-documented and actively maintained open source library gSOAP, already introduced above.

SOAP is an XML based protocol, used to establish communication with a web service. Messaging is performed through the remote procedure calling (RPC) technique: A software running on the user’s client machine invokes a function (e.g. asking for sensor or detector data), which then is not executed on the client machine but translated into an XML message and sent over the network to the web service. After verifying the message, the service evaluates the function call, translates the return value into XML and sends it back to the client. The client software now ends the function call and returns the data to the user in a programmable format, for example a C++ object.

A detailed explanation of how KATRIN’s analysis and simulation software realizes communication with KDBServer, and what benefits the technique holds from a user’s perspective, will be given in section 4.2.1.

A more technical example, providing some insight into the XML content exchanged between KDBServer and client applications, can be found in the appendix A.2.

Figure 3.10: A client tool invokes a function, which is translated into a XML message. KDBServer parses the request, checks user permissions and assembles the data. The result is converted into an XML response (with binary attachments if necessary) and returned to the client.
Data Compression

The gSOAP library provides built-in Zlib compression algorithms, which have proven to be quite effective, not only on XML data, but especially on detector event data. ORCA run files, which are transferred as binary DIME attachments, can gain sizes well above 5 GB. With activated compression, such event data files are reduced to about one third of their original size during network transfer.

Security

As more collaborators require access to KATRIN data from remote locations, certain restrictions, especially on write operations, have to be enforced. User authentication is realized through basic HTTP user/password authentication or SSL certificates. The KATRIN web service can selectively decide, which user to grant write or read permission, and it can track all modifications of database contents back to the responsible author.

Interoperability

Currently, most access to the web service and analysis of data is performed with the KATRIN C++ client code KaLi (section 4.2.1), which has been developed in tandem with the web service KDBServer. It uses the same underlying gSOAP library to handle serialization and communication.

Client applications, communicating with the data service, do not necessarily have to be written in C++. SOAP implementations are available in most modern programming languages, including C#, Java, Python and PHP. By exposing (making available) all functionality of the KATRIN web service through a standardized SOAP interface, client analysis tools in nearly any language are thinkable.

3.4.4 Slow Control Processing

Resolving and processing Slow Control data is one of the more complex tasks for KDBServer. Reading sensor values from a single Slow Control channel involves querying at least a handful of different database tables and requires many careful consistency checks, before the data can be assembled and sent to the user.

When a user or client analysis tool asks for a series of Slow Control values or an averaged value over a given time interval, the following steps have to be performed by KDBServer:

- The web service receives a data request for one or more KATRIN numbers, which identify the sensor channels of interest, and a time interval.
- From KATRIN’s sensor table, a mapping is generated, relating KATRIN numbers to ADEI paths, which are the storage descriptors of actual Slow Control data. The mapping procedure has to consider the specified time intervals and take into account possible changes in the storage path of the data during that time.
• *Calibration data* for the selected sensor channels and time interval are collected from KATRIN’s calibration table.

• Validity of the storage descriptors and *availability* of Slow Control data in ADEI’s data tables are verified. Time intervals are adjusted if certain interpolation options were selected by the user, or if the calibration data demand a correction.

• Now the concerned Slow Control tables are read, using SQL statements, prepared in advance. ROOT TTree data structures are used to hold the *raw Slow Control data*.

• The response message for the user is assembled. KATRIN numbers, sensor information and calibration data are wrapped in a response *XML envelope*. The ROOT TTree structure is appended as a binary attachment.

• Using on-the-fly compression and optional encryption, the response is sent to the client machine.

### 3.4.5 Run File Repository Organization

The directory structure and naming scheme for raw and processed run files are defined in such a way, that KDBServer can reliably resolve their location after processing and archiving. When a user requests a specific run file through the web interface or the programming interface, KDBServer is able to deliver any of the requested run formats in raw and processed versions within minimal response time.

Many operations regarding detector event data, however, do not require the user to download a run file at all. The web service provides a set of functions to search and filter the list of available runs, ask for configuration details, recording modes, file sizes and event rates. For such tasks the dynamically generated run index tables in the KATRIN database are sufficient, with no time-consuming parsing of large binary files required.

### 3.4.6 Performance and Scalability

Most data requests to KDBServer are usually processed in under 50 ms, including response times in a local network. When larger amounts of data are queried, for instance in the case of overnight event data runs, the transfer time is longer, depending on the available network bandwidth. More complex Slow Control queries, involving sensor data spanning several years (often corresponding to several 100,000 readout values), can be condensed to reasonably smaller amounts, using fast averaging algorithms on the SQL database level.

The systems benefits enormously from using highly optimized compiled C++ code a lightweight database back-end on the server side, not only performance-wise, but also in terms of memory usage. A single KDBServer process rarely demanded more than 4 MB of working memory. Concurrent request from tens of users during measurement phases were handled robustly without ever utilizing the full CPU capacity of the host system, driven by a four-core Intel® Xeon™ E5620 @ 2.4 GHz.
3.4.7 System Replication and Backup

The system was designed to allow full replication of the web service functionality. At KIT two machines are redundantly processing data and providing access to file repositories and databases, synchronizing data modifications between each other. Further machines will be set up in the near future at collaborating US institutions to provide faster access to the data for local users.

Backups of all file repositories and databases are performed on a daily basis to local hard drive RAID systems. KATRIN’s projected requirements on disk space during commissioning or measurement phases is about 5 TB per year. Long term archiving is planned to be realized with the Large Scale Data Facility (LSDF) at KIT [Gar11].
The previous chapter described various data sources of the experiment and the web service component KDBServer, which is responsible for pre-processing and managing data. This chapter concentrates on the other end of the analysis chain, describing how users of KATRIN software can access the data and use the available infrastructure to develop their own tools.

Essentially, two different methods of accessing the service layer have been implemented as part of this thesis: Firstly, a web interface for basic monitoring and administrative tasks, which can be accessed from conventional web browsers on desktop computers or mobile devices, and secondly, a C++ programming interface providing full access to all available data types with fundamental data selection and analysis capabilities.

4.1 Web Frontends

The C++ KDBServer package (section 3.4.1), running on the KATRIN data servers, employs the underlying Wt library to dynamically render an interactive web interface. Using a web technology called AJAX, user interactions on interface widgets like buttons and form elements, are processed and responded without requiring a reload of the web page. Graphical elements, such as plots, are not generated through intermediate raster graphics, but directly drawn on the web browser’s canvas, using most recent HTML5 rendering methods.

4.1.1 ORCA Run Browser

The web interface shows a permanent navigation bar at the top of the page, giving access to all available subsections. A run list view, shown in figure 4.1, provides a sortable listing of all processed ORCA runs. The user can comfortably select a specific date or one of the active ORCA systems (focal plane detector, muon panels, monitor spectrometer).
Figure 4.1: Web interface for browsing and selecting processed ORCA runs.

Clicking on a row in the listing will switch the interface to a detailed view of the corresponding run, shown in figure 4.2. The user can quickly assess basis configuration parameters, recording times and DAQ modes, the sub-run structure and an event-rate display. Furthermore, direct download links to the actual run files in several formats are provided, as well as run headers and log files.

4.1.2 Database Viewer and Administrator

Other parts of the database can also be examined with the same web interface, including all registered KATRIN numbers, a sensor catalog, calibration data, positioning data and detector channel mappings. Figure 4.3 shows a listing of positioning data for magnetometers. This particular information is used in the analysis chain to transform measured field vectors into a common coordinate system. Such tables can be sorted dynamically for each column and filtered for specific KATRIN numbers or sections of the experiment.

Wherever applicable, the web interface features editing capabilities for authorized administrators of the database. For most data types a corresponding form is provided, which allows editing of existing or creation of new entries. Many form fields are backed by automatic drop down lists, showing suggestions of available values, and are validated in real-time with immediate response for the editor. An exemplary creation dialog for sensor entries is pictured in figure 4.4.
Figure 4.2: Web interface for ORCA run details, event display and run file download links.
Figure 4.3: Web interface for the administration of KATRIN’s database tables. Here a list of geometric positions is shown, sorted by KATRIN numbers.

Figure 4.4: Web interface showing a dialog for the creation of a new sensor entry.
4.2 C++ Programming Interface to Data (Tier 3)

In this section the last logical layer of KATRIN’s IT infrastructure is introduced. For users of the software framework KASPER, who require access to any kind of KATRIN data, it is a crucial and frequently used software component.

4.2.1 KaLi

The C++ programming interface for data access and selection is integrated in the global software framework KASPER as the module called KaLi\(^1\) (also see figure 3.3 on page 44).

The ground work for KaLi was originally laid by Sebastian Vöcking [Vöc], who first advocated the concept of accessing data via a C++ programming interface. In a joint effort the code was developed to serve as an interface to KATRIN’s data service KDBServer (section 3.4.1) and feature basic data selection and analysis logic.

In the course of the present thesis, KaLi underwent a thorough and complete rewrite with the aim to provide coherent interfaces and clean data structures, which integrate seamlessly with other KATRIN simulation and analysis code. Many enhanced data access and analysis functionalities were added during this code refactoring in order to comply with the increasing demands from analyses performed during the first SDS commissioning phase in 2013. In conjunction with the server-side enhancements, outlined in section 3.4.6, many demanding operations (comprehensive Slow Control queries in particular) could be accelerated by about an order of magnitude.

Most common analysis tasks at KATRIN can now be realized with less than \(\sim 100\) lines of code in a very straightforward manner. This is made possible by the extensive data processing and access logic behind KaLi and the web service framework KDBServer, both of which consist of nearly \(\sim 35\,000\) lines of code. While the backbone of KaLi utilizes rather advanced programming techniques, such as template metaprogramming, the users of the code usually only have to work with the most basic and quickly learnable language constructs. Its basic usage and working principle will be illustrated in the following with the aid of a few short code examples.

4.2.2 Data Format Definitions

One of KaLi’s tasks is the definition of KATRIN’s basic data formats in the form of C++ class declarations. The definitions cover all data types held in our databases, such as sensors, calibration, geometry and others (section 3.3.4). In addition, many auxiliary data types are defined, which are required to perform data requests and file system operations.

---

\(^{1}\) The name KaLi is an acronym standing for ‘KAtrin LIbrary’. Although its meaning is not perfectly accurate anymore, since KaLi constitutes a specific part of the overall library, the name was kept for historical reasons.
such as KATRIN numbers, timestamps (UTC time with nanosecond precision), IO helpers and wrappers for run header information. For most data types serialization within the ROOT framework is supported\textsuperscript{1}.

More sophisticated class structures are provided for the representation of Slow Control data and ORCA run files, allowing for convenient and fast navigation through larger amounts of information. Basic analysis logic is included, allowing users to quickly accumulate statistical quantities or apply custom calibration algorithms to raw data. All KaLi data types which require an iteration over a sequence of data entries, implement an iterator interface which is in compliance with the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) library. Thus the data can be navigated and transformed with most common C++ algorithms.

4.2.3 Unified RPC Interface

KaLi’s core feature certainly is the client interface to the data inventory of the experiment. The interface is implemented upon the same gSoap library, used in KDBServer to expose its data services to client applications (section 3.4.1). Therefore, KaLi is not only the logical but also the technically consistent counterpart of KDBServer. As the name gSoap suggests, communication with the server is establish through the SOAP protocol, meaning that client and server exchange information via XML messages over standard (or secure) HTTP connections.

From a user’s or developer’s point of view, the rather complex network operation is treated as a Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The user working on the client side can be indulged in the illusion of an ordinary local function call. One does not have to worry about the technical details of network communication or how the result of a data request has to be assembled from various sources, processed, serialized and transported over the network. No prior knowledge about web technologies or databases is required, in order to use the interface. A very basic understanding of C++ programming is sufficient.

A Short RPC Example

The following code example should illustrate, how simple a request for Slow Control data turns out to be for a KaLi user in practice. The complex task of resolving the correct data source and applying valid calibration data (see section 3.4.4), is entirely handled remotely on the server-side.

```cpp
// instantiate a data manager
KLDataManager myDataManager;

// select and specify data
KLSlowControlFilter dataFilter;
dataFilter.AddKatrinNumber( "433-RBY-1-8420-0001" );
dataFilter.AddKatrinNumber( "433-RBY-1-8420-0003" );
dataFilter.SetTimeInterval( "2013-09-08 12:00:00", "2013-09-11 22:00:00" );
```

\textsuperscript{1} Serialization is the decomposition of an object into its data members, so that it can be written to disk.
// invoke the remote procedure call and get the result data
KLSlowControlPtr myScData = myDataManager.GetSlowControl( dataFilter );

// output the median of channel 0 of the calibrated sensor value to console:
cout << myScData->Accumulate( KLAccumulator::eMedian ).GetCalibrated(0) << endl;

In line 11 of the above example, a local function call is invoked, which triggers the RPC process, requests data from the remote server, interprets the response and returns the result value. And in fact, from the user's perspective, this whole process requires only one single line of code.

KLDataManager is the class which implements all read and write operations offered by KATRIN’s web service KDBServer. Each data type has its own interface method and selection arguments, but all of them are structured according to a consistent pattern. Object-oriented class inheritance is applied throughout the code, to establish a logical grouping of data types. No matter how diverse the different data types and their source locations are (section 3.3), all of them are accessed and used through one unified interface.

An exemplary diagram, depicting the communication process behind KLDataManager, is shown in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Data operations articulated to KLDataManager via function calls are accumulated into as little XML requests as possible. The returned data is intercepted by KaLi’s caching mechanism and stored on the user’s harddrive. When the request is repeated while a network connection us unavailable, KaLi will automatically attempt to fall back to cached data and return a result.
Reducing Communication Overhead

Response times of RPC calls are generally well below 100 milliseconds, including network connection and data transfer durations. The underlying KaLi code uses a smart pointer technique to automatically collect multiple calls to KLDatamanager into a single request bundle, thus reducing the number of subsequent network connections and the related protocol overhead.

Typical use cases would be, for instance, a series of simple calibration and positioning queries or more complex searches for detector data combined with Slow Control. Only when one of the returned data structures is accessed (dereferenced) for the first time, an actual data transfer between the user’s local machine and the data server takes place.

In addition, on-the-fly Zlib data compression [Deu96] is applied during transfer, which is not only effective with respect to the exchanged XML information, but also reduces the transfer volume for binary files by a factor of up to 3.

4.2.4 Offline Caching

Many analysis tasks in KaLi can be performed without depending on the RPC interface. KaLi provides the necessary functions to load run files or serialized Slow Control data directly from local disk. However, the function set provided by KLDatamanager is the easiest way to access most recent data, while at the same time writing the least amount of code to do so.

An important question at this point is: What happens to the analysis logic, when the client computer has no network connection? Does the RPC interface become useless and the code, depending on it, non-functional? Fortunately, this is not the case. KaLi’s KLDatamanager features a transparent caching mechanism for read operations. Most of the analysis code built upon KaLi will continue to work unperturbed, even when disconnected from network.

The working principle of the caching mechanism is outlined in figure 4.5. Every outgoing request is intercepted and distinctly indexed with a hash identifier. The corresponding response message from the server is then labeled with the hash identifier and stored in a cache directory on the client machine. This principle is applied to all outgoing and incoming communication, with the exception of those requests explicitly demanding real-time data.

If the network connection is down or even severed during execution of the code, KLDatamanager attempts to recover data, which matches the request hash and has been downloaded before, from the local cache directory. The program will seamlessly continue execution with a short notification on the user’s console. No modification of the analysis code or interaction from the operator is required to make use of this feature.

To keep the local cache directory organized and clean, KaLi can be configured to restrict the maximum age and size of cached data. If not instructed otherwise, the cache directory is cleaned automatically from outdated files before the termination of the user’s program.
4.2.5 Database Browsing

A list of available KATRIN numbers, registered sensors, as well as calibration and positioning data can fairly easily be queried through KLDatamanager. The user can select specific data by constructing a KLDatabaseFilter and specifying KATRIN number ranges, time intervals or a filter criterion for a specific author.

```cpp
// get accustomed to KATRIN numbers
KLKatrinNumber someNumber("436-WHV-0-9999-0001");
KLKatrinNumber sameNumber(436, "WHV", 0, 9999, 1);
// this should be true
assert( someNumber == sameNumber );

KLKatrinNumber invalidNumber("435-UIAOKE");
// this number must be invalid
assert( !invalidNumber.IsValid() );

// get a list of all registered KATRIN numbers from the database
list< KLKatrinNumber > numberList = myDataManager.GetKatrinNumberList();

// output the number of result entries to console
cout << "# of katrin number entries: " << numberList.size() << endl;

// now query a selection of registered sensors
KLDatabaseFilter dbFilter;
// constrain the date, since they were entered in the database
dbFilter.SetEntryInterval( KLTimeStamp(2013, 01, 01), KLTimeStamp::Max() );
// only return entries in a katrin number range 433-RBY-0 to 433-RBY-9
dbFilter.SetKatrinNumberInterval( KLKatrinNumber(433, "RBY", 0, 0, 0),
                                 KLKatrinNumber(433, "RBY", 9, 9999, 9999) );

list< KLSensor > sensorList = myDataManager.GetSensorList( dbFilter );

// output the number of result entries to console
cout << "# of selected sensor: " << sensorList.size() << endl;

// get the positioning information for the last sensor in the list
dbFilter.SetKatrinNumber( sensorList.back().GetKatrinNumber() );
KLPosition sensorPosition = myDataManager.GetPosition( dbFilter );

// output the position to console
```

4.2.6 Run File Analysis

The run file interface is a bit more complex and the following example only scratches the surface of the logic provided for searching and navigating through detector event data (see figure 3.6). If the user knows the specific run number of interest, he can directly request
and download the binary file and start his analysis. If not, he can start with a search for certain run criteria and request a lightweight list of run information, before deciding to initiate a larger file transfer.

```cpp
// clean up files in my local cache, that are older than 2 weeks
myDataManager.CleanupCache(KLWeeks(2));

// query a list of focal plane detector runs, starting January 2013
KLRunFilter runFilter;
runFilter.SetOrcaSystem(KLEOrcaSystem::FPD);
runFilter.SetTimeInterval(KLTimeStamp(2013, 8, 1), KLTimeStamp::Now());

// start data transfer
KLRunIdList runIdList = myDataManager.GetRunIdList(runFilter);

// output the number of results to console
cout << "# of FPD runs since 2013.08: " << runIdList.size() << endl;

// let's pick the last (most recent) run and download the event data
KLRunId myRunId = runIdList.back();
KLRunPtr myRun = myDataManager.GetRun(myRunId, KLERunFileType::OrcaStreamRootFormat);

// iterate over all recorded energy events and output the ADC values:
KLEventSequence<KLEnergyEvent> myEventSequence = myRun->GetEventSequence<KLEnergyEvent>();
for (int i = 0; i < myEventSequence.size(); ++i)
{
    cout << "event " << i << " ADC value: " << myEventSequence[i].GetADCValue() << endl;
}
```

### 4.2.7 Slow Control Analysis

KaLi features a readily comprehensible interface for working with Slow Control data. The complicated processing of diverse raw data formats, non-standard timestamps and synchronization with KATRIN’s sensor and calibration database is done on the server side. However, the user has the freedom to investigate and manipulate any kind of calibration applied to raw Slow Control data, if desired.

Once a set of KATRIN numbers for the selected readout channels and a time interval have been specified, the user can choose to request either data for a sensor’s actual acquisition rate or a reduced amount of data. In case of the latter, the server performs an interpolation by averaging sensor values over a specified time duration.

The returned data can be navigated by the user in a table-like structure. Each row holds a UTC time stamp and one raw and calibrated value per channel. An accumulation logic is included to allow for quick extraction of common statistical quantities without the need of
iterating through the whole data set by hand. The following quantities can be calculated: Row count, standard deviation, unbiased error of mean, kurtosis, maximum, mean, median, minimum, skewness, sum and unbiased variance.

The following code example illustrates the brief analysis of a single channel one month interval of Slow Control data:

```cpp
// configure the data filter
KLSlowControlFilter dataFilter;
dataFilter.SetTimeInterval( "2013-11-01 08:00:00", "2013-12-01 08:00:00" );
dataFilter.AddKatrinNumber( "436-WHV-0-9999-0001" );

// let the server interpolate the data within 5 minute intervals
dataFilter.SetResampling( KLMinutes(5) );

// query the data
KLSlowControlPtr myScData = myDataManager.GetSlowControl( dataFilter );

// quit the program in case no data was returned
if (myScData->IsEmpty())
{
    cerr << "No Slow Control data was received." << endl;
    return -1;
}

// iterate over all slow control values
for (KLSlowControlEntry& entry : *myScData)
{
    // print the timestamp, raw value and calibrated value to console
    cout << entry.GetTimeStamp() << "\t"
    << entry.GetRaw() << "\t"
    << entry.GetCalibrated() << endl;
}

// accumulate some statistical quantities
KLSlowControlEntry min = myScData->Accumulate( KLEAccumulator::Min );
KLSlowControlEntry max = myScData->Accumulate( KLEAccumulator::Max );
KLSlowControlEntry mean = myScData->Accumulate( KLEAccumulator::Mean );
KLSlowControlEntry median = myScData->Accumulate( KLEAccumulator::Median );
KLSlowControlEntry variance = myScData->Accumulate( KLEAccumulator::Variance );
```

### 4.2.8 Custom Calibration Functions

The database provides access to any form of calibration data: Lists of float / integer values or more complex binary data. When such an entry is requested from the database, it comes with a definition of how to apply the calibration to raw data and what format the resulting value should have.
Aside from predefined calibration functions like polynomials or vector transformations, the user can implement custom calibration logic and apply it to any raw data downloaded with KLDDataManager, including Slow Control, or data generated locally.

```cpp
/**
 * Custom calibration function for the Monitor Spectrometer Fluke voltage.
 * @param input Raw value.
 * @return \( f(x) = (p_0 + x) * p_1 * p_2 \)
 */
template<>
double KLCalibration< KLECalibrationType::MonSpecVoltmeter >::Calibrate(double input) const
{
  // container holding 3 calibration values from the database
  vector<double> p = this->GetCalibrationData();
  p.resize(3, 0.0);

  // custom calibration logic
  return (p[0] + input) * p[1] * p[2];
}
```

4.2.9 Documentation

The source code of KaLi is documented using ‘doxygen’ [Hee08] annotations. When compiling and installing the code, the user can choose to generate a full API reference documentation along with it, explaining the usage of each class, method, and function arguments.

In order to make first steps with the code easier for beginners, a set of commented example programs is delivered with the installation of KaLi, illustrating recommended methods and patterns for common analysis tasks. One of these examples is the detector energy calibration tool presented in the following section.
4.3 Fast Analysis Examples

In the following, three exemplary data monitoring and analysis programs are presented, which were developed and tested along with the C++ client library KaLi, making use of the same convenient data selection and analysis features.

4.3.1 Focal Plane Detector Energy Calibration

Figure 4.6 shows the output from an analysis tool, performing an energy calibration of the focal plane detector. For this purpose, the detector system is operated in a special mode, where photo electrons emitted from a calibration titanium disk are recorded by the detector. KaLi downloads the corresponding run file and generates a histogram of ADC values. A Gaussian function is fitted to determine the mean ADC value. The Slow Control voltages of the titanium disk and a few other electric components are queried to calculate the energy of the incident electrons, which can then be related to the corresponding ADC values.

The amount of code required for this sort of analysis is only about 100 lines long, including the logic to request data, perform fitting of ADC values and painting of the result graphs. Three Slow Control data sets and one run file have to be downloaded (total size ~ 20 MB) or retrieved from cache. On a common Intel® Core i5™ desktop computer with access to the data server on the same local area network, the total execution time is about 5 seconds.

Figure 4.6: Energy calibration of the focal plane detector, purely built on KaLi analysis logic.
4.3.2 Slow Control Monitor

As outlined in section 4.2.7, using the Slow Control functionality provided by KaLi, data from thousands of sensors can be accessed in a consistent manner and with little amount of effort. The proper calibration data sets are applied automatically.

While in many use cases sensor readout will most likely be directly incorporated in an analysis, the KaLi interface can also be used to store selected data in ASCII or ROOT compatible file formats, or to generate graphical output. In figure 4.7 a Slow Control monitoring application, written by Jan Behrens [Beh], is shown, which is built upon the KaLi library. In regular intervals, the tool requests data from a predefined set of sensors (KATRIN numbers) and publishes a collection of graphs on an internal webpage for monitoring purposes.

**Figure 4.7:** A series of regularly updated slow control graphs for predefined KATRIN numbers. Script written by Jan Behrens [Beh].
4.3.3 Monitor Spectrometer Analysis

The MAC-E filter based monitor spectrometer (section 2.7.2) is targeted to monitor the energy scale stability of the KATRIN experiment. Rubidium $^{83}\text{Rb}$, implanted into a solid substrate, decays into krypton $^{83}\text{Kr}$, which serves as electron emitter. By monitoring the position of the K-32 conversion line in the obtained electron spectrum, the energy scale of the retarding potential can be reliably determined [Erh14; Sle13].

Figure 4.8 shows the output of the analysis package ‘createfilterspec’. The tool gathers the required detector event data (typically $\sim 20\text{MB}$) and 60 minutes of Slow Control data for three voltage meters through the KaLi interface. In a local network the execution time is about 5 seconds, including data transfer time, fitting of the line shape and plotting.

![Figure 4.8: Monitor spectrometer filter spectrum (red line) and a fit of the K-32 conversion line (blue). Script written by Martin Slezáčk [Sle].]
4.4 Detector Analysis Suite

The BEANS (Building Analysis Sequence) package is a suite of detector analysis tools which is based on a toolkit originally developed for the focal plane detector commissioning in 2012. In addition to detector event data analysis it contains a utility to perform electronics readout simulations (DRIPS). The design goal of BEANS is to automatize tasks that are performed on a regular basis and to minimize the amount of code development time, usually required for more complex physics analysis logic. The conceptual structure of BEANS resembles a very mathematical or functional way of programming, which is different from the paradigm of imperative programming, common in C++.

```c
KDBeans beans;
// prepare analysis chain
(beans
 // readout event data recorded in 'energy mode'
 .Append(new KDEnergyEventReadout())
 // create an ADC histogram
 .Append((new KDAdcHistogram())
  ->SetBin(300, 0, 300)
  ->SetTitle("ADC")
 )
 // prepare histograms and graphs for drawing
 .Append(new KDDraw())
);
// execute analysis
beans.Build(argc, argv).Start();
```

BEANS has been developed by Sanshiro Enomoto from the University of Washington, Seattle [Cen14]. His work motivated many of the design decisions made for the data processing framework of KATRIN and the data access module KaLi. All offline analyses performed with BEANS rely on the RPC interface provided by KaLi (section 4.2.3) to read from KATRIN data sources and in some cases write to the database. The offline caching functionality of KaLi enables most scripts written for BEANS to reproduce an analysis without network connection from local data.

Figure 4.9 shows the graphical result of a typical BEANS analysis, composed of multiple reusable analysis components, arranged in a linear sequence.
Figure 4.9: An exemplary set of detector analysis plots, generated by BEANS. This summary features hit rate, energy and inter-arrival time distributions. The plotted data was recorded by the focal plane detector in run number 6959, a background measurement during the spectrometer commissioning phase.
4.5 Particle Tracking And Electromagnetic Field Simulation

4.5.1 Kassiopeia

Kassiopeia is a particle tracking framework, originally developed for the KATRIN experiment. The targeted physics problem is the simulation of particle trajectories in electromagnetic fields, which require solving of complex differential equations of motion and involve stochastic processes, such as bulk scattering, decay and potential surface processes. These computations are backed by a fully-featured geometry package KGeoBag and a versatile electromagnetic field simulation library KEMField (section 3.2.1). A detailed publication is in preparation [Fur14], which will be accompanied by the release of Kassiopeia as an independent tool for general use.

For KATRIN, Kassiopeia is utilized to simulate trajectories of charged particles through the experimental setup. Such simulations are crucial for the understanding of the transmission characteristics of the apparatus and for the identification of sources of possible background, such as trapped particles. In figure 4.10 a simulated track of an electron, stored in the main spectrometer, is visualized.

![Figure 4.10: Track of a stored particle inside the main spectrometer, simulated with Kassiopeia and visualized with ParaView [Ced06]. Graphic by courtesy of Stefan Groh, KIT [Gro15].](image-url)
4.5.2 Fieldline Monitoring

Kassiopeia uses the data interface provided by KaLi to access Slow Control data, such as solenoid currents and magnetic field sensor data. Thus, field calculations can be performed for the actual electromagnetic setup, monitoring the field in nearly real-time (<1 min). A fieldline snapshot of the KATRIN setup during the SDS commissioning phase is shown in figure 4.11.

The current development of Kassiopeia aims to integrate particle tracking and field simulations even better with the information provided by KATRIN’s database. Accurate and current positioning data and geometric information will then be directly incorporated into the simulations.

**Figure 4.11:** Near-time magnetic fieldline monitoring. The magnetic field calculation is based on real-time magnetometer data from 72 channels, accessed through the KaLi data interface.
CHAPTER 5

Beta Spectrum Calculation

In this chapter those parts of the KASPER framework are presented, which implement \(\beta\)-decay theory and KATRIN specific characteristics of the experimental setup in order to reliably compute the expected count rates of the experiment. The calculations described in the following sections are thus an essential basis for any further statistical studies, including a neutrino mass analysis.

SSC

The Source and Spectrum Calculation (SSC) module implements the computation of differential and integrated tritium \(\beta\) decay spectra. In order to do so, it has to model the electromagnetic and gasdynamic properties of the source section, compute the response function of the apparatus and map the flux of electrons onto the pixels of the silicon detector, residing at the opposite end of the KATRIN beamline.

One important difference with respect to the particle tracking module KASSIOPEIA is the fact, that SSC does \textit{not} perform Monte Carlo simulations. The kinetic electron energy spectrum is calculated analytically according to \(\beta\)-decay theory and then numerically integrated, incorporating source and transmission properties. This distinction is important with regard to later statistical analyses, where the spectrum has to be recalculated for varying input parameters over and over again: The analytical computation of expected count rates is performed faster by orders of magnitude, compared to a full-blown MC particle tracking simulation.

Nevertheless, the two software modules share a lot of overlap: Source spectra computed by SSC can serve as input to particle tracking simulation. Vice versa, detailed and computationally intense transmission function simulations from KASSIOPEIA are used to model an accurate analytical description of the transmission function, which is required by SSC as input to compute the integrated \(\beta\) spectrum.
Two former doctoral students at KIT, W. Käfer and M. Hötzel, provided the groundwork for the source modeling and spectra calculation code as part of their theses [Höt12; Käf12]. Since then, the code has undergone some substantial changes and additions, which were demanded by increasingly complex statistical questions. In the following, the core functionality of SSC is briefly summarized, but with emphasis on recent changes to the code, including additional systematic effects and numerical tools for better performance and accuracy.

**KaFit**

The software module KaFit does not only contain the statistical methods, described in the following chapter. It provides additional features, which fill the gap between the calculation of an integrated $\beta$ spectrum and the prediction of an actual event count number for a data-taking run period.

KaFit implements several models of geometry-dependent background and provides the logic to define a run interval strategy in conjunction with a given total measurement time distribution. In this way the code can be used to predict the expected event count on each pixel of the detector for various configurations, and to simulate a complete set of KATRIN data taking runs.

### 5.1 Differential Beta Emission Spectrum

The differential $\beta$ spectrum is calculated according to classical Fermi theory, which was already outlined in section 1.4.1. Modifications and approximations to the analytical description of the energy spectrum were chosen to maximize the accuracy close to the endpoint region. According to equation 1.30, the electron energy spectrum can be calculated as:

$$\frac{dN}{dE} = C \cdot F(Z, E) \cdot p(E + m_e) \cdot \sum_f |U_{ef}|^2 \cdot P_f \cdot f_{rad}(E - E_f) \cdot \varepsilon_f \cdot \sqrt{\varepsilon_j^2 - m^2_i} \cdot \Theta(\varepsilon_j - m_i),$$

$$\varepsilon_j = E_0 - E_f - E$$

In this notation the constant $C$ absorbs all energy independent factors:

$$C = \frac{g^2_e \cdot \cos^2 \theta_C}{2\pi^3} |M|^2$$

The sum over all probabilities $P_f$ of the Final State Distributions (FSDs) (section 5.2) has to be unity, so that $\sum_f P_f = 1$. 

$$\varepsilon_j = E_0 - E_f - E$$
5.1 Differential Beta Emission Spectrum

5.1.1 Radiative Corrections

Electrons, emitted within a Coulomb field of a nucleus, experience subtle energy losses due to their interaction with virtual and soft real photons. This correction, accounted for by the energy dependent factor $f_{\text{rad}}(E - E_f)$, only becomes relevant close to the tritium endpoint. In our case, $f_{\text{rad}}$ is implemented as recommended by [Rep83].

5.1.2 Fermi Function

The Coulomb interaction between the outgoing electron with energy $E$ and the daughter nucleus with charge $Z$ is described by the Fermi function $F(Z, E)$. In case of tritium $\beta$-decay, the attraction of the electron by the positively charged nucleus can be accounted for by an empirical, non-relativistic approximation, as outlined in [Sim81],

$$F(Z, E) = \frac{x}{1 - \exp\left(-x\right)} \left(1.002037 - 0.001427 \frac{v_e}{c}\right) ; \quad x = \frac{2\pi Z \alpha}{v_e/c}$$  

with the fine-structure constant $\alpha$ and electron velocity $v_e$.

5.1.3 Nuclear Recoil

Within the center-of-momentum frame of a tritium molecule $T_2$, the daughter molecule $(^3\text{HeT})^+$ experiences a recoil after the decay and carries away a small amount of kinetic energy. According to [KAT05], the recoil energy $E_{\text{rec}}$ can be approximated by

$$E_{\text{rec}} = E - \frac{m_e}{M(^3\text{HeT})^+} \cdot m_e$$  

With the electron mass $m_e$ and the daughter molecule mass $M(^3\text{HeT})^+$, the recoil energy shows a linear dependence on the kinetic electron energy $E$. Close to the endpoint $E_0 \approx 18.6$ keV and a few eV below, $E_{\text{rec}}$ yields a nearly constant value of $\approx 1.7$ eV. For practical reasons, within our calculations the parameter $E_{\text{rec}}$ for the recoiling $(^3\text{HeT})^+$ ion and the slightly lower recoil energies for the isotopologues $(^3\text{HeD})^+$ and $(^3\text{HeH})^+$ are incorporated by the final states $E_f$.

A comparison of differential $\beta$ spectra for different values of $m_\nu$ without the inclusion of final states or the Doppler effect (see section 5.3) is shown in figure 5.1.
5.2 Final States Distribution

The $\beta$-emitter in the WGTS consists of molecular states of the tritiated hydrogen isotopologues $T_2$, DT and HT, which decay into $(^3\text{HeT})^+$, $(^3\text{HeD})^+$ and $(^3\text{HeH})^+$ respectively. After the decay, the daughter molecule may be left in a rovibronic (rotational and vibrational) and excited electronic final state. These discrete states of excitation are represented by a comprehensive set of Final State Distributions (FSDs), characterized by an excitation energy $E_f$ and probability $P_f$.

Although sometimes incorrectly referred to as a systematic effect, the final states clearly have a non-negligible impact on the shape of the $\beta$ spectrum, as the maximum available energy for the $\beta$-decay electron is decreased by the excitation energy $E_f$.

In fact, the effective $\beta$ spectrum has to be calculated as a superposition of many single $\beta$-decay branches, each one with a lower effective endpoint $E_{0,\text{eff}} = E_0 - E_f$, weighted by $P_f$ (see equation 5.1). For this purpose our code applies a set of pre-packaged FSDs, which were created according to most recent calculations in [Dos08; Dos06; Sae00].

The abundance of each hydrogen isotopologue has to be specified as input parameter to the spectrum calculation (like the tritium purity $\varepsilon_T$), and the corresponding final states have to be weighted accordingly. Reliable monitoring of these abundances during measurements is the objective of dedicated Laser Raman measurements (section 2.3).
Each isotopologue is further subdivided into several distributions, each one corresponding to an initial angular momentum $J = 0, 1, 2, 3$ of the parent molecule. Each species of $J$ has to be weighted according to a Boltzmann distribution:

$$P_J(T) = \frac{g_s g_J \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta E_J}{k_B T} \right)}{Q}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)$$

$T$ is the temperature of the source gas, $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant, $\Delta E_J$ the energy difference to the ground state, and $Q$ is a normalizing constant, such that $\sum P_J = 1$. The rotational degeneracy of the distribution is given by the factor $g_J = (2J + 1)$.

$g_s$ accounts for the spin-degeneracy of the nuclei. For heteronuclear molecules (DT, HT) without spin coupling and therefore no spin-degeneracy, $g_s = 1$ [Lon02]. For a homonuclear molecule like $T_2$, $g_s$ is determined by the ratio of ortho and para states occupied by the molecule (see the following section 5.2.1).

5.2.1 Ortho-Para Ratio of Molecular Tritium

Within a $T_2$ molecule the spins $I = \frac{1}{2}$ of both nuclei can couple to form a triplet state with both spins aligned parallel (ortho) or a singlet state with both spins aligned antiparallel (para).

The triplet ortho state has a total spin of 1 and a spin degeneracy of 3. The corresponding nuclear spin wave functions are

$|\uparrow\uparrow\rangle$, $\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (|\uparrow\downarrow\rangle + |\downarrow\uparrow\rangle)$ and $|\downarrow\downarrow\rangle$.

Figure 5.2: Comparison of normalized $T_2$ final states distributions with angular momentum $J = 0$ (left) and $J = 3$ (right).
The singlet para state on the other hand is non-degenerate with a total spin of 0. The nuclear wave function is

\[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (|\uparrow\downarrow\rangle - |\downarrow\uparrow\rangle) \, . \]

Due to the permutational antisymmetry of the total wave function of the tritium molecule, only certain rotational states \( J \) can be adopted by the spin states. Ortho tritium has a symmetric nuclear spin wave function and therefore can only have rotational wave functions, that are antisymmetric with respect to permutation of the two nuclei. Thus the ortho state can only adopt rotational states with \( J = \text{odd} \). Accordingly, for the para state only rotational states with \( J = \text{even} \) are possible [Atk06].

At standard room temperature and pressure the ratio between ortho and para \( r_{op} \) is about 3:1, which reflects the ratio of spin degeneracies. At low temperatures however, the para form dominates, as it is the configuration with the lower energy. A conversion from one state to another is a forbidden process, leading to very low conversion rates in the order of days [Fuk13].

Up to now, most calculations involving the decay of molecular tritium have been performed under the assumption of an ortho-para ratio \( \lambda = 3 : 1 = 0.75 \) [Dos08]. Having the ortho-para ratio \( \lambda \) as a free input parameter for the calculation of the FSD weights is one the recent additions to the spectrum calculation code SSC.

In the recent bachelor thesis of Andrei Krochin [Kro14], the assumption of \( \lambda = 0.75 \) during \( \beta \)-decay was investigated in greater detail, and found to be accurate for the KATRIN setup: Within the tritium loop of the WGTS, the source gas is forced into thermal equilibrium at room temperature \( T = 300 \, \text{K} \) by a permeator membrane. The process of cooling the gas

![Figure 5.3: Comparison of normalized \( T_2 \) final states distributions with ortho:para ratio 1:1 (left, expected at \( T \approx 30 \, \text{K} \)) and ortho:para ratio 3:1 (right, expected at \( T \approx 300 \, \text{K} \)).](image-url)
down to \( T = 30 \text{ K} \), injection and pumping out of the beam tube takes only about 1.5 s. A conversion from para into ortho states within this short period of time was estimated to be very unlikely \((p < 3\%)\), even when catalytic conversion mechanism are considered. It was found that the corresponding change in the FSDs and shift of the measured neutrino mass would be negligible with \( \Delta m^2_{\nu} \approx (0.48 \pm 0.07) \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ eV}^2 \).

5.2.2 Rebinning

Eventually, the calculation of the differential spectrum requires the inclusion of several FSDs: 3 sets of distributions for the molecular isotopologue, with each set containing up to 4 partial distributions for the angular momenta \( J \). This sums up to 12 distributions, which have to be weighted dynamically according to their isotopical abundances and the local temperature \( T \) within each source segment. The electronic excitations make up one additional distribution to be included.

The energy binning of the FSDs, provided by [Sae00], is quite detailed with \( \Delta E_f = 10 \text{ meV} \). In order to calculate the differential spectrum at \( E = E_0 - 30 \text{ eV} \), the summation over the final states \( f \) (equation 5.1) has to be performed \( 13 \times 3000 \) times. Each summand involves the evaluation of a radiative correction term \( f_{\text{rad}}(E - E_f) \) and a square-root term \( \sqrt{\varepsilon_f^2 - m^2_i} \).

Profiling the code thoroughly (investigating the computation time per line of code) revealed, that the final state summation had become the dominating bottleneck of the spectrum calculation code, claiming about 80% of the overall computation time.

Considering that the Doppler effect (see section 5.3) effectively causes a broadening of the differential spectrum on a scale of about 130 meV, it is evident, that the detailed binning of the provided FSD is not necessary. In order to increase performance, a new rebinning scheme was implemented.

Original Binning Scheme

The FSDs, as calculated by [Dos08; Sae00], are provided in the form of ASCII files, one for each molecular isotopologue and angular momentum. Each line within a file describes a bin with two values: the weighted mean energy \( E_f \) of all final states, that are summed up within a bin, and the probability \( P_f \) for a transition into one of these states. Even though the binning size is similar for all input files, the mean energies \( E_f \) are not.

If a detailed, non-homogeneous source model is used for the simulations, the temperature-dependent weighing of distributions \( f \) for a specific angular momentum \( J \) has to be performed individually for every segment (voxel) of the tritium source. As a consequence the computationally demanding summation in equation 5.1 has to be executed for each file separately.
Dynamic Runtime Rebinning

During the initialization phase of the spectrum calculation code, the binning width of all loaded partial FSDs is adjusted according to a user-defined value and matched among all input files.

A second optimization is performed immediately before the summation in 5.1: Based on the local temperature of a source segment and the maximum relevant FSD energy \( E_{f}^{\text{max}} = E_0 - qU \), a single condensed FSD is calculated. One bin of the condensed distribution is composed out of the corresponding 13 resized partial distribution bins, which are weighted according to angular momentum and molecular abundance. The partial probabilities \( P_f \) are summed up and the effective weighted center of energy \( E_f \) is recalculated.

Thanks to this strategy, the calculation of the differential spectrum rate can be performed over a single condensed FSD with negligible loss in precision. The rebinning width can be chosen by the user depending on the desired accuracy. A reasonable width of 100 meV, which does not result in a significant change of the calculated (Doppler broadened) spectrum, leads to a computational speedup of about two orders of magnitude.

![Figure 5.4: Comparison of different binning sizes (100 meV left, 25 meV right). All final states distributions are combined and weighted for a tritium purity of \( \varepsilon_T = 0.95 \) and temperature \( T = 30\,\text{K} \) with an ortho:para ratio of 3:1.](image-url)
5.3 Doppler Effect

The thermal motion of β-emitting tritium molecules leads to a broadening of the electron energy spectrum $\frac{dN}{dE}$, which is commonly referred to as the Doppler effect (or Doppler shift) on the energy spectrum.

Mathematically, this effect can be expressed as a convolution of the differential spectrum

$$\left(g \otimes \frac{dN}{dE}\right)(E) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} g(E - \varepsilon) \frac{dN}{dE}(\varepsilon) \, d\varepsilon,$$

(5.6)

with $E$ being the kinetic electron energy in the tritium rest frame, and $\varepsilon$ the electron energy in the laboratory frame. The convolution kernel $g$ is given by a Maxwellian distribution, which describes the thermal movement of the tritium gas. In its non-relativistic approximation [Höt12; Sha03], as it is implemented in the code, the Maxwellian $g$ can be written as

$$g(E - \varepsilon) = g(\Delta E) = \frac{1}{\sigma_E \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{\Delta E - U_b}{\sigma_E}\right)^2},$$

(5.7)

with

$$\sigma_E = \sqrt{2E k_B T m_e / M_{T^2}}.$$

The additional energy shift $U_b \approx v_u \sqrt{2E m_e}$ is due to the position-dependent bulk velocity $v_u$ of the tritium gas, which arises from the net gas flow through the beam tube of the WGTS from the injection point to the pumping ports. The convolution kernel can be understood as a shifted Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of $\sigma_E$, determined by the temperature $T$ of the source gas, the Boltzmann constant $k_B$ and the energy $E$ of the emitted electron.

For $T = 30$ K and $E = E_0$ close to the endpoint energy, the standard deviation of the Gaussian convolution kernel becomes $\sigma_E \approx 130$ meV. This broadening of the energy spectrum is comparable to the neutrino mass, which KATRIN aims to determine. Figure 5.7 on page 98 shows the impact of the Doppler effect on the effective integrated spectrum and illustrates the importance of incorporating the effect into the calculations.

5.4 Negative Squared Neutrino Masses

Some statistical methods (section 6) demand the squared neutrino mass $m_\nu^2$ to be treated as a free fit parameter without constraints to physically allowed regions, in order to account for statistical fluctuations of the observed data. For these purposes, equation 5.1 describing the differential β spectrum, requires a mathematical continuation into the unphysical region $m_\nu^2 < 0$: 
\[
\frac{dN}{dE} \propto \begin{cases} 
\sum_f P_f \varepsilon_f \sqrt{\varepsilon_f^2 - m^2_{\nu}} \Theta(\varepsilon_f - m_{\nu}) & \text{for } m^2_{\nu} \geq 0 \\
\sum_f P_f \left(\varepsilon_f + m' \exp\left(-\frac{\varepsilon_f}{m'} - 1.0\right)\right) \sqrt{\varepsilon_f^2 - m^2_{\nu}} & \text{for } m^2_{\nu} < 0
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\varepsilon_j = E_0 - E_f - E
\]

\[
m' = 0.716 \sqrt{-m^2_{\nu}}
\]

\(m'\) is scaled such that the extrapolation of \(\frac{dN}{dE}\) provides a symmetric log likelihood function or chi-square parabola around \(m^2_{\nu} < 0\) [Wei93].

### 5.5 Integrated Spectrum

Due to its measuring principle (see section 2.1), KATRIN will observe an integrated \(\beta\)-decay spectrum of the kinetic electron energy. The expected observed signal rate at an applied retarding energy \(\dot{N}_S(qU)\) is an integral comprising the differential spectrum rate \(\frac{dN}{dE}\) and the response function \(R(E, qU)\) of the experimental apparatus:

\[
\dot{N}_S(qU) = N_T \varepsilon_{\text{det}} \Omega \int_{qU} \frac{dN}{dE}(E) R(E, qU) \, dE
\]

\(N_T\) is the number of tritium nuclei visible to the detector and \(\varepsilon_{\text{det}}\) the detection efficiency. The solid angle \(\Omega\) accounts for those electrons being emitted with a polar angle larger than \(\theta_{\text{max}}\), and which are reflected before entering the spectrometer section:

\[
\Omega = \frac{2\pi}{1 - \cos \theta_{\text{max}}}
\]

The calculation of \(\dot{N}_S(qU)\) can be performed for specific segments of the tritium source or, using an appropriate mapping between source and detector (section 5.8), for individual detector pixels.

Eventually the mean number of \(\beta\)-decay electrons counted by the detector is determined by the time \(t_{qU}\) measured at a fixed retarding energy \(qU\):

\[
N_S(qU) = t_{qU} \cdot \dot{N}_S(qU)
\]

A graphical comparison between differential and integrated \(\beta\)-decay spectrum is given in figure 5.5. In the following sections, the derivation and calculation of the response function \(R(E, qU)\) and the required modeling of gas dynamics in the tritium source are discussed.
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Figure 5.5: The differential spectrum $\frac{dN}{dE}(E)$ (left) and integrated spectrum $\dot{N}(qU)$ (right) is compared for a vanishing neutrino mass and $m_\nu = 2000$ meV. The effects of the nuclear recoil and final states distribution effectively smear the endpoint region and lead to a shift away from the tritium endpoint $E_0$.

5.5.1 Transmission Function

The transmission characteristics of a MAC-E filter (section 2.2) can be described by the transmission function $T(E, qU)$. It gives the transmission probability for an electron with kinetic energy $E$ to overcome the retarding energy $qU$ and pass the filter’s analyzing plane.

For electrons, which have been emitted isotropically, an analytical form can be quoted as follows [KAT05]:

$$
T(E, qU) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } E - qU \leq 0 \\
\frac{1 - \sqrt{1 - \frac{E - qU}{E} \frac{B_S}{B_A}}} {1 - \sqrt{1 - \frac{\Delta E}{E} \frac{B_S}{B_A}}} & \text{for } 0 < E - qU \leq \Delta E \\
1 & \text{for } E - qU \geq \Delta E 
\end{cases}
$$ (5.15)

Here $B_S$ denotes the magnetic field strength in the source section and $B_A$ the field strength in the analyzing plane of the MAC-E filter. This representation of $T(E, qU)$ only holds for electrons with their momentum vector being randomly distributed within a polar angle $0 \leq \theta \leq \theta_{\text{max}}$ with respect to the guiding magnetic field line, that intersects perpendicular with the analyzing plane of the MAC-E filter.
The maximum polar angle $\theta_{\text{max}}$ is determined by the magnetic field strength $B_S$ in the source and the maximum field strength $B_{\text{max}}$ between the source and the filter:

$$\sin \theta_{\text{max}} = \sqrt{\frac{B_S}{B_{\text{max}}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)

Electrons with a higher emission angle are reflected due to the magnetic mirror effect.

A characteristic property of the MAC-E filter is its energy resolution $\Delta E$, which manifests in the relative width of the analytical transmission function:

$$\Delta E = \frac{B_A}{B_{\text{max}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.17)

For electrons near the endpoint energy of 18.6 keV, the width of the analytical transmission function becomes $\Delta E = \frac{B_A}{B_{\text{max}}} \cdot E = 0.93$ eV (also compare with figure 5.6).

**Beyond the Analytical Description**

At some point, the analytical form of the transmission function will not suffice to describe the transmission characteristics of the main spectrometer with high enough accuracy. Width and offset of the transmission function are determined by the local electrostatic potential and the magnetic field, which in turn have a radial dependence, relative to the

![Graph](image-url)

**Figure 5.6:** Transmission function for isotropically emitted electrons at a retarding energy of 18570 eV. The solid curve depicts the analytical form of $T(E, 18570 \text{ eV})$, the dotted 'broadened' curve incorporates a sinusoidal high voltage fluctuation of the retarding potential.
beam axis. Another effect, which is not covered by the analytical description and must be extracted from particle tracking simulations, is energy loss due to synchrotron radiation, caused by the electron gyration motion along the guiding field lines.

Particle tracking and field simulations, taking into account a detailed geometric model, have been performed to quantify these effects. Transmission measurements during the first SDS commissioning phase, employing an angular resolved electron gun, have shown a very good agreement with simulations and confirmed the understanding of the main spectrometer properties as a MAC-E filter [KAT14].

The code framework provides a class structure, which supports the inclusion of simulated and extrapolated measured transmission functions on a detector per-pixel basis. Using these tools, detailed studies on transmission properties and the implications for the neutrino mass sensitivity are ongoing and will be discussed in the doctoral thesis of Stefan Groh [Gro15].

5.5.2 Retarding Voltage Instabilities

A systematic effect which is known to cause problematic distortions of the integrated $\beta$ spectrum, are short-term instabilities of the retardation voltage. Such instabilities will lead to a subtle broadening of the transmission function. If such an effect is not incorporated in the neutrino mass analysis, it causes a shift of the best-fit estimate towards small or even negative $m_2^\nu$, without showing a noticeable effect on the goodness-of-fit statistic [Ott08].

In order to study the effect within the statistical framework (see chapter 6.6), two analytical descriptions of a retarding voltage instability were implemented.

- A sinusoidal fluctuation of the transmission function $T(E, qU)$ with amplitude $A$, which can be expressed as:

  $$T_{\text{sine}}(E, qU) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} T(E, qU + A \sin t) \, dt$$  

  \hspace{1cm} (5.18)

- A Gaussian distortion of the HV amplitude. Under the assumption, that the retarding voltage is normally distributed with $qU$ being the mean value and $\sigma_{qU}$ the standard deviation, the transmission function can be convolved with a Gaussian distribution $N(x, qU, \sigma_{qU})$:

  $$T_{\text{gauss}}(E, qU) = (N \otimes T)(E, qU) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x, qU, \sigma_{qU}) \, T(E, x) \, dx$$  

  \hspace{1cm} (5.19)

The effect of a sinusoidal HV fluctuation on the transmission function is illustrated in figure 5.6. The consequent modification of the integrated $\beta$-decay spectrum by such a fluctuation is shown in figure 5.7, next to other systematic effects.

---

$1$ \hspace{1cm} $N(x, \mu, \sigma) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \, e^{-\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}$
5.5.3 Source Simulations

The calculation of electromagnetic and gas dynamic properties of the source section is one of the major tasks of the source simulation code in the SSC software module. In its current form, the basis for this simulation was developed and used by Markus Hötzel in the context of his doctoral thesis [Höt12].

With the aim of having a customizable degree of detail, the source section can be subdivided into axial-symmetric segments, so-called voxels. Taking into account variations in the gas flow, temperature profile and magnetic fields of the WGTS, critical key parameters for the later calculation of the integrated spectrum are determined for each voxel.

Using the field calculators provided by the KEMField module (section 3.2.1) and a detailed geometric model of the WGTS, the magnetic field strengths \( B_S \) in the source are determined. They are used to define voxels of specific magnetic flux \( (B \cdot A) \) and allow a mapping between effective areas of the source to the detector geometry. Another parameter determined by the field strengths is the maximum polar emission angle \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) of the \( \beta \) electrons. It influences the shape of the transmission function \( T \), scattering probabilities \( P_i \) and energy loss due to synchrotron radiation.
The temperature profile along the beam tube will be constantly monitored during the operation of KATRIN [Gro13] and used as input for the source simulations. Not only is the density of the source gas influenced by the temperature, but also the Doppler broadening of the differential $\beta$ spectrum due to the thermal gas movement. The implemented calculation of this effect, as described in section 5.3, resorts to the temperature information held by each voxel.

Dedicated gas dynamics simulations, described in greater detail in [Höt12], provide information about the gas density and velocity. The currently implemented gas model is largely based on studies and calculations by Felix Sharipov [Sha09; Sha03]. They use a full solution of the Boltzmann equation to cover gas dynamics from a hydrodynamical regime (high pressure at the injection ports) up to a free-molecular regime (low pressure at the pumping ports).

The gas density in the WGTS (see figure 5.8) affects the scattering probabilities and the total number of tritium molecules, which constitutes the activity of a source voxel and thus the observable rate. The bulk velocity $u_z$ of the gas along the beam line contributes an energy shift to the spectrum, which is incorporated in the Doppler effect calculation.

### 5.5.4 Response Function

The response $R$ denotes the probability of an electron, emitted in the WGTS with starting energy $E$, to eventually reach the detector, after having undergone inelastic scattering and overcoming the retarding potential with energy $qU$.

$$R(E, qU) = \int_0^E T(E - \varepsilon, qU) \cdot (P_0 \delta(\varepsilon) + P_1 f(\varepsilon) + P_2 (f \otimes f)(\varepsilon) + \ldots) \, d\varepsilon \quad (5.20)$$

![Figure 5.8: Gas density profile of the WGTS beam tube, calculated with SSC.](image)
$P_0$ is the probability for an electron to reach the MAC-E filter without scattering. In case of (multiple) scattering, indicated by the probabilities $P_i$ with $i > 0$, the energy loss function $f(\varepsilon)$ has to be convolved $i$ times and multiplied with the transmission function.

In the above notation of $R$, an isotropic distribution of electrons without significant change in direction after scattering is assumed. At nominal configuration ($\rho d = 5 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-2}$) the response function, as pictured in figure 5.9, shows a steep rise defined by the width of the transmission function, up to a plateau of $P_0 = 0.413$. This peculiar shape is due to the fact, that inelastic scattering implies energy losses of at least 10 eV. As a consequence, $\beta$-decay rates, which are observed by KATRIN close to the endpoint region, will not be affected by systematic uncertainties connected to the knowledge of $f(\varepsilon)$. This is due to the fact that electrons reaching the detector within that energy range cannot have suffered any energy loss due to inelastic scattering.

5.5.5 Scattering Probabilities

In order to describe the complete response function, the energy loss due to manifold scattering $(f \otimes f \otimes \ldots)$ has to be taken into account and the probabilities $P_i$ for an electron to scatter off the source gas $i$ times need to be calculated accordingly [Ase00]:

$$P_i(z, \theta) = \frac{(\lambda(z, \theta) \cdot \sigma_{\text{inel}})^i}{i!} e^{-\lambda(z, \theta) \cdot \sigma_{\text{inel}}} \quad (5.21)$$

The scattering probabilities $P_i(z, \theta)$ are Poisson distributions, determined by the inelastic cross section $\sigma_{\text{inel}}$ (section 5.5.6) and the effective column density $\lambda(z, \theta)$, that an electron has to traverse, when emitted under a polar angle $\theta$ at longitudinal position $z$ in the source of total length $L$:

$$\lambda(z, \theta) = \frac{1}{\cos \theta} \int_{z'}^{L} \rho(z') \, dz' \quad (5.22)$$

The effective column density $\lambda(z, \theta)$ can be understood as the number of tritium molecules per area, that an electron has to pass before leaving the WGTS. Consequently, electrons emitted at a higher polar angle $\theta$ and closer to the rear end of the source, are more likely to scatter and will contribute less to the upper end of the $\beta$ electron energy spectrum.

The mean scattering probabilities $P_i^{\text{WGTS}}$ can be quoted as average values over all possible emission angles $\theta$ (isotropic), weighted by the local density $\rho(z)$:

$$P_i^{\text{WGTS}} = \frac{1}{\rho d (1 - \cos \theta_{\text{max}})} \int_0^{\theta_{\text{max}}} d\theta \sin \theta \rho(z) \, P_i(z, \theta) \quad (5.23)$$
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>column density</td>
<td>$\rho d = 5 \cdot 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active source cross-section</td>
<td>$A_S = 53.3 \text{ cm}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic field strength (source)</td>
<td>$B_S = 3.6 \text{ T}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic field strength (maximum)</td>
<td>$B_{\text{max}} = 6.0 \text{ T}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inelastic scattering cross section</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{inel}} = 3.45 \cdot 10^{-18} \text{ cm}^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scattering probabilities</td>
<td>$P_0 = 41.33 %$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_1 = 29.27 %$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_2 = 16.73 %$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_3 = 7.91 %$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_4 = 3.18 %$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.1:** Electron mean scattering probabilities $P_i$ for the WGTS reference configuration.

This calculation takes into account the maximum polar emission angle $\theta_{\text{max}}$, which depends on the local magnetic field strengths (see equation 5.16). $\rho d$ denotes the total gas column density along the beam axis. In table 5.1 the mean scattering probabilities for up to 4-fold scattering in case of a nominal WGTS configuration are summarized.

5.5.6 Energy Loss

Any form of energy loss, which is suffered by the signal electrons before reaching the electrostatic analyzing plane, should either be avoided or, if inevitable, needs to be known precisely.

Inelastic Scattering

The most significant contribution to the energy loss is due to inelastic scattering of the $\beta$-decay electrons with $T_2$ molecules while being guided through the source and the pumping section. At the nominal value of the source column density $\rho d = 5 \cdot 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-2}$, about 59% of the electrons will be affected. A prominent feature of inelastic scattering is, that it implies an energy loss of at least 10 eV per scattering process.

The energy loss function $f(\varepsilon)$ is a normalized probability distribution

$$f(\varepsilon) \propto \frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{inel}}} \frac{d\sigma_{\text{inel}}}{d\varepsilon}, \quad (5.24)$$

with $\varepsilon$ being the amount of energy lost during scattering. It depends on the inelastic scattering cross section $\sigma_{\text{inel}}$ and the differential cross section $\frac{d\sigma_{\text{inel}}}{d\varepsilon}$.
Both quantities have been measured in an experimental setup, scattering electrons off gaseous tritium [Ase00]. The inelastic scattering cross section at an electron energy of 18.6 keV was determined with a precision of 2.1%:

$$\sigma_{\text{inel}} = (3.40 \pm 0.07) \cdot 10^{-18} \text{ cm}^{-2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.25)

A functional form was fitted to the energy loss function

$$f(\varepsilon) = \begin{cases} A_1 e^{-2\left(\frac{\varepsilon - \varepsilon_1}{w_1}\right)^2} & \text{for } \varepsilon < \varepsilon_c \\ A_2 \frac{w_2^2}{w_2^2+4(\varepsilon-\varepsilon_2)^2} & \text{for } \varepsilon \geq \varepsilon_c \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.26)

with the parameters $A_1 = 0.204 \pm 0.001$, $w_1 = 1.85 \pm 0.02$, $A_2 = 0.0556 \pm 0.0003$, $w_2 = 12.5 \pm 0.1$ and $\varepsilon_2 = 14.30 \pm 0.02$, using $\varepsilon_1 = 12.6$ fixed. The factor $\varepsilon_c = 14.09$ was chosen to obtain a continuous function. The Gaussian part of this parameterized form $f(\varepsilon)$ describes the energy loss due to excitation, the Lorentzian part accounts for ionization.

For the envisaged sensitivity of KATRIN, the energy loss function is required to be known to the $10^{-3}$ level. A dedicated calibration measurement is planned, using the rear section electron gun (see section 2.7.1), to measure the response function at different column density configurations of the WGTS. With an elaborate deconvolution procedure applied to the gathered data, the energy loss function can then be untangled from the scattering probabilities and the transmission function [Kra11; Zie13].

![Response function $R(E)$](image1.png) ![Energy loss function $f(\varepsilon)$](image2.png)

**Figure 5.9:** Response function $R(E)$ (left) and energy loss function $f(\varepsilon)$ (right). Since ionization of gaseous tritium implies energy loss not below 10 eV, the response function forms a plateau between 0.93 eV (the upper end of the transmission function) and about 10 eV. Only electrons, which have not scattered (probability $P_0 = 0.41$), fall into this region.
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Elastic Scattering and Synchrotron Radiation

Elastic scattering off $T_2$ molecules and emission of synchrotron radiation due to the gyrational motion in the high magnetic field of the source and transport section are further sources of energy loss for $\beta$ electrons. In general however, these losses are comparatively small.

The total elastic cross section of 18.6 keV electrons with $T_2$ molecules is about 12 times smaller than the inelastic cross section, with an average energy loss of 16 meV per single scattering event and scattering angle of only $3^\circ$ [KAT05]. In addition, the resulting energy loss can be reliably calculated:

$$\Delta E = 2 \frac{m}{M} E \left(1 - \cos \theta_p\right),$$

where $m$ and $M$ denote the electron and molecule masses, $E$ the electron energy, and $\theta_p$ is the polar scattering angle.

Energy losses due to synchrotron radiation can amount up to 100 meV in case of an electron being emitted at the rear end of the WGTS with the maximal polar angle of $\sim 51^\circ$. Detailed particle tracking simulations with electron trajectories through the complete KATRIN setup have been performed recently by Stefan Groh [Gro15] and are being incorporated into the response function calculation.

5.5.7 Numerical Integration

Taking a closer look at the shape of the integrand in equation 5.12 (see figure 5.10), one can notice the almost linear, steep rise at the lower end of the integral, which is caused by the response function shape with its sharp transmission step at lower energies. Above the transmission width, the integrand suddenly drops with a parabolic decrease, originating from the functional form of the differential spectrum (equation 5.1).

Such an integrand shape requires special care, when attempting an accurate numerical integration. An obvious measure is the division of the integrand into two parts, in order to avoid any loss of accuracy close to the transition edge, where the integrand is largest.

In addition, an iterative numerical integrator, described in section 5.7, was implemented in order to guarantee consistent precision among the whole parameter space of interest and to ensure a numerically stable behavior of the likelihood function (section 6.1.2).
Figure 5.10: Top left: response function $R(E, qU)$ dependent on the electron energy $E$. Top right: differential $\beta$ spectrum $dN/dE$. Bottom left: integrand $R(E, qU) \cdot dN/dE$. Bottom right: integrated $\beta$ spectrum $\dot{N}(qU)$.
5.6 Sterile Neutrinos

As outlined in section 1.4.1, the effective differential spectrum observed by a β-decay experiment is a superposition of several spectra, one for each neutrino mass eigenstate \( m_i \), which mixes with the electron anti neutrino flavor eigenstate:

\[
m^2_{\nu_e} = \sum_i |U_{ei}|^2 m^2_i \tag{5.28}
\]

Thus the differential spectrum can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{dN}{dE} = \sum_i |U_{ei}|^2 \frac{dN}{dE}(m_i) \tag{5.29}
\]

Adding a sterile neutrino to the picture is straightforward, since the code can incorporate an arbitrary number of neutrino mass eigenstates.

Considering that the mass splittings between the known three active mass eigenstates are too small to be resolved experimentally, they can be approximated in most KATRIN related calculations with an effective active neutrino mass squared

\[
(m_a)^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{3} |U_{ei}|^2 m^2_i . \tag{5.30}
\]

If one additional sterile neutrino mass is added in a 1+1 mixing scheme with \( m_s \gg |\Delta m_i| \) and a mixing coefficient of

\[
|U_{es}| = \sin \theta_s , \tag{5.31}
\]

the admixture of a sterile mass eigenstate to the electron neutrino can be expressed as

\[
|\nu_e \rangle = \cos \theta_s \ |\nu_a \rangle + \sin \theta_s \ |\nu_s \rangle . \tag{5.32}
\]

Our effective differential β-decay spectrum then becomes a superposition of

\[
\frac{dN}{dE} = \cos^2 \theta_s \frac{dN}{dE}(m_a) + \sin^2 \theta_s \frac{dN}{dE}(m_s) \tag{5.33}
\]

\[
= (|U_{es}|^2 - 1) \frac{dN}{dE}(m_a) + |U_{es}|^2 \frac{dN}{dE}(m_a) . \tag{5.34}
\]

1 Neutrino mass eigenstates participating in weak interactions are named active. Mass eigenstates, which only appear through mass mixing, but not in weak interactions, are called sterile.
The effect of a heavy sterile neutrino state $m_s$ on the differential $\beta$-decay spectrum is illustrated in figure 5.11. Its admixture produces a kink in the electron energy spectrum of size $|U_{es}|^2$ at an energy $E_0 - m_s$, as well as a suppression of events at the endpoint of $1 - |U_{es}|^2$.

In neutrino oscillation experiments, where usually an appearance or disappearance probability is measured, the mixing angle $\theta_s$ of an additional mass eigenstate is observed as an oscillation parameter $\sin^2(2\theta_s)$ and commonly plotted as such:

$$\sin^2(2\theta_s) = 4|U_{es}|^2(1 - |U_{es}|^2)$$ (5.35)

The presented spectrum calculation code SSC is mainly suited for neutrino masses (active and sterile) in the eV range. This is not only due to the fact that the analytical description of the $\beta$-decay energy spectrum, including some of its approximations, is optimized for accuracy close to the endpoint region ($E \gtrsim E_0 - 200\text{eV}$). Also systematic effects due to multiple scattering of $\beta$-electrons in the source become more pronounced and less manageable at lower energies.

![Figure 5.11: Comparison of differential $\beta$-decay spectra rates. For sterile neutrino contributions, the mixing coefficient assumed here is $\sin^2\theta_s = 0.1$. Final states and the Doppler effect are neglected in these plots for better visualization.](image)
5.7 Floating-point Accuracy and Numerical Stability

A floating-point method is an approximative representation of (non-integral) real numbers, used in computers. It inevitably means, that real numbers can only be represented with finite precision and that arithmetic operations suffer from limited accuracy. For calculations in SSC and KaFit, two particular cases require special attention:

- Many real numbers like 0.1 or 0.01 cannot be represented exactly in binary. If a small neutrino mass $m_\nu$ for instance is squared and square-rooted repeatedly during numerical calculations, the accuracy of the result deteriorates.

- Summation and subtraction of nearly equal operands can lead to cancellation effects with high loss of accuracy. This effect needs to be considered when performing numerical integration or summation of a longer chi-square terms.

The cancellation problem is addressed with the Kahan summation algorithm (also known as compensated summation [Hig02]), which compensates accuracy losses by keeping a separate running variable to accumulate small errors. This algorithm was implemented as part of the KASPER library and is applied throughout the code for critical numerical operations like integration or incremental statistical computations.

In addition to the intrinsic limitations of machine floating point precision, the accuracy of the applied numerical methods, in particular numerical integration algorithms, has to be considered. In SSC, numerical integration has to be performed not only when incorporating systematics, such as the Doppler effect (section 5.3), energy loss (section

![Figure 5.12: Likelihood shape on small scales of $m_\nu^2$. Using an iterative integration scheme and the Kahan summing method in numerically critical parts of the calculation, discontinuities in the likelihood function are avoided.](image)
5.5.6) and distortions of the transmission function (section 5.5.2). The requirement for an accurate method is most obvious when calculating the integrated spectrum and dealing with a rather complicated integrand shape (section 5.5).

The likelihood function (section 6.1.2) in particular turned out to react extremely sensitive to numerical fluctuations of the integrated spectrum rate. Tiny modifications of fit parameters like $m_2\nu$ can result in sudden jumps of the integrated spectrum rate $\dot{N}_S(qU)$, which lead to discontinuities of the likelihood, as illustrated in figure 5.12. This behavior can occur, when ordinary trapezoidal integration methods with fixed step widths are used. Fitting algorithms, such as MIGRAD, which rely on a well behaved likelihood shape, are then likely to produce inconclusive results or fail.

A robust and flexible solution was found by implementing a configurable iterative integrator into the KASPER software framework, following the suggestions from [Pre07]. The integration algorithm successively refines the number $N = 2^k$ ($k \in \mathbb{N}$) of evaluated points of the integrand in $k$ iterations, until a predefined precision is achieved (see figure 5.13). The intermediate results can be weighted to transform the trapezoidal rule into Simpson’s or Romberg’s rule with practically no computational overhead. The Simpson method essentially performs a parabolic extrapolation, the Romberg method a polynomial extrapolation of the successive refinements. In many cases, using either of these extrapolations can reduce the total number of required integrand evaluations $N$ considerably.

![Diagram showing sequential calls to the integrand by iterative integration schemes.](image-url)
5.8 Detector Segmentation

All parts of the spectrum calculation code SSC and the statistical toolkit KaFit have been extended to accommodate a powerful diagnostic property of the KATRIN experiment, the segmentation of the main detector (section 2.6). Its layout is axisymmetric with 148 pixels forming a circular sensitive area of 90 mm in diameter (figure 5.14). The inner 4 pixels are referred to as the ‘bullseye’. The 12 contiguous rings contain 12 pixels each. Radii of bullseye and rings are chosen as such, that all pixels have equal surface area.

This detector layout is of specific interest in the data analysis, as it allows to incorporate radial dependencies of the source model, the transmission properties and the background. Not only can systematics and several background components be disentangled due to their different radial distribution. Pixels yielding a higher signal-to-background ratio can effectively improve statistical uncertainties in a neutrino mass estimation (see chapter 7.1).

The source simulation uses the information about source-specific magnetic fields to form an axial segmentation, which maps areas of equal magnetic flux to a specific detector pixel \( j \). Those source segments (voxels) are then aggregated in longitudinal direction to calculate effective response functions \( R^j(E, qU) \) and differential rates \( dN^j_dE^j(E) \), taking into account local gas density, velocity and temperature variations. The notation of the integrated spectrum rate (equation 5.12) can then be extended to

\[
\dot{N}^j_S(qU) = N^j_T \varepsilon^j_{\text{det}} \frac{\Omega^j}{4\pi} \int_{qU}^{E_0} \frac{dN^j_dE^j}{dE}(E) R^j(E, qU) \, dE. \tag{5.36}
\]

\[\text{tritium source} \quad \text{transport section} \quad \text{detector}\]

**Figure 5.14:** The source segmentation is performed dynamically along the beam direction, mapping source areas of equal magnetic flux to their corresponding visible detector pixel. Schematic not according to scale.
5.9 Background Models

Besides the signal rate $\dot{N}^j_S(qU)$, calculated for a retarding energy $qU$ on a detector segment $j$, one has to take into account various forms of background. The design goal of KATRIN requires the overall background rate $\dot{N}_{bg}$ to be constrained to about 10 mcps [KAT05]. Not only the absolute rate, but also the statistical nature of the background and its variation over time will have an impact on the statistical neutrino mass uncertainty.

With respect to the statistical studies outlined in chapter 6, the KaFit module provides an extensible framework to model various background types. Currently two major background contributions, which were studied during the SDS commissioning measurements, have been implemented in the code.

5.9.1 Cosmic Background

A major source of potential background arises from incident cosmic rays (primarily muons) which can eject secondary electrons from the inner surface of the spectrometers [Lei10]. The magnetic and electrostatic shielding of the MAC-E filter (section 2.2) should prevent most of the charged particles from entering the magnetic flux tube. Due to axial asymmetries of the field configuration and non-adiabatic movement however, a small fraction of the ejected electrons ($E \lesssim 100$ eV) is able to drift into the sensitive part of the flux tube and produce background there through residual gas ionization or scattering. After acceleration by the electrostatic barrier this background component becomes indistinguishable from the $\beta$-decay signal.

Within the context of this thesis the cosmic background component is assumed to be of Poissonian nature\(^1\). In this approximation the modeling is straightforward: For each detector segment $j$ an expected mean background rate $\dot{N}^j_{bg}$ can be specified. When a toy measurement is simulated with a duration of $t_{qU}$, the number of counted background events is drawn from a Poissonian distribution:

$$N_{bg}^j = \text{Poisson} \left( t_{qU} \cdot \dot{N}_{bg}^j \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.37)

Accordingly, the standard deviation of absolute background count is

$$\sigma_{N,\text{pois}} = \sqrt{t_{qU} \cdot \dot{N}} = \sqrt{N}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.38)

---

\(^1\) Recent measurements of the incident muon flux at the KATRIN main spectrometer indicate a non-Poissonian time variance of the cosmic background [Lei14], which might be attributed to changes in the solar activity or atmospheric parameters. Implications on the neutrino mass sensitivity and a possibly adapted measurement strategy (see section 5.10.1) are currently under investigation.
5.9.2 Radon-Induced Background

Another source of background are high-energy electrons, which are produced during the nuclear $\alpha$-decay of the two radon isotopes $^{219}$Rn and $^{220}$Rn in the spectrometer [Frä10; Goe14; Mer12]. Such high energetic electrons, which are released inside the magnetic flux tube, can be stored in the main spectrometer over several hours due to the magnetic mirror effect. During this time period they scatter off residual gas multiple times, thereby producing low-energy secondary electrons ($E < 100$ eV) through ionization. The secondaries are accelerated by the spectrometer retarding potential and when escaping the magnetic bottle, they can reach the detector within the energy region of interest.

Radon is to some extent emanated from the weld seams of the inner spectrometer surface. Another major source of radon emanation is the non-evaporable getter pump with its large porous surface. The NEG material is installed in the shape of getter strips, totaling a length of 3 km in the main spectrometer (section 2.5.2).

Sources and production mechanisms of radon-induced background have been studied in great detail during dedicated measurements at the pre-spectrometer [Wan13]. Active and passive suppression techniques have been established and were successfully tested during the SDS commissioning phase [KAT14], in particular by installation of LN$_2$-cooled copper baffles [Goe14] (see section 2.5.2).

Due to the above mentioned long storage time of high energy electrons produced in radon decays, this form of background exhibits a more complicated temporal structure (‘radon spikes’) than a purely Poissonian background. Even over longer measuring periods, the statistical variance of the background rate can be noticeably larger, which implies a stronger impact on the neutrino mass sensitivity. A detailed model of radon-induced background with a realistic description of its non-Poissonian character, is currently being developed [Oer14].

For purposes of this thesis, a simple and preliminary statistical model of radon induced background has been deduced from SDS commissioning measurements [KAT14]. Here, the pressure in the main spectrometer was artificially elevated by injecting gaseous argon, in order to reduce the cool-down time of primary electrons from radon decay to the order of milliseconds. The produced secondary electrons were observed in short bursts, which could be discriminated from cosmic background using cuts on the recorded inter-arrival times between detector events [Sch14]. A rate trend was extrapolated and the time difference between secondary electron production was scaled to reflect nominal vacuum conditions (see figure 5.15). From this rate trend, the standard deviation of the number of background events was estimated to be larger by a factor of $\approx 3.6$ as compared to a Poissonian background with similar mean event count.

Assuming long enough measurement intervals of $> 1$ h, radon-induced background counts in KaFit are currently drawn from a normal distribution with a standard deviation of

$$\sigma_{N,\text{radon}} \approx 3.6 \cdot \sqrt{N_{\text{radon}}} \cdot$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.39)
Figure 5.15: Empirical model of radon-induced secondary electron rates, extrapolated from high pressure SDS-I measurements. Data provided by Jan Oertlin [Oer14].

These basic models for cosmic and radon-induced background are used in the following chapters, when statistical methods are discussed with respect to the background model of a (simulated) KATRIN measurement (chapter 6), and when the neutrino mass sensitivities are reevaluated based on recent SDS-I commissioning data (chapter 7).
5.10 Measurement Simulation

Combining the methods described in this chapter, specifically the calculation of the expected integrated $\beta$ signal and the background rate, the expected number of events in a KATRIN measurement can be estimated for any given set of retarding energies $qU$ and the corresponding measurement times $t_{qU}$.

5.10.1 Measuring Time and Strategy

A measuring time distribution (MTD) is a set of measurement configurations $\{t_{qU}\}$, defining the amount of effective net measuring time $t$, which the KATRIN experiment should invest at a specific retarding energy setting $qU$. KaFit can be configured to simulate a full KATRIN run on the basis of any desired measuring time distribution. The sum $\sum t_{qU}$ can for instance be chosen to cover the planned 3 full-beam years of effective measuring time, which corresponds to 5 calendar years$^1$.

The numerical simulation of a KATRIN run in KaFit allows for another refinement. Measurement time, spent at a particular retarding potential, can be broken up into smaller, more realistic measurement intervals. In its current but extensible implementation, the code allows the user to define a maximum uninterrupted measurement time $t_{qU}^{\text{max}}$. The various retarding energies $qU$ are then scanned, either in ascending order or randomly, until in total the defined measurement time distribution is fulfilled.

Furthermore, the total full-beam measuring time $\sum t_{qU}$ can be freely adjusted (for instance to a few weeks), while requiring the simulation to guarantee a full scan of the spectrum, attributing the correct fraction of time $t_{qU}$ to each retarding energy $qU$.

Further investigations are planned with respect to time-dependent variances of background rates or long-term drifts of systematic parameters, which might imply a bias on certain measurements, if anything but a random scanning strategy is used.

5.10.2 Generating a KATRIN Run

For each $t_{qU}$ in a given measurement time distribution $\{t_{qU}\}$, the expectation value of the number of counted electrons on a detector pixel $j$ is:

$$\hat{N}^j_{qU} = \hat{N}^j_{qU} \cdot t_{qU}$$ (5.40)

A toy measurement $N^j_{qU}$ is drawn from a Poissonian with expectation value $\lambda = \hat{N}^j_{qU}$, and a background contribution is added from its corresponding probability distribution:

$$N^j_{qU,\text{toy}} = \text{Poisson} (\hat{N}^j_{qU}) + N_{bg}$$ (5.41)

---

$^1$ ‘Full-beam’ measuring time does not include calibration and service time.
For the reference measuring time distribution from [KAT05] with 41 retarding potentials, a toy KATRIN run comprises 41 toy measurements (data points) accordingly. If the focal plane detector is sub-divided into its 13 rings, this number increases to 533. For the full geometry of 148 pixels, a simulated KATRIN run consists out of 6068 toy measurements.

In figure 5.16, the count rates of a randomly generated KATRIN measurement, comprising 41 data points, are compared to the theoretical predictions of a vanishing and a non-zero neutrino mass.

5.10.3 Performance

The computational performance of the spectrum calculation and run simulation is of particular interest when it comes to statistical analysis. Performing one single best-fit estimate on a set of data (using a MINUIT minimizer) requires at least around 200 evaluations of the likelihood function. Each likelihood evaluation causes several computations of the integrated spectrum rate, one at each retarding potential (about 40 to 70) for each de-

![Figure 5.16](image)

**Figure 5.16:** Comparison of two integrated β-decay spectra for $m_\nu = 0\text{ meV}$ and $m_\nu = 200\text{ meV}$. The toy measurement was generated assuming $m_\nu = 200\text{ meV}$ and considering Poisson statistics for signal and background rates.
tector pixel (148), possibly accumulated over several longitudinal source voxels (10 to 50).
Performing a Bayesian analysis of a measurement and sampling a posterior probability distribution (see chapter 6) can require up to $10^6$ evaluations of the likelihood function.

Depending on the configured detail of the source modeling and inclusion of systematic effects and the binning of the final states distribution, a simulation of a complete KATRIN run (one likelihood evaluation) can take between $\mathcal{O}(1 \text{ ms})$ to $\mathcal{O}(10 \text{ s})$ computation time on a single CPU core (Intel® Xeon™ E5630 @ 2.53 GHz).

A configuration, which is reasonably accurate for most mass sensitivity studies, and thus includes final states with 0.1 eV binning, the Doppler effect and a minimal segmentation of the source, takes about $\mathcal{O}(100 \text{ ms})$. In this case the likelihood function can be evaluated in under 1 s for a given parameter set.

Summary

In this chapter, the implemented methods for the calculation of $\beta$-decay spectra were presented. They cover classical Fermi theory and a large number of corrections and systematical effects, which are essential in order to allow a reliable prediction of expected count rates for any desired (and possibly unknown) physical parameter, such as the squared neutrino mass. Consequently, the accuracy and completeness of the spectra calculations are a crucial requirement for nearly all of the statistical methods presented in the following chapter, including the inference of a neutrino mass from observed data.
This chapter focuses on a series of statistical tools, which were developed and integrated into the KATRIN analysis framework as part of the present thesis. First a short introduction into basic statistical concepts and terms will be given, as these are required to understand the procedure of inferring a neutrino mass from observed data. Several Frequentist and Bayesian methods are explained and compared, also in scenarios involving systematic effects and the search for sterile neutrinos in β-decay spectroscopy.

A set of specially implemented Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms is presented in section 6.3, which are not only suited for β spectrum fitting, but in particular for the treatment of high-dimensional problems. Based on these tools, a new Monte Carlo (MC) method for the optimization of KATRIN’s measuring time distribution will be introduced in section 6.4 and evaluated for various measurement scenarios.

**KaFit**

The statistical methods, outlined in this chapter, were implemented as part of the KASPER software framework and organized inside a module named KaFit. It is seamlessly integrated with the spectrum calculation module SSC, the particle tracking module Kassiopeia, the electro-magnetic field solvers from KEMField and the data access module KaLi, thus connecting all the pieces of the global software framework, required to study the systematic properties of KATRIN. In addition it provides a set of statistical methods to allow the extraction of a neutrino mass from observed data. A simplified schematic overview of KaFit in this context is given in figure 6.1

KaFit’s functions are organized and provided in extensible, object-oriented class hierarchies, so that they can be used by other parts of the KASPER software framework. The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods presented in section 6.3 for instance, are being used as function minimizers in independent applications, such as radon decay model studies [Goe14] or transmission analysis [Gro15].
6.1 Parameter Inference

The KATRIN experiment is designed to achieve a sensitivity on the absolute neutrino mass scale of $m_\nu < 200 \text{ meV}$ at 90% confidence level (C.L.). The sensitivity of a neutrino mass experiment is a statement about the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties and a quantifying measure of how capable the experiment will be in ruling out a vanishing neutrino mass or setting an upper limit for that parameter.

KATRIN will observe an integrated $\beta$-decay spectrum and perform a shape analysis (see figure 6.2) to estimate the parameter of interest, namely $m_\nu$. Due to the statistical nature of an observation, KATRIN cannot measure the true value of $m_\nu$ with absolute certainty, but has to make a best-fit estimate and state a confidence interval (Frequentist approach) or publish a posterior probability density function of $m_\nu$ (Bayesian approach). This process is commonly referred to as parameter estimation or inference.
6.1 Parameter Inference

Figure 6.2: Illustration of the standard four-parameter spectrum fit of $\beta$-decay data. The four unknown parameters, squared neutrino mass $m^2_\nu$, tritium endpoint energy $E_0$, the signal amplitude $A_S$ and the background rate $R_{bg}$ are adjusted to fit the theoretical spectrum shape to the observed experimental data. In this example the error bars show the statistical count rate error after 1 month of data-taking at KATRIN.

6.1.1 Definition of Sensitivity

KATRIN’s sensitivity on $m_\nu$, as defined in the Technical Design Report (TDR) [KAT05], can be understood as the total uncertainty on $m_\nu$ in the scenario of a vanishing neutrino mass. In other words: If a completed measurement yields a best fit estimate of $\bar{m}_\nu$ which is higher than the stated sensitivity, KATRIN is able to exclude the null hypothesis of a vanishing neutrino mass.

Assuming a Gaussian distribution of $m^2_\nu$ estimates, the 90\% C.L. sensitivity on $m_\nu$ can be written as

$$S_{m_\nu}(90\%) = \sqrt{1.645 \cdot \sigma_{m^2_\nu,\text{tot}}}, \quad (6.1)$$

with

$$\sigma_{m^2_\nu,\text{tot}} = \sqrt{(\sigma_{m^2_\nu,\text{stat}})^2 + (\sigma_{m^2_\nu,\text{sys}})^2} \quad (6.2)$$

being the quadratically combined statistical and systematic uncertainty on $m^2_\nu$. For Gaussian distributed quantities, the factor 1.645 translates a 1.0 $\sigma$ (68.3\%) to a 1.645 $\sigma$ (90\%) confidence interval.
6.1.2 KATRIN Likelihood Function

The likelihood function $L$ plays a key role in statistical methods of parameter inference. It is the probability model of how likely a particular outcome of an experiment and a measurement is.

$$L(\theta_{\text{theo}}|N_{\text{obs}}) = P(N_{\text{obs}}|\theta_{\text{theo}}) = \prod_{i} p(N_{\text{obs},i}|\theta_{\text{theo}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

In other words: The likelihood $L(\theta|N)$ of a set of model parameters $\theta$, given a set of observations $N$, is equal to the probability $P(N|\theta)$ of observing the outcome $N$, given those parameters $\theta$ as input (including $m_\nu$). $p(N_{i}|\theta)$ denotes the probability of making a single observation $N_{i}$ under the assumption of $\theta$.

For KATRIN the likelihood function comprises a complete description of $\beta$-decay theory and the behavior of the experimental apparatus, including the tritium source model, transmission characteristics, detection efficiency, background model, systematic effects and statistical properties. In a minimal description the vector $\theta$ consists of four parameters: Our parameter of interest, the squared neutrino mass $m_\nu^2$, and three nuisance parameters (the tritium endpoint energy $E_0$, the signal amplitude $A_S$ and the mean background rate $R_{\text{bg}}$, see figure 6.2). The summing index $i$ denotes the retarding potentials $qU$, at which the integrated $\beta$ spectrum will be observed with $N_{i}$ events.

Writing down the likelihood in terms of observed signal events $N_{i,\text{obs}}$ and the expected event counts $N_{i,\text{theo}}$ at the corresponding experimental configuration $i$, under the assumption of certain theoretical parameters $(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{\text{bg}})$, equation 6.3 becomes:

$$L(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{\text{bg}}|N_{\text{obs}}) = \prod_{i} p(N_{\text{obs},i}|N_{\text{theo},i}(qU_i, m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{\text{bg}}))$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

In figure 6.3 the likelihood for a random KATRIN toy measurement is shown. For this particular example, the likelihood maximum is shifted away from the true set of input parameters $(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{\text{bg}})$ that were used to generate the measurement. This is naturally to be expected due to the statistical nature of the observables $N$.

It is important to understand, that the likelihood function does not and cannot state, how likely a particular true value of $m_\nu^2$ is for an observed data set $N$. However, by comparing the observations of the experiment with the predictions of the likelihood as a function of various input parameters $\theta$, one can carefully make an estimate about the true value of the parameters of interest.

Those values of $m_\nu^2$, $E_0$, $A_S$ and $R_{\text{bg}}$, which result in the global maximum of $L$, are the best-fit estimators, including the estimator of interest $\hat{m}_\nu^2$. Even though the other, so-called nuisance parameters are of only secondary interest to us, they are not sufficiently well known in advance, and must be treated as unknown free parameters during a fit procedure.
It is common practice and numerically more convenient, to not maximize the likelihood $L$, but to minimize the negative log likelihood instead:

$$- \log L(\Theta | N) = - \log \prod_i p(N_i | \Theta) = - \sum_i \log p(N_i | \Theta)$$

(6.5)

6.1.3 Chi-Square Statistic

In many cases, the probability distribution $p(x|\mu)$ for an observation $x$ to occur, when $\mu = \mu(\Theta)$ is expected, can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution

$$N(x, \mu, \sigma) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(x - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right),$$

(6.6)

with $\mu$ being the expectation value and $\sigma$ its standard deviation. This approximation is also valid for Poissonian distributions with an expectation value $\mu \gtrsim 25$ and $\sigma = \sqrt{\mu}$. 

Figure 6.3: 1D projections of the likelihood $L \left(m_{\nu}^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg} | N \right)$ for a random toy measurement ($N$) with true $m_{\nu}^2 = 0.0 \text{eV}^2$. 

...
The likelihood function from equation 6.3 can then be written as

$$-2 \log L = -2 \log \prod_i N(x_i, \mu_i, \sigma_i) = \sum_i \left( \frac{x_i - \mu_i(\Theta)}{\sigma_i} \right)^2 + h.c. = \chi^2. \quad (6.7)$$

If we set $\sigma_i = \sqrt{\mu_i}$, this term equals the well known Pearson’s chi-square statistic [Pla83]. In this representation the chi-square function for a KATRIN minimal four parameter fit reads

$$\chi^2(m^2_\nu, E_0, A_S, R_{bg} | N_{obs}) = \sum_i \left( \frac{N_{obs,i} - N_{theo,i}(m^2_\nu, E_0, A_S, R_{bg})}{\sigma_i} \right)^2. \quad (6.8)$$

$\sigma_i$ is the expected statistical uncertainty of an observation $N_{obs,i}$. In case of purely Poissonian signal $N_{sig}$ and background $N_{bg}$, it can be written as

$$\sigma_i = \sqrt{N_{theo,i}} = \sqrt{(\sigma_{i}^{sig})^2 + (\sigma_{i}^{bg})^2} = \sqrt{N_{theo,i}^{sig} + N_{theo,i}^{bg}}. \quad (6.9)$$

### Poisson Likelihood Chi-square

Since in most cases KATRIN data (in particular $\beta$ electrons) will obey Poisson statistics, an alternative form of a Poisson likelihood chi-square statistic $\chi^2_{\lambda, p}$, introduced by Baker and Cousins [Bak84], was implemented in our statistical framework:

$$\chi^2_{\lambda, p} = 2 \sum_i \mu_i - x_i + x_i \log(x_i/\mu_i), \quad (6.10)$$

This statistic yields parameter and error estimates, which are identical to those of the maximum likelihood method. Furthermore it can be used for goodness-of-fit testing, since its minimum asymptotically obeys a classical chi-square distribution.

#### 6.1.4 Negative Squared Neutrino Masses

The shape of the $\beta$-decay spectrum (see equation 1.30) depends on the squared neutrino mass $m^2_\nu$, which consequently also is the observable, that can be estimated from a chi-square minimization. If one allows the likelihood function and the kinematic model of $\beta$-decay to extrapolate for negative $m^2_\nu$ (i.e. tachyonic neutrinos), the best-fit estimate of $m^2_\nu$ can very well fall into this unphysical region and be considered a statistical fluctuation of the observed data.

In particle physics and especially previous neutrino mass experiments, various strategies have been discussed to deal with parameter estimates and confidence intervals that extend into unphysical regions [Bon00; Wil88]. Frequentist methods advocate the inclusion of unphysical regions, mostly however with special treatment during the confidence belt.
construction (see section 6.2.2), to avoid result intervals falling outside physical regions. A Bayesian physicist (section 6.2.4) might choose to state complete disbelief in negative $m_\nu^2$ beforehand and not bother with the above mentioned likelihood extrapolation at all.

Special attention has to be paid to unaccounted systematic effects which might distort the observations in a way to mimic smaller or even negative $m_\nu^2$. For instance, high voltage fluctuations on the retarding potential are known to produce such an effect, without worsening the goodness-of-fit chi-square statistic [Ott08].

6.1.5 Systematic Uncertainties

In the KATRIN design report [KAT05] a comprehensive list of all identified and quantifiable systematic uncertainties is given (see table 6.1). It was found that the sum of all systematic uncertainties on $m_\nu^2$ added quadratically does not exceed a value of $\sigma_{\text{sys, tot}} \approx 0.01 \text{ eV}^2$. No single value gives rise to a shift in the measured squared neutrino mass $m_\nu^2$ larger than $\Delta m_\nu^2 = 0.0075 \text{ eV}^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of systematic shift</th>
<th>Achievable / projected accuracy</th>
<th>Systematic shift $\sigma_{\text{syst}}(m_\nu^2) \times 10^{-3}$ eV$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of final states</td>
<td>$f &lt; 1.01$</td>
<td>$&lt; 6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T$^-$ ion concentration</td>
<td>$&lt; 2 \cdot 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfolding of the energy loss function $f(\varepsilon)$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; 6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring of column density $\rho d$</td>
<td>$\Delta T/T &lt; 2 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$&lt; \sqrt{\frac{6.5}{10}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta f'/f' &lt; 2 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta \varepsilon_T/\varepsilon_T &lt; 2 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta p_{\text{ex}}/p_{\text{ex}} &lt; 0.06$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background slope</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.5 \text{ mHz/keV}$ (Troitsk)</td>
<td>$&lt; 1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV variations</td>
<td>$\Delta H V/HV &lt; 3 \text{ ppm}$</td>
<td>$&lt; 5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGTS potential variations</td>
<td>$\Delta U &lt; 10 \text{ meV}$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGTS mag. field variations</td>
<td>$\Delta B_S/B_S &lt; 2 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$&lt; 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic e$^-$ – T$_2$ scattering</td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; 5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Identified syst. uncertainties | $\sigma_{\text{sys, tot}} = \sqrt{} \sum \sigma_{\text{sys}}^2 \approx 0.01 \text{ eV}^2$ |

Table 6.1: Summary of sources of systematic errors, taken from [KAT05], page 217.
To account for unidentified systematic effects, that might arise in a complete and final neutrino mass analysis, a conservative limit for the total systematic uncertainty of KATRIN was chosen:

\[ \sigma_{\text{sys, tot}} \lesssim 0.017 \text{eV}^2 \]  

(6.11)

6.1.6 Sensitivity Calculation from Ensemble Tests

In [KAT05] the statistical uncertainty on \( m_\nu^2 \) of KATRIN was investigated by performing ensemble tests. In this method a larger number of KATRIN measurements is simulated, with the resulting rates \( N_i \) being randomly distributed according to Poisson statistics. In each case a best-fit estimate of \( \hat{m}_\nu^2 \) is determined by maximizing the likelihood function, or equivalently minimizing the chi-square function.

The statistical uncertainty of \( m_\nu^2 \) can then be calculated from the resulting distribution of best-fit estimates (see figure 6.4 for an example). From such a distribution, a 68% fraction of the samples can be picked to construct a central and continuous 1\( \sigma \) error interval resulting in

\[ \sigma_{\text{stat}}(m_\nu^2) = 0.018 \text{eV}^2. \]

Together with an estimated systematic uncertainty of

\[ \sigma_{\text{sys}}(m_\nu^2) = 0.017 \text{eV}^2. \]

Figure 6.4: Distribution of best-fit estimates of \( m_\nu^2 \) from an ensemble test with simulated \( m_\nu = 0 \text{eV} \). A Gaussian distribution with \( \sigma_{\text{stat}}(m_\nu^2) = 0.0166 \) was fitted to the histogram.
these ensemble tests yield the often cited reference value for the KATRIN sensitivity of $m_\nu = 200$ meV (90 % C.L.).

In the doctoral thesis of Markus Hötzel [Höt12] a reevaluation of the statistical uncertainty was performed. Using the same simulation parameters and measuring time distribution as in the Technical Design Report (TDR) (see table 6.2), but more recent final states distributions [Dos08] and larger ensembles, a statistical uncertainty of

$$\sigma_{\text{stat}}(m_\nu^2) = (0.0165 \pm 0.0001) \text{ eV}^2$$

was calculated, which resulted in a sensitivity of

$$m_\nu = 198 \text{ meV (90 % C.L.)}.$$ 

Since the publication of the TDR, the calculation of tritium $\beta$-decay spectra, the description of the most relevant systematics of the KATRIN apparatus (see section 5), and the formulation of our probability model has evolved and become more accurate. Repeating the above sensitivity evaluation with a complete model of the tritium source, inclusion of the Doppler effect and radiative corrections, the statistical uncertainty slightly improves to

$$\sigma_{\text{stat}}(m_\nu^2) = (0.0162 \pm 0.0001) \text{ eV}^2,$$

(6.12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>column density</td>
<td>$\rho d = 5 \cdot 10^{17} \text{cm}^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inelastic scattering cross section</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{inel}} = 3.45 \cdot 10^{-18} \text{cm}^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scattering probabilities</td>
<td>$P_0 = 0.413339$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_1 = 0.292658$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_2 = 0.167331$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_3 = 0.079129$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_4 = 0.031776$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active source cross-section</td>
<td>$A_S = 53.3 \text{cm}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic field strengths</td>
<td>$B_S = 3.6 \text{T}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B_{\text{max}} = 6.0 \text{T}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B_A = 3 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{T}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tritium purity</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_T = 0.95$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>background rate</td>
<td>$N_{\text{bg}} = 0.01 \text{cps}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detection efficiency</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\text{det}} = 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurement interval</td>
<td>$[E_0 - 30 \text{eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{eV}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler effect</td>
<td>neglected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical boundaries</td>
<td>extrapolation to negative $m_\nu^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tritium endpoint energy</td>
<td>$E_0 = 18.575 \text{eV}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Reference simulation parameters for ensemble tests.
which results in a sensitivity of

\[ m_\nu = 197 \text{ meV (90\% C.L.)}. \]  

(6.13)

In case of the standard 4 parameter likelihood fit, the confidence intervals calculated from ensemble tests are in very good agreement with alternative methods implemented in KASPER, including likelihood ratio intervals (profile likelihood method, section 6.2.3) and Bayesian credibility intervals (Markov Chain Monte Carlos, section 6.3).

6.2 Confidence Intervals

The definition of confidence intervals (basically error limits) for parameters still is a controversial subject, especially between the schools of Frequentists and Bayesians. Both Frequentist (referred to as classical) and Bayesian methods are within themselves mathematically consistent, and in many cases they yield similar intervals. Their interpretation of probability however is fundamentally different.

A Frequentist will claim complete objectivity, by only making statements about the possible repetitions of the same experiment and the statistical fluctuations it produces. In doing so, the understanding of probability is the relative frequency of the experiment’s possible outcome.

The Bayesian’s view on probability is related to some personal degree of belief. Here, one attempts to report a probability on the actual parameter value, by only considering the one existent outcome of his experiment. However, a Bayesian is required to make a prior assumption on the parameter beforehand, which is unacceptable for a Frequentist.

It is not the purpose of this thesis to engage in a philosophical discussion about whether to favor one method over the other. However, we would like to point the interested reader to an article, summarizing the technical subtleties between several classical and Bayesian methods [Zec02]. The paper has a strong emphasis on physics experiments, including those dealing with nuisance parameters and non-physical confidence limits.

Within the next two sections a brief outline will be given of the two relevant classical methods within KATRIN’s analysis framework: The Unified Approach and the Profile Likelihood method. Both are well-established Frequentist methods, which are explicitly recommended by the Particle Data Group [Ber12]. The Unified Approach will most certainly find application, when an actual neutrino mass measurement is to be published by the KATRIN collaboration within a Frequentist approach. The Profile Likelihood method is a reliable and yet computationally fast way of calculating error intervals. Therefore it is an important tool in more complex tasks presented later on in this thesis, like the measuring time optimization (section 6.4).

Following the introduction to Frequentist methods, we will move on to the focus of the present work, and introduce the Bayesian approach in section 6.2.4 and discuss its practical applications within KATRIN data analysis.
6.2 Confidence Intervals

6.2.1 Neyman Construction

The defining property of classical confidence intervals is *coverage*: A method is said to yield a confidence interval with confidence level $\alpha$ if, were the experiment to be repeated many times, at least a fraction of $\alpha$ of the resulting intervals would cover the true parameter value, no matter what that value is.

Generally, Frequentist confidence intervals $[\mu_1, \mu_2]$ are computed by constructing a *confidence belt* according to the Neyman construction scheme [Nak10], as illustrated in figure 6.5: For each true value $\mu$ of a parameter of interest, an interval $[x_1, x_2]$ (horizontal lines) of possible observed or measured values of that parameter is chosen, such that

$$\int_{x_1}^{x_2} P(x|\mu) \, dx = \alpha \quad (6.14)$$

By intersecting the belt at a measured value $x$, the confidence interval of $[\mu_1, \mu_2]$ (vertical lines) is obtained.

The Neyman construction scheme doesn’t determine $x_1$ and $x_2$ uniquely. Classical two-sided central intervals for instance have the additional property

$$P(x_1|\mu) = P(x_2|\mu) \ .$$

If the observable $x$ however lies far within an unphysical region, such intervals can become small or even empty.

Results of unphysical or suspiciously small central confidence intervals have led to an undesirable behavior among physicists, called *flip-flopping*: Depending on the outcome of an experiment, the flip-flopper decides whether to compute a one-sided (upper / lower) limit or a two-sided interval after looking at the data. Not only does it seem subjective to switch the analysis method depending on the observation. Such an approach effectively violates the coverage condition of equation 6.14 in some areas of the confidence belt [Fel98].

6.2.2 Unified Approach by Feldman and Cousins

A solution to the problem of flip-flopping in the presence of physical parameter boundaries has been suggested by Feldman and Cousins by introducing an alternative ordering principle [Fel98]. When constructing a confidence belt (see figure 6.5), the intervals of $[x_1, x_2]$ (horizontal lines) are determined by choosing the points of $x$ in order of decreasing likelihood ratio

$$R(x, \mu) = \frac{P(x|\mu)}{P(x|\mu_{\text{best}})} \ .$$

(6.15)

Here, $\mu_{\text{best}}$ is the value that maximizes the likelihood and at same time still is within the allowed region.
The construction method by Feldman and Cousins provides smooth transitions from one-sided to two-sided confidence intervals and guarantees correct coverage. Also, small or vanishing upper limits due to a lucky best-fit estimate, lying far in the unphysical region, are prevented.

Among Frequentist methods, the unified approach is the one method recommended by the particle data group [Ber12]. It was also used in the final Mainz neutrino mass analysis to construct and publish an upper limit $m_{\nu}^2 < 2.3 \text{ eV}^2$ (95% C.L.), where the best-fit value of $m_{\nu}^2 = -0.6 \text{ eV}^2$ happened to be negative [Kra05].

The Feldman and Cousins method was first implemented in the software module KaFit by Markus Hötzel [Höt12]. The ordering principle is realized by generating a set of toy MC experiments and comparing their best-fit chi-square values. The confidence belt in figure 6.5 was computed using this implementation.

6.2.3 Profile Likelihood Method

As in the case of KATRIN, the likelihood $L(\Theta, \pi)$ often contains several parameters, of which only some, namely $\Theta$ are of interest. While the other nuisance parameters $\pi$ might only be of secondary scientific importance, they can influence the estimate of the parameters of interest and their error limits.
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An inappropriate suggestion for the elimination of the nuisance parameters \( \pi \) would be to replace them by their best fit estimate, thus neglecting any correlation between the nuisance and the interesting parameters. In the extreme case of full correlation, the errors of \( \Theta \) would shrink towards zero.

A likelihood-ratio based approach of estimating confidence intervals with a more sensible treatment of nuisance parameters is the so-called profile likelihood method [Rol05]. With a function \( \hat{\pi}(\Theta) \) that maximizes the likelihood with respect to its nuisance parameters, one defines the profile likelihood

\[
L_p(\Theta) = L(\Theta, \hat{\pi}(\Theta)) ,
\]

which solely depends on \( \Theta \). Using the best-fit estimate \( \hat{\Theta} \), a likelihood ratio test statistic \( \lambda(\Theta) \) can be defined

\[
\lambda(\Theta) = \frac{L_p(\Theta)}{L_p(\hat{\Theta})} .
\]

Following Wilk’s theorem [Wil38], \(-2 \log \lambda\) converges in distribution to a \( \chi^2 \) random variable. This is the theoretical basis for the extraction of confidence limits from the likelihood function: Similar to the \( \chi^2 \) method, the area around the minimum of \(-2 \log L_p\) can be analyzed to find those values of \( \Theta \), where \(-2 \log L_p\) increases by a specific factor, defined by the quantiles of a \( \chi^2 \) distribution with one degree of freedom. For instance, to find the 1 \( \sigma \) intervals of a single parameter \( \Theta \), one would scan the profile likelihood to determine values of \( \Theta \), where \(-2 \Delta \log L_p(\Theta) = -2 \log \lambda = 1\).

According to [Rol05] this method has proven to result in confidence intervals with good coverage for many applications, even close to unphysical borders. It can also be applied to the Feldman and Cousins ordering principle (section 6.2.2) to deal with more than one nuisance parameter.

Figure 6.6 shows the profile likelihood ratio for a typical KATRIN likelihood function. The extrapolation to negative \( m_\nu^2 \) is chosen in such a way, that the profile likelihood \( L_p(\Theta) \) becomes symmetric in the point of the best-fit estimate \( \hat{m}_\nu^2 \). For details on the mathematical extrapolation we refer to section 5.4.

An implementation of the profile likelihood method, which is well known to many particle physicists, is the program MINOS, a component of the ROOT analysis framework [Ant09]. It is often used in conjunction with the minimizer MINUIT, to perform a sensible error estimate, especially in the presence of correlated nuisance parameters. The KATRIN software module KaFit integrates the most recent version of MINUIT and MINOS into our analysis framework and provides a unified programming interface to these tools.

6.2.4 Bayesian Inference

Bayesian statisticians derive the posterior probability density function (p.d.f.) \( P(\Theta|X) \) of a parameter of interest \( \Theta \) from the likelihood function \( L(X|\Theta) \) and a prior probability \( \pi(\Theta) \).
Figure 6.6: Profile likelihood ratio $\lambda$ as a function of $m_\nu^2$, compared to a likelihood ratio with nuisance parameters fixed at the best-fit estimate of $m_\nu^2$.

This is in contrast to Frequentist methods, where only a best fit estimate $\hat{\Theta}$ together with a confidence interval is stated, derived from assumptions on the relative frequency of the experiment’s outcomes. Frequentists however argue, that the need for a prior assumption on the parameter yet to be estimated, is not objective.

Bayesian inference computes the posterior probability according to Bayes’ theorem, which derives from basic axioms of probability:

$$ P(\Theta|X) = \frac{L(X|\Theta) \cdot \pi(\Theta)}{p(X)} $$

- $X$ is a set of observed data points.
- $\Theta$ is a vector of parameters, including those of interest, as well as nuisance parameters.
- $P(\Theta|X)$ constitutes the desired posterior probability density function (p.d.f.) of the parameters after having observed a certain set of data.
- The likelihood function $L(X|\Theta)$ is our probability model for data $X$ to be observed under the assumption of $\Theta$. 


• \( \pi(\Theta) \) is the prior probability of the parameters before any data is observed. The need for this subjective prior assumption on a parameter, that is yet to be determined, is subject of intense discussions between Frequentist and Bayesian statisticians. The simplest choice for the prior assumption can be a flat prior (identity) to state complete ignorance on the parameter, or a step function to exclude unphysical ranges of values.

• \( p(X) \) can be seen as a normalization factor, which in most cases is difficult or even impossible to calculate. It is the distribution of the observed data marginalized over the parameters, also called the marginalized likelihood or evidence.

The probabilistic interpretation of a Bayesian result, namely \( P(\Theta|X) \), is related to a personal degree-of-belief, because it requires the input of a prior density \( \pi \). Another noteworthy difference from a Frequentist approach is that Bayesian inference obeys the Likelihood Principle, which states, that only the likelihood of the actual observation should matter for parameter inference.

Besides the publication of the full p.d.f. \( P(X|\mu) \), one can optionally construct any (confidence) interval of the parameter of interest \([\mu_1, \mu_2]\), so that

\[
\int_{\mu_1}^{\mu_2} P(X|\mu) \, d\mu = \alpha .
\]  

(6.18)

**Figure 6.7:** Exemplary bayesian posterior probability density function (p.d.f.) for \( m^2_V \). The corresponding toy measurement was generated with \( m^2_V_{\text{true}} = 0.04 \text{eV}^2 \). Sampled with the MCMC code introduced in section 6.3. The dashed lines mark the 68.3% HDR interval.
In a Bayesian context, these intervals are often referred to as *credibility intervals* with $\alpha$ being the *credibility level*. A common choice of $[\mu_1, \mu_2]$ is the high density region (HDR), which is the smallest possible credibility interval $[\mu_1, \mu_2]$ to give the posterior probability $\alpha$. An example for a p.d.f. with the corresponding HDR interval is shown in figure 6.7.

Frequentists often accuse Bayesian methods of being subjective, due to their choice of a prior. Again, we do not presume to advocate for one method or the other from a philosophical point of view. Frequentist methods are inarguably consistent within themselves. But in case of physical boundaries (as in case of squared mass terms) many classical methods produce differing results among one another, some of them with counter-intuitively small confidence intervals, that do not represent the precision of the experiment. Solutions to this problem, like the Unified Approach, require some arbitrary assumptions and extrapolation of the likelihood for unphysical regions of negative squared masses. Things become even more complicated in the presence of nuisance parameters, where some classical methods can produce intervals with undercoverage.

Bayesian methods on the other hand offer a technically simple and very universal approach. Forbidden parameter regions are excluded by the choice of the prior. Nuisance parameters are integrated out correctly and automatically when using MCMCs (section 6.3). Asymmetric and complex likelihoods are easier to treat in a Bayesian framework, because the computed posterior probability distributions, published together with the likelihood function, comprehensively reflect all relevant information.

### 6.2.5 Comparison of Neutrino Mass Confidence Intervals

The discussed methods for confidence interval construction can yield very similar results, if the observed data gives a positive best-fit $m^2_\nu$ estimate. If however chances are unfortunate, and the best-fit falls into an unphysical region (due to statistical fluctuations), the differences between classical and Bayesian methods become apparent.

In figure 6.8, some of the implemented statistical methods are compared against each other for the cases of the best-fit value of $m^2_\nu$ being negative, zero and positive. Only the statistical uncertainty at a confidence level of 90% is considered here.

The *classical* method uses 2-sided central intervals, which in extreme cases can completely fall into the unphysical region, or simply become very small. Feldman and Cousin’s *unified* approach dictates a more reasonable 1-sided limit in such scenarios.

*Bayesian* limits were calculated using the MCMC implementation, described in the following section 6.3. A flat prior on $m^2_\nu \geq 0.0$ eV$^2$ was chosen. The stated limits were constructed by integrating the marginalized posterior probability distribution of $m^2_\nu$, following equation 6.18 to obtain a credibility level of $\alpha = 90\%$. 
Figure 6.8: Profile likelihood $L_\nu$ as a function of $m_\nu^2$. The marked intervals compare statistical confidence intervals (90\% C.L.) for various methods. The best-fit estimates for $m_\nu^2$ are $-0.03\text{eV}^2$ (top), $0.00\text{eV}^2$ (middle) and $+0.03\text{eV}^2$ (bottom).
6.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods

MCMC methods are a class of efficient mathematical algorithms, which are widely employed to sample from probability distributions in a Bayesian framework. They have become popular not only in statistical physics, but also in cosmology, high energy and astroparticle physics, to deal with complex high-dimensional and multi-modal systems, that are hard to solve for classical statistical methods.

MCMCs were first introduced in 1953 by Metropolis et al. [Met53] as a mathematical tool for obtaining samples from probability distributions, for which direct sampling is difficult, especially when the number of dimensions is high. In contrast to other MC methods, Markov chain based algorithms are constructed to produce a random walk of statistically correlated samples. The obtained sequence of samples can then be used to calculate an integral (e.g. an expectation value) or approximate the desired distribution by generating a histogram. Nuisance parameters are automatically integrated out during this procedure and do not require special treatment.

6.3.1 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm

A well-known MCMC algorithm, which has become the basis of many existing MCMC sampling schemes, is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, introduced in 1970 [Has70]. It can draw samples from any distribution $P(\theta)$, with $\theta$ being a vector of parameters with dimensionality $d$. The only requirement is, that the user can compute a function $f(\theta)$, which is proportional to the density of $P(\theta)$. This means, that the algorithm circumvents the requirement of knowing the normalization of $f(\theta)$, which makes it particularly useful for Bayesian inference:

$$P(\theta) = \frac{L(X|\theta) \cdot \pi(\theta)}{p(X)} = \frac{f(\theta)}{c} \quad (6.19)$$

The algorithm works by generating a sequence of samples $\{\theta_t\}$, which after a so-called burn-in period converges towards the target distribution $P(\theta)$. Advancing from a point $\theta_t$ in the chain, the algorithm draws a candidate point $Z$ from a proposal distribution $q(Z|\theta_t)$. Next, the candidate point is accepted or rejected depending on the Metropolis acceptance ratio:

$$\alpha(\theta_t, Z) = \min \left[ \frac{f(Z) \cdot q(Z, \theta_t)}{f(\theta_t) \cdot q(\theta_t, Z)} , 1 \right] \quad (6.20)$$

The factor $\frac{q(Z, \theta_t)}{q(\theta_t, Z)}$ compensates for an asymmetry in the proposal function. Often a simple Gaussian is chosen for $q$, which is centered around $\theta_t$. In that case, the asymmetry factor simply is 1. If the candidate is accepted, the next point in the chain is set to $\theta_{t+1} = Z$. Otherwise, the old state is kept and duplicated $\theta_{t+1} = \theta_t$. The fact that the next state within the sequence only depends on the preceding one, is the defining property of a Markov chain.
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**Figure 6.9:** The random walk behavior of an MCMC process is illustrated using the example of a four parameter KATRIN likelihood function. A sequence of 500 samples from the middle of the sampled chain is plotted in a 2D projection of the parameter space. In this stage the MCMC has adjusted to a stationary distribution, spending more time in areas of higher probability. Darker points imply subsequent identical samples due to rejected proposals.

**Figure 6.10:** Burn in phase of a MCMC. The four parameters are set to quite extreme start values with a corresponding chi-square value of $\sim 10^5$. After about 600 steps, the chain has converged towards the target distribution in all of the four parameter dimensions.
The transition probability of a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm fulfills the condition of *detailed balance*. It guarantees that the Markov chain can asymptotically reach a stationary distribution \( P(\theta) \). For a deeper explanation and the complete mathematical proof, the reader is referred to selected references of the comprehensive literature available on the topic [Gre05; Mac03; Pre07].

An exemplary section of an MCMC random walk through a standard KATRIN parameter space is shown in figure 6.9. The characteristic burn-in phase and convergence behavior can be seen figure 6.10, where the evolution for each parameter in the chain is plotted.

### 6.3.2 Proposal Distribution and Acceptance Rate

The efficiency of the sampler is mostly determined by the choice of the proposal distribution, sometimes called the transition kernel. Its width controls the jumping distance from one state in the Markov chain to the next. A large jumping distance will usually lead to a low acceptance rate \( \alpha \), the fraction of accepted proposals. In this case, the parameter state of the chain will only rarely change. A too small jumping distance on the other hand (in general connected to high acceptance rates) will lead to a long burn-in phase and a strong auto-correlation of the sampled sequence with obvious random-walk behavior. In both cases, large portions of the sampled states have to be discarded or thinned out and the MCMC has to run for a long time in order to produce a good enough approximation

![Figure 6.11: Evolution of a specific parameter (\( E_0 \) in this case). The corresponding marginalized probability density function is approximated by a histogram of all sampled parameter values.](image)
of the target distribution. It has been shown theoretically, that for Gaussian-like target distributions, the optimal acceptance rate is about 50% for one dimension, decreasing to about 23% for four or more dimensions [Rob97].

6.3.3 Implementation and Performance

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was the first MCMC sampling scheme to be integrated into the KASPER software framework as part of the KaFit sensitivity studies module. The implementation of the algorithm is straightforward, but nevertheless very robust and universal in its application.

Like most other components of KASPER, the Markov Chain code is organized in a modular way with simple interfaces to other KASPER functionality. The KATRIN likelihood function with all the spectrum and systematics simulation code behind it, is easily ‘plugged in’ to be used for comprehensive Bayesian inference. Some other applications inside KASPER merely use the MCMC code as a high-dimensional function minimizer.

A specific MCMC simulation can be set up with XML configuration files or directly via its programming interface. Parameters are defined in exactly the same way as for the MINUIT minimizer. In addition to the standard Metropolis-Hastings scheme, several other strategies, described further below, can be chosen and configured.

Within the KASPER framework, the implemented MCMC methods have proven to be robust and versatile tools for parameter inference or simply function minimization. In case of higher dimensional functions with strongly correlated parameters, possibly with multiple local extrema, classical minimizers tend to struggle (like the ‘Simplex’ or ‘Migrad’ algorithms provided by MINUIT). Properly configured MCMCs however, manage to explore such functions efficiently, and map them out in a way allowing graphical by-eye inspection of their properties and intuitive statistical analyses (see figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13).

Proposal Functions and Automatic Adaption

The code allows the definition of various proposal distributions for the Metropolis-Hastings sampling scheme. In most KATRIN-specific applications however, a multivariate Gaussian distribution, centered around the current state of the Markov Chain, proved to be the most universal and easily tunable solution. The widths of the Gaussian for each dimension of the parameter space can be specified by the user. If strong parameter correlations are to be expected, a full covariance matrix for the proposal distribution can be specified.

Finding the optimal proposal widths manually can be challenging. As already discussed above, those configuration values are crucial for the performance of the sampler. The code implemented for this thesis features an adaption mechanism which periodically analyzes the acceptance rate of the chain. In its most basic mode, the adaption mechanism will then gradually adjust the proposal widths to yield an optimal acceptance rate. Optionally, the full covariance matrix can be extracted from the parameter states, sampled within the last
adaption cycle. Using the covariances, not only the scale, but also the orientation of the proposal distribution is adjusted. Such an adaption can of course only be done during the burn-in phase, since such a run-time modification violates the detailed balance condition.

Parallel Tempering

By definition and construction, MCMCs are capable of escaping local extrema and exploring a wider region of the parameter space. However, for farther separated minima, a jump from one to the other can become very unlikely, and the simulation might not explore the full parameter space during its lifetime. A possible solution would be to run several MCMCs with different start positions and combine the sampled results into one histogram.

A more elegant solution, implemented as proposed in [Gre05], is parallel tempering: Multiple copies of the simulation are run in parallel. Each sampler is assigned a different temperature $T$, which effectively deflates the sampling distribution by a factor $\beta = \frac{1}{T}$. At certain intervals, a state exchange of adjacent chains is proposed in such a way, that the
convergence conditions of the coldest chain with $T = 1$ is preserved. This mechanism enables
the MCMC to perform jumps between different modes of the sampling distribution at the
cost of having to compute additional (heated) chains, which are discarded in the end.

**Evaluating Convergence and Statistical Quantities**

After an MCMC run has been completed, the code provides a large set of functions to
evaluate the diagnostics and statistical data from the sampled sequences. Certain quantities are
essential in order to judge convergence and quality of the sampled distribution:

- **Autocorrelation function**
  The autocorrelation $R(k)$ describes the correlation of states within the chain at two
different times $t$ and $t + k$ with time lag $k$:

$$R(k) = \frac{1}{(N - k)\sigma^2} \sum_{t=0}^{N-k} (\theta_t - \mu)(\theta_{t+k} - \mu), \quad (6.21)$$

$\mu$ is the mean of the parameter $\theta$ and $\sigma^2$ the variance. Markov Chains generated by
random-walk algorithms like the Metropolis-Hastings show strong correlations over
several tens or hundreds of nearby samples. In figure 6.13 autocorrelation functions
for each parameter of an exemplary MCMC run are shown.

- **Autocorrelation time**
  Adjacent samples with a time lag $t_R$, the autocorrelation time, are considered to be not independent:

$$t_R = 1 + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{N} R(k) \quad (6.22)$$

- **Effective sample size**
  This parameter is given by the total number of samples divided by the autocorrelation
time:

$$ESS = \frac{N}{t_R}$$

By discarding the majority of samples and considering only every $(t_R)$th sample, an
independent set of uncorrelated samples can be extracted. In general, this is the
favored procedure in order to get a reasonable estimate of the target probability
distribution. Also, the effective sample size is commonly used to benchmark the
efficiency of an MCMC algorithm and its transition kernel.

- **Gelman Rubin Diagnostic** [Gel92]
  This is a diagnostic quantity indicating the convergence of multiple parallel chains
towards the same distribution.
Figure 6.13: Autocorrelation functions $R(k)$ for each fit parameter ($m^2$, $E_0$, $A_{Sig}$, $R_{bg}$) of an MCMC analysis of a simulated KATRIN measurement. The lag $k$ denotes the distance (number of chain evolutions) between two states of the Markov Chain. Usually, the behavior of $R(k)$ relates to the length of the burn-in phase, which in this example is $\approx 700$. 
In addition, basic statistical analysis is automatically performed on the sampled data:

- Covariance and correlation coefficients
- Medians for each parameter and statistical moments like the mean and variance
- Marginalized distributions for each parameter
- Calculation of credibility intervals

All the information gathered during the sampling procedure can be exported to either ASCII files or ROOT compatible data formats (see figure 6.14).

### 6.3.4 Hamiltonian MCMC

A more complex sampling scheme, implementing Hamiltonian dynamics, was added to the KASPER MCMC package as part of the diploma thesis of Sebastian Schams [Sch13a]. A Hamiltonian MCMC attempts to speed up convergence by introducing fictitious momentum variables. Given that the state space is continuous, the sampler creates discretized trajectories, which in some applications are more efficient compared to the diffuse random walk behavior of the simpler Metropolis Hastings algorithm [Nea11].

However, this approach introduces additional configuration parameters (masses of the momentum variables), which require careful manual tuning. Also it relies on the first order derivatives of the likelihood, demand additional computing time, especially if they have to be approximated numerically. Furthermore the algorithm exhibits some sensitivity towards local steep gradients arising from small-scale numerical fluctuations in our likelihood function (see section 5.7).

![Figure 6.14: Analysis of MCMC output, using the TTreeViewer tool provided by ROOT [Ant09]. With the graphical user interface various types of histograms can quickly be generated for any parameter configuration.](image)
6.3.5 Self Adaptive Differential Evolution MCMC

Even though it has been argued so far, that the Metropolis Hastings algorithm is one of the most robust and universal sampling schemes, the mixing of the Markov Chain can be disturbingly slow in parameter spaces of high dimensionality ($d \gtrsim 10$). The expression of slow mixing refers to chains that converge very slowly and show strong auto-correlation over long distances. Frequently this is caused by an inappropriate choice of scale and orientation of the proposal distribution, which is used to generate the candidate states for the next move. In principal the user would have to provide the full parameter covariance matrix for the proposal distribution a priori, in order to ensure efficient mixing. However in practice, especially for higher number of dimensions, this is nearly impossible.

The most recently implemented sampling scheme in KASPER attempts to address this problem, without discarding the robustness towards difficult likelihood surfaces. It is based on the Differential Evolution Adaptive Metropolis (DREAM) algorithm [Vru09], first published in 2009. At its core, it still uses the Metropolis-Hastings ratio to decide about the acceptance of a candidate proposal. For the generation of proposals however, a population of multiple chains is used, with at least as many chains as parameter dimensions running in parallel.

Self Adaption

The only input, the user has to provide, is a sensible spread for the starting positions of the different Markov chains. From then on, at each generation the algorithm uses the current samples of the chains to determine the parameter covariances and most appropriate jump sizes dynamically, in order to generate the next proposal step for each chain.

Subspace Sampling

Often it is not optimal to modify all dimensions simultaneously. DREAM implements a randomized subspace sampling strategy with a set of so called crossover probabilities, that are automatically tuned during the burn-in phase. Also within the burn-in phase, outlier chains with aberrant trajectories are reset to the best member of the population to speed up convergence.

Delayed Rejection

Another feature, called Delayed Rejection [Haa06], has been added to this sampling scheme, which increases the acceptance rates and therefore improves the target distribution estimate. Upon rejection of the first proposal, a second trial move is generated from a deflated covariance matrix. The Metropolis acceptance probability has to be modified for the second proposal, in order to restore the condition of detailed balance.
6.4 Optimizing the Measuring Time Distribution

The expected number of events

$$N_{\text{theo},i} = \tilde{N}_{\text{int}}(qU_i, m_{\nu}^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg}) \cdot t_i$$

to be measured by KATRIN is determined by the integrated energy spectrum of $\beta$-decay electrons with rate $\tilde{N}_{\text{int}}$ at a given retarding potential $qU_i$ and the measuring time $t_i$ distributed to that configuration. The total measuring time $\sum_i t_i$ is constrained by the planned time budget of 3 effective (5 calendar) years of data taking. The time distribution $t_i$, as well as the interval of $qU$ around the endpoint energy, have a considerable affect on the shape of the likelihood function, and in consequence on the statistical uncertainty of $m_{\nu}$.

Several attempts have been made so far, to minimize the statistical uncertainties by modifying the measuring time distribution (MTD). Authors of the TDR computed a set of non-flat time distributions (for background rates $R_{bg} = 10 \text{ m} \text{cps}$), which achieve an improvement on the statistical uncertainty of about 20\% (see figure 6.15). The largest amount of measuring time is accounted for values of the retarding energy $qU$ close to the endpoint region, where the spectral shape is most sensitive to deformations due to a non-zero neutrino mass $m_{\nu}$, and where the signal-to-background ratio of about $2 : 1$ is sufficiently large. The region beyond the endpoint is required to deduce the background rate $R_{bg}$, whereas the region at lower retarding potentials determines the endpoint $E_0$ and the amplitude of the signal $A_S$.

Systematic effects are a limiting factor, when choosing an interval of the retarding energy $qU$ around the tritium endpoint $E_0$. According to estimates in the TDR, systematic uncertainties, especially due to electron scattering in the tritium source, are best understood and sufficiently under control above $qU \geq E_0 - 30 \text{ eV}$. Therefore, in most of the following calculations the retarding potential will be constrained for this region to an interval of $qU \in [E_0 - 30 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}]$, meaning that no measuring time will be allocated outside that interval. This definition also allows for better comparability of the reevaluated neutrino mass sensitivities with calculations from previous theses and the TDR [KAT05].

6.4.1 Motivation

Calculations of spectra with alternative background models or the inclusion of sterile neutrinos (see figure 6.15) suggest, that the measuring time distribution (MTD) has to be adapted to scenarios, which differ from the reference configuration. Now that more flexible and accurate procedures for spectra calculation are available within the KATRIN software framework, and that the first commissioning data at various background rates have been taken, the need for an appropriate optimization tool became apparent. Ideally the optimization scheme should make use of the full likelihood and spectrum model available and deduce the optimal time distribution, in terms of neutrino mass sensitivity, autonomously and in a reproducible manner.
6.4.2 Functional Description

First, a functional description of the optimization task is suggested by defining an objective function:

\[ f(t_1, \ldots, t_N) = \left( \frac{\sigma_{m_\nu}^2}{a} \right) + \left( \frac{\sum t_i - T_{\text{max}}}{b} \right)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.23)

\( f \) is a function of the individual measuring times \( t_i \), each one attributed to a specific retarding potential \( qU_i \) in the measurement configuration. The parameter \( \sigma_{m_\nu} \) denotes the statistical uncertainty on the measured neutrino mass, \( T_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum total data-taking time. Graphically the first summand of the objective function \( f(t_1, \ldots, t_N) \) describes a
parabola, which becomes minimal for small $\sigma_{m\nu}$. The sum over all time bins is constrained by the second summand, a penalty term. The constant factors $a$ and $b$ are arbitrary parameters, that can be used to tune the priorities and steepness of the objective function.

With the objective function $f$ implemented and a fixed set of measurement potentials $qU_i$ defined, the next step is to find those parameter values $\tilde{t}_i$, which result in a global minimum of $f(\{t_i\})$.

An important detail of this approach is the calculation of $\sigma_{m\nu}$. It is foreseeable that this quantity will have to be recalculated for every tested set of $\{t_i\}$ during the minimization procedure with sufficient precision. Full blown ensemble tests (see section 6.1.6), requiring thousands of minimization procedures each, are not feasible. A first attempt of calculating only a handful of fixed points of the likelihood function did produce wrong results, because it neglected the complicated correlation between $m_\nu^2$ and the nuisance fit parameters $E_0$, $R_{bg}$ and $A_S$.

The profile likelihood method, described in section 6.2.3, turned out to be the most appropriate choice at this point: For each set of fixed $\{t_i\}$, the expectation values of a toy KATRIN measurement are calculated and used to analyze the shape of the profile likelihood. This way, a representative value for $\sigma_{m\nu}$ can be calculated, while taking into account its correlation with the nuisance parameters. The technical implementation of this method makes use of the external MINOS library, which requires around 100 to 200 evaluations of the likelihood function in order to obtain a result.

6.4.3 Minimization Technique

Depending on the number of time bins $\{t_i\}$ chosen, we are faced with the minimization of a high-dimensional function. If a 0.5 eV binning is demanded in the retarding potential interval $[E_0 - 30 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}]$, the objective function has 71 parameters. If one adopts the binning scheme suggested in the TDR, with a 1.0 eV binning, adding 5 additional bins close to the endpoint region, the parameter count still comes to 41.

The MCMC code, described in section 6.3 and implemented as part of this thesis, was chosen to perform this task. Since the objective function $f(\{t_i\})$ does not constitute a probability distribution, all Bayesian inference capabilities of the MCMC sampler are neglected in this case. The MCMC is merely utilized and configured as a minimizer, relying on its capabilities to handle local minima and possibly non-continuous functions. The self-adaptive features of the code are of great help, since the parameter correlations (between the $\{t_i\}$) and step widths of this particular problem are difficult to tune in advance by hand.

MCMC Transition Kernel

A customized transition kernel was implemented, which modifies only a subset of the parameters (MTD bins) at a time, again by randomly proposing the next step from a Gaussian centered around the start value. However, the remaining unmodified parameters are rescaled to keep the total measuring time $\sum t_i$ at its original value. Executing the
MCMC using the described transition kernel, has shown the fastest convergence and best mixing behavior so far. A stationary distribution around the optimum of the objective function is usually reached after a few hundred MCMC steps, as illustrated by figure 6.16.

6.4.4 Results

The optimized MTDs, which will be discussed in the following, were extracted from MCMC simulations with at least 100 000 evolution steps. After discarding the first 10 000 samples from the burn-in phase, a 5% fraction of the remaining samples is selected, which are closest to the optimum of the objective function (in other words produce the best $m_\nu$ sensitivity). The selected samples are averaged to smoothen out statistical fluctuations of the MC simulation. An additional correction ensures a minimum measuring time of at least 3 days per retarding potential, which is about 3% of the total effective measuring time of 3 years.
Figure 6.17: Comparison of MTDs with 41 bins in a 10 mcps background scenario with tritium endpoint $E_0 = 18,575$ eV.

a (top): Reference distribution from the design report.

b (middle): Optimized MTD, assuming that the retarding energy scale $qU$ is precisely known with respect to the tritium endpoint $E_0$.

c (bottom): Optimized MTD, incorporating an uncertainty on $(qU - E_0)$ of $\sigma(E_0) = 0.5$ eV.

For an explanation of the numbered features 1, 2, 3, 4, see the main text.
Using the recipe outlined above, the simulation generates the results shown in figure 6.17 (b). It is noticeable, that compared to the reference distribution (a), most of the available time is sharply distributed among four very specific areas, indicated by the numbered red markers. The optimization algorithm will precisely reproduce these four features in subsequent simulations in both their position and attributed time:

1. The leftmost time bin \((qU = E_0 - 30 \text{ eV})\) corresponds to the setting, where the highest signal count and thus the lowest relative error in the rate is expected. Therefore, from a statistical point of view, it is the most effective point in a parameter fit procedure, to determine the tritium endpoint \(E_0\) and the signal amplitude \(A_S\) of the \(\beta\)-decay spectrum.

   However, one important factor hasn’t been quantified and incorporated so far: Certain systematics, especially energy losses of signal electrons in the source, will produce a larger uncertainty on the spectrum shape, the farther away from the endpoint the spectrum energy is analyzed (also see section 5.5.4).

2. The second feature \((qU = E_0 - 14 \text{ eV})\) is required to disentangle the two parameters \(E_0\) and \(A_S\). If the optimization algorithm is modified to treat either one of them as a fixed parameter during the fit procedure, this feature vanishes completely. The reference time distribution does not emphasize a particular bin in this region, but evenly distributes the measuring time over a broader range of 20 eV.

3. As to be expected, most of the measuring time is attributed to the region closely below the endpoint, where a non-zero neutrino mass causes the most prominent shape deformation of the spectrum. The optimizer accounts about 195 days (17.8\%) to a single retarding energy of \(qU = E_0 - 4.5 \text{ eV}\).

4. Time attributed to the energy interval above the endpoint region is used to determine the average background rate precisely. The noticeable difference compared to the reference distribution is, that the new optimizer does not allocate any significant time in the 3 eV interval directly below \(E_0\). There the event rate is still dominated by background, but contains a small fraction of signal electrons, which would ‘pollute’ a pure background measurement.

Uncertainty on the Endpoint Energy Scale

The distribution shown in 6.17 (b) stands out with sharp and emphasized bins. At first, this might appear counter intuitive, but can be explained. The optimization scheme outlined above implicitly assumes, that the position of the tritium endpoint \(E_0\) is a priori known precisely, and that the scale of the retarding energy \(qU\) can be chosen accordingly. With the objective of minimizing the statistical uncertainties involved in the KATRIN four parameter fit, the MTD optimizer now allocates as much individual time \(t_i\) to as few retarding potential settings \(i(qU)\) as possible. Accordingly, at least four distinct bins or regions in the MTD are needed to allow a spectrum shape analysis with four free fit parameters \((m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg})\).
Currently, the best value for $E_0$ is derived from Penning trap measurements of gaseous $\text{He}_2$ and $\text{He}_3$ molecules [Nag06]. With a mass difference $\Delta M(\text{He}_3, \text{He}_2)$, measured by cyclotron resonance, the endpoint energy of molecular tritium can be calculated [Ott08]:

$$E_0(\text{T}_2) = (18.571.8 \pm 1.2) \text{ eV}$$ (6.24)

KATRIN is expected to improve the measurement of $E_0$ up to $\pm 2 \text{ meV}$ after 3 years measuring time and $\pm 20 \text{ meV}$ after 1 month (table 6.6). Nevertheless, a certain choice on the retarding voltage scale $(qU - E_0)$ has to be made, when starting the first neutrino mass measurements. To take into account the prior uncertainty on the energy scale and alleviate any error due to the choice of binning, a Gaussian smearing with $\sigma(qU) = 0.5 \text{ eV}$ is applied to the calculated measuring time distributions. Together with the requirement to have at least 3 days of measuring time per bin, this results in a broader distribution, pictured in figure 6.17 (c).

Using these new MTDs in the ensemble method outlined in section 6.1.6, the statistical uncertainties on $m_\nu^2$ can be recalculated in order to benchmark the performance of the optimized MTDs. Table 6.3 summarizes the results for the nominal background rate of $R_{\text{bg}} = 10 \text{ mcps}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTD</th>
<th>$\sigma(m_\nu^2)$</th>
<th>improv.</th>
<th>$\sigma(E_0)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x) flat time distribution</td>
<td>0.02424 eV$^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00231 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) reference configuration, design report</td>
<td>0.01646 eV$^2$</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>0.00252 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) optimized with precise energy scale</td>
<td>0.01415 eV$^2$</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>0.00191 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) optimized with smeared energy scale</td>
<td>0.01490 eV$^2$</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
<td>0.00192 eV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Statistical uncertainties on $m_\nu^2$ and $E_0$ (68.3% C.L.), calculated with the corresponding MTDs from figure 6.17. The background rate is $R_{\text{bg}} = 10 \text{ mcps}$. Relative improvements are stated with respect to a flat time distribution.

Energy Dependent Systematics

The optimization scheme presented in this chapter produces mathematically consistent and reproducible results with respect to the statistical characteristics of a neutrino mass spectrum shape fit. However in its current form, the model does not incorporate systematic uncertainties on the observed spectrum rates.

Particularly systematic effects connected with the energy loss of $\beta$ electrons (section 5.5.6) will play an important role, because they cause a larger systematic uncertainty on the spectrum rate, the farther away from the tritium endpoint $E_0$ the spectrum is analyzed. This was already the reason for restricting the measuring interval to $qU \geq E_0 - 30 \text{ eV}$. Within that interval the energy dependency of such systematic uncertainties, which has not been quantified or modeled so far, might introduce a ‘penalty’ on retarding voltage settings.
At the lower end of the scanned interval. This limitation to a purely statistical treatment of the problem has to be kept in mind, when looking at the result MTDs discussed in the following.

Extended Retarding Energy Interval

In figure 6.18 two optimized MTDs are depicted, one for the reference energy interval \([E_0 - 30 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}]\) and one MTD for an extended interval of \([E_0 - 35 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}]\). The measuring time allocated for the disentanglement of \(A_S\) and \(E_0\), shifts to a lower retarding potential by \(\sim 2 \text{ eV}\). As expected, the uncertainties on \(E_0\) and \(m_2^2\) improve due to a lower minimum retarding energy. A comparison of the statistical uncertainties for both energy intervals is given in table 6.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTD</th>
<th>retarding energy</th>
<th>(\sigma(m_2^2))</th>
<th>improv.</th>
<th>(\sigma(E_0))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) optim. for 35 eV interval ([E_0 - 30 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}])</td>
<td>0.01494 eV^2</td>
<td>0.00191 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) optim. for 40 eV interval ([E_0 - 35 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}])</td>
<td>0.01412 eV^2</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>0.00172 eV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Statistical uncertainties on \(m_2^2\) and \(E_0\) (68.3\% C.L.) for different retarding energy intervals. The background rate is \(R_{bg} = 10 \text{ mcps}\). See figure 6.18 for the applied MTDs.

Figure 6.18: a (top): MTD optimized for the default energy interval \([E_0 - 30 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}]\). b (bottom): MTD optimized for an extended energy interval \([E_0 - 35 \text{ eV}, E_0 + 5 \text{ eV}]\).
Elevated Background Rates and Sterile Neutrinos

Optimized MTDs for the $\beta$ spectra depicted in figure 6.15 (100 mcps background and sterile neutrino search) are shown in figure 6.19. As one would intuitively expect from looking at the relative differences of integrated $\beta$ spectra, the focus of the optimized MTDs in the endpoint region follows the point of a maximum shape distortion of the spectrum, due to a non-zero neutrino mass.

The shift towards lower energies, reflecting the point of an optimal signal-to-noise ratio, becomes even more pronounced for higher background rates, as they were measured during the SDS-I commissioning phase (see section 7.1). Optimized MTDs for a 614 mcps and a 940 mcps background scenario are shown in figure 6.20. A comprehensive side-by-side comparison of the resulting improvements in sensitivities for the elevated background scenarios will be given in section 7.2.

The sensitivity on sterile neutrino mass eigenstates $m_s^2$ depends on the mixing coefficient $\sin^2 \theta_s = |U_{es}|^2$, which will be explained in more detail in the following section 6.5. For a mixing of $\sin^2 \theta_s = 0.036$, a comparison of $m_s^2$ sensitivities for the reference and optimized MTD is given in table 6.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTD</th>
<th>$\sigma(m_s^2)$</th>
<th>improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) reference configuration, design report</td>
<td>0.4749 eV$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) optimized for eV sterile neutrino masses</td>
<td>0.4268 eV$^2$</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Statistical uncertainties for light sterile neutrino masses $m_s^2$ (68.3\% C.L.) with a mixing coefficient of $\sin^2 \theta_s = 0.036$. The background rate is $R_{bg} = 10$ mcps. Active neutrino masses are assumed to be negligibly small with $\sum m_i = 0$. 
Figure 6.19: a (top): MTD for active neutrino search at $R_{bg} = 10$ mcps.
b (middle): MTD for sterile neutrino search (small masses) at $R_{bg} = 10$ mcps.
c (bottom): MTD for active neutrino search at $R_{bg} = 100$ mcps.
Figure 6.20: 
a (top): MTD for cosmic background with $R_{\text{bg}} = 10$ mcps. 
b (middle): MTD for cosmic background with $R_{\text{bg}} = 614$ mcps. 
c (bottom): MTD for cosmic and radon-induced background with $R_{\text{bg}} = 960$ mcps.
6.4.5 Outlook

The objective of computing an MTD, which yields the smallest statistical uncertainty on $m_{\nu}^2$ during a spectrum shape analysis, was achieved with the help of a mathematical description, thereby reducing the problem to a (high-dimensional) function minimization. This method produces a very pronounced result with most measuring time allocated to only a few of the available retarding voltage settings. For a realistic measurement plan, it will be advisable to account enough measuring time for those intervals of the spectrum, that are not of direct use for the neutrino mass extraction. A solid and sufficiently complete scan of the spectrum is desirable to exclude unexpected anomalies or systematic effects, especially in the very beginning of the data-taking phase.

The optimization method presented in this thesis cannot yet be claimed to hold the final answer to a well-balanced measurement strategy. But it provides the algorithmic basis and the required statistical tools to generate an optimal measurement time distribution for a correctly formulated problem. For the first month of data-taking one might for instance use a broader time distribution as suggested in figure 6.21, and later switch to a more focused strategy, when the actual position of the tritium endpoint with respect to the retarding energy is sufficiently determined. The statistical uncertainties on $m_{\nu}^2$ and $E_0$ for the optimized one month MTD are listed in table 6.6.

![Figure 6.21: Suggested MTD for the first month of data-taking. The minimum measuring time per setting is 6 hours (~1%). An uncertainty on the tritium endpoint of $\sigma_{E_0} = 1$ eV is accounted for.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTD</th>
<th>$\sigma(m_{\nu}^2)$</th>
<th>improv.</th>
<th>$\sigma(E_0)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) reference configuration, design report</td>
<td>0.1004 eV$^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0153 eV$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) broad scanning strategy, optimized for 1 month</td>
<td>0.0947 eV$^2$</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>0.0126 eV$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Statistical uncertainties on $m_{\nu}^2$ and $E_0$ (68.3 % C.L.), calculated for 1 month (31 days) of total measuring time. The background rate is $R_{bg} = 10$ mcps.
6.4.6 From Time Distribution to Measuring Strategy

Extensions of the optimization tool are already being planned and prepared. The detailed modeling of energy-dependent systematic effects is only one aspect. Currently, the parameter space to be optimized is restricted to the measuring times \( t_i \) accounted for a retarding voltage setting \( qU(i) \). But in principle the parameter space can be extended by any other experimental configuration parameter, also such with non-trivial correlations.

The focal plane detector for instance can be tuned to operate at a higher detection efficiency at the cost of an increased intrinsic background. Finding the right compromise for each region of the \( \beta \) spectrum with regard to the neutrino mass analysis is an open problem, which should be addressed in a combined optimization strategy.

Another question is about how to divide the overall measuring time at one setting into reasonable operational runs and in what order to scan different points in the energy spectrum. Calibration and monitoring procedures, as well as active background removal methods will prove more or less efficient, depending on how they are scheduled in between measuring intervals. Long-term drifts of key parameters, such as the HV retarding energy and fluctuations of the background rates, strongly suggest the spectrum to be scanned randomly rather than in an ascending / descending order. A detailed study of an optimal scanning strategy is currently being prepared, based on the statistical methods and the code framework presented in this work.

6.5 Sterile Neutrino Sensitivity

In section 1.5 it was pointed out that recent experimental observations have hinted towards the existence of a fourth sterile neutrino. As illustrated in section 5.6 of this thesis, the admixture of an additional heavy neutrino state \( m_s \) to the electron antineutrino \( \bar{\nu}_e \) in the eV range produces a kink in the electron \( \beta \)-decay energy spectrum at around \( E_0 - m_s \).

The KATRIN likelihood can easily be extended to incorporate such a scenario, by adding two additional fit parameters: A sterile neutrino mass \( m_s^2 \) and the mixing coefficient \( \sin^2 \theta_s = |U_{es}|^2 \).

\[
L(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg}, |N|) \rightarrow L_s(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg}, m_s^2, \sin^2 \theta_s |N|)
\]

However, doing so would add a certain degree of degeneracy to the likelihood:

- For \( \sin^2 \theta_s = 0.5 \) and data \( N \) implying no sterile neutrino, the two mass parameters can be chosen freely, as long as they add up to a constant sum.
- For \( \sin^2 \theta_s \neq 0.5 \) and data \( N \) implying the existence of a sterile neutrino, the likelihood will show two identical maxima for each mass term.

Instead it seems reasonable to express the sterile neutrino as a mass splitting term \( \Delta m_s^2 \), relative to the active neutrino mass, with \( \Delta m_s > 0 \) eV:

\[
L_s(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg}, \Delta m_s^2, \sin^2 \theta_s |N|).
\]
In this picture, the definition of nuisance parameters changes. If our goal is to study the sensitivity on our parameter of interest, which is the sterile neutrino mass $m^2_s$ for a fixed mixing coefficient $\sin^2 \theta_s$, then the effective active neutrino mass $m^2_{\nu_e}$ can be treated as one of the other nuisance parameters.

### 6.5.1 Technical Challenges

With such a parameter configuration, a degeneracy in the mass parameters can still arise, when the mixing $\sin^2 \theta_s$ becomes small. Classical minimizers, either simplex or functional algorithms, as provided by the MINUIT tool, struggle to find a reasonable minimum in $-\log L_s$, if not some of the parameters are fixed or artificially constrained. The same holds for profile likelihood analyses performed by MINOS. In a sterile neutrino analysis, where the active mass is treated as a free nuisance parameter, MINOS can demand well up to 10,000 function evaluations, if it succeeds at all.

MCMCs explore the parameter space more robustly and converge to a target distribution in most cases (figure 6.22a). The sampled marginalized probability distributions for the mixing coefficient and the two involved masses can be inspected for hints towards the existence of a sterile neutrino (figure 6.22b).

### 6.5.2 Sensitivity Contours

Using the profile likelihood method, the likelihood ratio between the hypothesis of a sterile neutrino (with given mass $m_s$ and mixing coefficient $\sin^2 \theta_s$) and the null hypothesis of no sterile neutrino are calculated. Repeating the calculation for a grid of $m_s$ and $\sin^2 \theta_s$ values, sensitivity contour plots can be constructed. In figure 6.23 exclusion curves for a sterile mass contribution to the electron neutrino measured by KATRIN are shown, in one case using the reference MTD from the design report, in the other case using a slightly adapted, optimized MTD for small sterile masses (figure 6.19b).

### 6.5.3 Resolving the Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly

A combined analysis of reactor data, gallium solar neutrino calibration experiments and MiniBooNE data, performed by Mention et al. [Men11], has favored a 3+1 mixing hypothesis for certain regions in the $\Delta m^2_s$ and $\sin^2 2\theta_s$ plane (also compare figure 1.11 in section 1.5). The best-fit values of this analysis are

$$\Delta m^2_s > 1.5 \text{ eV}^2 \quad \text{and} \quad \sin^2 2\theta_s = 0.14 \pm 0.08 \text{ (95 \% C.L.)} .$$

The oscillation parameter $\sin^2 2\theta_s = 0.14$ corresponds to a mixing matrix coefficient of

$$|U_{e\alpha}|^2 = \sin^2 \theta_s = 0.036 .$$
6.5 Sterile Neutrino Sensitivity

(a) MCMC evolution of the squared mass difference $\Delta m^2_s$ between active and sterile neutrino.

(b) Scatter plots and marginalized probability distributions of the squared mass difference $\Delta m^2_s$, the mixing coefficient $\sin^2 \theta_s$ and the active neutrino mass $m^2_\nu$. Correlation coefficients are denoted by $\rho$.

**Figure 6.22:** MCMC analysis of a 1+1 sterile neutrino mixing scenario. The underlying toy experiment was generated with $m^2_\nu = 0.04 \text{eV}^2$ and $m_s = 9.0 \text{eV}^2$, which corresponds to a squared mass difference of $\Delta m^2_s = 7.84 \text{eV}^2$. The mixing coefficient is $\sin^2 \theta_s = 0.1$. 
(a) Reference measuring time distribution for an active neutrino mass.

(b) Optimized measuring time distribution for sterile neutrino masses $< 3 \text{eV}$.

**Figure 6.23**: Sensitivity contours for the detection of a sterile neutrino by KATRIN. The solid lines show the confidence levels in Gaussian standard deviations $\sigma$. The dashed line indicates the 90% ($1.645\sigma$) confidence level contour. The sum of active neutrino masses is assumed to be zero. A systematic uncertainty on the neutrino mass of 130 meV has been added in quadrature. The parameter range favored by a combined analysis of reactor antineutrino anomaly data [Men11] is indicated by the vertical red line.
For such a mixing and under the assumption of comparatively small active neutrino masses $m_1 \sim m_2 \sim m_3 \ll m_s$, the methods presented in this thesis yield a sterile neutrino mass sensitivity for KATRIN of

$$\Delta m_s^2 = 0.753 \text{eV}^2 \ (90\% \ C.L.) .$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.27)

Based on these results, the KATRIN experiment will have a promising chance of probing the reactor antineutrino anomaly in a direct kinematic measurement.

### 6.6 Correlated Systematics

One of the most severe challenges for kinematic neutrino mass experiments are unaccounted or not precisely determined systematics. High voltage fluctuations on the MAC-E filter retarding potential for instance, are known to cause a bias on the estimated $m^2_{\nu}$ towards small or negative values, without affecting the goodness-of-fit statistic [Ott08]. Similar effects can occur for any systematic parameter, which shows a strong correlation with $m^2_{\nu}$, or which is able to mimic a similar shape deformation of the $\beta$-decay spectrum.

#### 6.6.1 Ensemble Method

The simplest approach to the problem is ensemble testing: A larger set of toy measurements is simulated with some predefined 'true' value of a systematic parameter. When fitting $m^2_{\nu}$, the systematic is deliberately assumed to have a differing 'wrong' value. The impact of the investigated systematic on the measured neutrino mass will then show up as a shift of the distribution of best-fit $m^2_{\nu}$ estimates.

![Figure 6.24](image)

**Figure 6.24:** Distribution of best-fit estimates of $m^2_{\nu}$ from an ensemble test with simulated $m^2_{\nu} = 0.0 \text{eV}^2$. The toy experiments were generated with a retarding voltage fluctuation of $A_{hv} = 100 \text{mV}$. The distribution of measured $m^2_{\nu}$ is shifted by $\approx -A_{hv}$. 

Mean = -0.01075

$\sigma = 0.01742$

Sample Size = 10000
An example for a sinusoidal retarding voltage fluctuation is shown in figure 6.24 (also see section 5.5.2). With an amplitude $A_{hv}$ and a cycle duration $T$ considerably smaller than the measuring time, the time-dependent retarding energy is described as

$$qU(t) = qU + A_{hv} \sin(t/T). \quad (6.28)$$

The observed shift in the distribution of estimated squared neutrino masses is in very good agreement with the value expected from analytical approximations [Wie12]:

$$\Delta m_\nu^2 \approx -A_{hv} \quad (6.29)$$

### 6.6.2 Additional Free Fit Parameter

In a different approach, it can be informative to study the effect of a systematic, when it is treated as a free, unknown nuisance parameter in the likelihood or chi-square function, similar to the signal amplitude $A_S$ or tritium endpoint $E_0$. In some cases, the fit algorithm might be able to estimate the additional parameter correctly from the spectrum shape. Then the statistical uncertainty on the additional nuisance parameter propagates and consequently increases the uncertainty on $m_\nu^2$. An exemplary calculation is given table 6.7, where the inelastic scattering cross section $\sigma_{\text{inel}}$ of the signal electrons (section 5.5.6) is treated as a free parameter.

This method becomes ineffective however, when a strong correlation between the new nuisance parameter and $m_\nu^2$ cannot be broken by the fitting algorithm. This is the case for a retarding voltage fluctuation $A_{hv}$, for instance. When a classical minimizer like MINUIT attempts to analyze the chi-square function, it can arbitrarily compensate between $m_\nu^2$ and $A_{hv}$. The minimizer will fail in its objective to find a well-defined minimum or to calculate other statistical quantities like the correlation factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stat. uncertainties</th>
<th>4 fit parameters</th>
<th>5 fit parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_\nu^2$</td>
<td>0.01494 eV$^2$</td>
<td>0.02347 eV$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_0$</td>
<td>0.00192 eV</td>
<td>0.00510 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_S$</td>
<td>2.624·10^{-4}</td>
<td>9.747·10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{bg}$</td>
<td>1.880·10^{-5} cps</td>
<td>1.887·10^{-5} cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{inel}}$</td>
<td>1.9498·10^{-20} cm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.9498·10^{-20} cm$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.7:** Statistical uncertainties on the standard four fit parameters and the electron-tritium inelastic scattering cross-section $\sigma_{\text{inel}} = 3.4\cdot10^{-18}$ cm$^{-2}$, when treated as an additional free fit parameter. The values were calculated with MINOS (profile likelihood method), using an optimized measuring time distribution (figure 6.17c).
MCMCs on the other hand do not require to find one specific function optimum. A properly configured Markov Chain analysis will scan the more likely regions of the parameter space, explore the relation between the two correlated parameters and calculate a full correlation matrix. Figure 6.25 (left) shows a 2D scatter plot of $m^2_\nu$ and $A_{hv}$ samples from an MCMC analysis of the above mentioned voltage fluctuation scenario.

6.6.3 Pull Method

The knowledge about the error $\sigma_\zeta$ of a systematic quantity $\zeta$ can be incorporated into the likelihood and chi-square function using the so-called pull method. The systematic is treated as a variable fit parameter $\hat{\zeta}$, while adding a penalty (pull) term to the likelihood, which effectively constrains the new fit parameter to a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation $\sigma_\zeta$.

With this extension the KATRIN chi-square term can then be written as follows:

$$\chi^2(m^2_\nu, E_0, A_S, R_{bg}, \zeta | N) = \sum_{i(q'u)} \left( \frac{N_i - N_{i,\text{theo}}(m^2_\nu, E_0, A_S, R_{bg})}{\sigma_i} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\hat{\zeta} - \zeta}{\sigma_\zeta} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.30)

The best estimate on a systematic $\hat{\zeta}$ might be obtained from a calibration measurement for instance. Again $\sigma_\zeta$ is the assumed error on $\zeta$.

**Figure 6.25:** 2D scatter plots from MCMCs with a high voltage fluctuation $A_{hv}$ as an additional fit parameter. The true value of $A_{hv}$ (sinusoidal) is in both cases 100 mV and $m^2_\nu = 0$ meV. The prior on $m^2_\nu$ is flat, so negative squared masses are allowed.

**Left:** $A_{hv}$ is a free fit parameter, showing nearly full correlation with the squared neutrino mass $m^2_\nu$. The sampled parameter space forms a valley with constant chi-square at its bottom.

**Right:** The pull method is applied, constraining the fit parameter $A_{hv}$ to a Gaussian with $\sigma(A_{hv}) = 10$ meV.
Repeating the parameter inference and error estimation with this method, the systematic error can propagate and change the error intervals of the other fit parameters, depending on how these are correlated with each other. In figure 6.25 two MCMC simulations are compared, in one case with a high voltage fluctuation treated as a free fit parameter, in the other case with a constraint according to the pull method. Table 6.8 lists the results of another MCMC simulation, which incorporates uncertainties on four systematic parameters by extending the chi-square with the corresponding pull terms.

**Summary**

In this chapter a selection of Frequentist and Bayesian statistical methods, implemented as part of the software module KaFit, were presented and evaluated for neutrino mass analyses. An MCMC framework was introduced, allowing for robust Bayesian inference of higher-dimensional problems, in particular $\beta$-decay parameter fitting involving strongly correlated systematics or sterile neutrino mixing.

With the help of these versatile MCMC algorithms, a new MC optimization technique was developed, which autonomously performs an adaption of the measuring time distribution to improve the statistical uncertainty on neutrino mass fit parameters, depending on background scenarios and involved systematics. Applying the statistical toolset to the case of sterile neutrino analysis, the discovery potential of an eV-scale sterile neutrino was investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stat. uncertainties</th>
<th>4 fit parameters</th>
<th>4 + 4 fit parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m^2_{\nu}$</td>
<td>0.0152 eV$^2$</td>
<td>0.0208 eV$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_0$</td>
<td>0.00234 eV</td>
<td>0.00401 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_S$</td>
<td>$3.039 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7.278 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{bg}$</td>
<td>$1.852 \cdot 10^{-5}$ cps</td>
<td>$1.985 \cdot 10^{-5}$ cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_T$</td>
<td>0.00992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{hv}$</td>
<td>9.05 mV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{inel}}$</td>
<td>$1.9360 \cdot 10^{-20}$ cm$^{-2}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>0.0985 K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.8**: Statistical uncertainties on the standard four fit parameters and four additional constrained parameters (pull method): tritium purity $\varepsilon_T = 0.95 \pm 0.01$, HV fluctuation $A_{hv} = (100 \pm 10)$ mV, inelastic scattering cross-section $\sigma_{\text{inel}} = (3.40 \pm 0.07) \cdot 10^{-18}$ cm$^{-2}$ and source temperature $T = (30.0 \pm 0.1)$ K. The results were calculated from marginalized probability distributions, which were sampled by an MCMC simulation with flat priors.
Sensitivities Reevaluated

Applying the methods presented in preceding chapters, a reevaluation of KATRIN’s neutrino mass sensitivity is performed below. Using a set of optimized measuring time distributions and considering the radial dependency of observed background electrons, some noticeable improvements can be achieved. In the following, the sensitivities are calculated for the expected nominal background rate of 10 mcps and compared to the rates observed with the preliminary KATRIN setup during the first SDS commissioning measurements [KAT14].

7.1 SDS Background Measurements

The overall background rate is an important parameter with strong impact on the statistical uncertainty of a neutrino mass measurement. Background electrons, reaching the detector in a similar energy window as the $\beta$-decay signal electrons, impair the signal-to-noise ratio and increase statistical fluctuations on the measured event rates.

A major source of background are secondary electrons ejected from the vessel walls by transiting cosmic ray muons. For a small fraction of these electrons, the magnetic and electrostatic shielding of the main spectrometer can be ineffective, allowing them to enter the sensitive part of the magnetic flux tube. There they generate background by an ionizing collision, with a low-energy electron being accelerated by the retarding potential and guided in the direction of the detector (section 5.9.1).

Another source of background are high-energy electrons, which are produced inside the magnetic flux tube by decays of radon atoms emanating from the main spectrometer vessel walls and the getter pumps. These high energetic particles can be stored in the magnetic bottle of the main spectrometer over several hours and repeatedly scatter off residual gas, producing secondaries, which can reach the detector in the energy region-of-interest (section 5.9.2). Radon-induced background exhibits larger variance in rate (Radon spikes) as compared to the Poissonian background produced by cosmic radiation.
The following calculations are based on long-term (at least 4 h) SDS commissioning measurements with a nominal 3.8 G field setup in the main spectrometer analyzing plane\(^1\). All rates are normalized to account for non-active and shadowed detector pixels. The analysis logic for these background measurements is implemented with the BEANS framework (section 4.4) and was kindly provided by Johannes Schwarz \([Sch14]\).

With no radon suppression method active, an overall background rate of

\[
R_{\text{bg}}^{\text{total}} = (960 \pm 4) \text{ mcps}
\]  

(7.1)

was measured in a 24 h run during SDS commissioning. Cooling down the getter pump baffles (see section 2.5.2) and thus preventing radon \(^{219}\text{Rn}\) from entering the spectrometer volume, and removing \(^{219}\text{Rn}\) and \(^{220}\text{Rn}\) emanating from the vessel walls, leads to a decrease of the background rate to

\[
R_{\text{bg}}^{\text{cosmic}} = (614 \pm 7) \text{ mcps},
\]  

(7.2)

---

\(^1\) The magnetic field settings were the following: First pre-spectrometer magnet at 3.0 T, second pre-spectrometer magnet (before main-spectrometer) at 4.3 T, pinch magnet (after main-spectrometer) at 5.0 T, detector magnet at 3.5 T. Air coils are configured to create a nearly symmetric field configuration with 3.8 G in the analyzing plane.
Figure 7.2: Pixel-view of accumulated detector events during a 12 h background measurement with active radon suppression (see main text). The total background rate amounts to 457 mcps. When correcting for the number of shadowed and non-active pixels (white), the rate normalizes to 614 mcps.

measured over a duration of 4 h. When assuming, that the remaining background is dominated by secondary electrons produced by cosmic rays\(^1\) and that most of the radon induced background has been eliminated by the NEG pump port baffles, we obtain:

\[
R_{\text{bg}}^{\text{radon}} = R_{\text{bg}}^{\text{total}} - R_{\text{bg}}^{\text{cosmic}} = (346 \pm 6) \text{ mcps}
\]  

(7.3)

All measured background rates are again summarized in table 7.1. In figure 7.1 the rates attributed to cosmic and radon-induced background mechanisms are compared for each ring of the segmented main detector. A pixel-view of the detector for the 4 h cold baffle measurement is shown in figure 7.2.

\(1\) The elevated background rate of 614 mcps due to cosmic secondaries is attributed to an electrical short circuit in the HV feedline of the main spectrometer electrode wire system. This leads to an impaired shielding against incident charged particles. With a (partial) repair of the electrode system successfully completed in advance of the next measurement phase, the overall background is expected to be further reduced to eventually meet the desired reference value of \(~10\) mcps in 2015, in conjunction with active background removal methods.
Sensitivity Calculation

Using the reference measuring time distribution (MTD) in the ensemble method outlined in section 6.1.6, a total of 10,000 KATRIN toy experiments was generated for five different background scenarios: \( R_{\text{bg}} = 10 \text{ mcps} \), \( R_{\text{bg}} = 100 \text{ mcps} \), \( R_{\text{bg}} = 614 \text{ mcps (cosmic)} \) and \( R_{\text{bg}} = 960 \text{ mcps (radon)} \).

From the standard deviation of best-fit \( m_{\nu}^2 \) estimates, the statistical uncertainty \( \sigma(m_{\nu}^2) \) is determined for each scenario and summarized in column 1 of table 7.2a. The corresponding 90\% C.L. and 5\( \sigma \) neutrino mass sensitivities are also listed in column 1 of tables 7.2b and 7.2c on the same page 169.

As to be expected, the neutrino mass sensitivity is diminished with increasing background rate.

7.2 Measuring Time Optimization

In order to perform a reasonable mass sensitivity evaluation with background rates significantly higher than the reference value of \( R_{\text{bg}} = 10 \text{ mcps} \), an optimized measurement time distribution has to be applied. Using the Markov Chain based optimization method introduced in section 6.4, a set of adapted measurement time distributions has been calculated for different background scenarios.

The optimized time distributions yield better sensitivities, if reevaluated with the ensemble testing method. For \( R_{\text{bg}} = 10 \text{ mcps} \) the statistical uncertainty on the squared neutrino mass decreases to

\[
\sigma_{\text{stat}}(m_{\nu}^2) = (0.0149 \pm 0.0001) \text{ eV}^2 ,
\]

which is an improvement of 9.7\%. As to be expected, the effect is even more significant for higher background levels.

The reevaluated statistical uncertainties for each background scenario are listed in column 2 of table 7.2a. For the corresponding total neutrino mass sensitivities, summarized in column 2 of table 7.2b and 7.2c, a systematic uncertainty of \( \sigma_{\text{sys}} = 0.017 \text{ eV}^2 \) was added in quadrature. In some cases, where the systematic dominates the statistical uncertainty, the relative improvement turns out to be less prominent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>configuration</th>
<th>total background rate</th>
<th>background type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inactive baffle</td>
<td>(960 ± 4) mcps</td>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active baffle</td>
<td>(614 ± 7) mcps</td>
<td>cosmic secondaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difference</td>
<td>(346 ± 6) mcps</td>
<td>radon induced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Background rates measured during SDS-I commissioning.
For the envisaged background rate of $R_{bg} = 10$ mcps, the evolution of the neutrino mass sensitivity over the accumulated measuring time is shown in figure 7.3 on page 168. The curves illustrate the theoretical improvement in the neutrino mass sensitivity, when using an optimized measuring time distribution, presented in this thesis, over the reference or a flat distribution.

7.3 Background Radial Dependency

The SDS background measurements (see figures 7.1 and 7.2) show a clear dependency of the measured rates on the radial distance from the detector center. For cosmic background this seems plausible, since electrons ejected from the spectrometer tank wall are unlikely to advance to the center of the magnetic flux tube. This background characteristic can be incorporated into the parameter estimation, thanks to the radial segmentation of the focal plane detector.

The observed signal and background rates for each detector ring are then considered in a dedicated term of the likelihood or chi-square function

$$\chi^2(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg}|N) = \sum_{i(qU)} \sum_r \left( \frac{N_{i,r} - N_{i,r}^{theo}(m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{avg})}{\sigma_{i,r}} \right)^2,$$

with $r \in \{0, \ldots, 12\}$ denoting the detector ring index. The fit parameter $R_{avg}^{bg}$ is now used to proportionally rescale the previously determined background rate distribution across the detector rings.

Chi-square terms from detector rings with a lower background rate effectively contribute with a higher weight (lower uncertainty) and improve the resulting sensitivities, especially at higher mean background rates. For $R_{bg} = 10$ mcps the statistical uncertainty on the squared neutrino mass is further decreased to

$$\sigma_{stat}(m_\nu^2) = (0.0142 \pm 0.0001) \text{ eV}^2,$$

which constitutes an additional relative improvement of 4.2%. Column 3 of tables 7.2a to 7.2c contains the updated sensitivity values from radial-dependent calculations for all of the presented background scenarios.
Figure 7.3: Evolution of $m_{\nu_e}$ statistical (dashed line) and total (solid line) sensitivities at 90\% C.L. over accumulated measuring time for three different MTDs. The total sensitivities incorporate a systematic uncertainty of $\sigma_{\text{sys}}(m_{\nu_e}) = 130 \text{ meV}$ ($\sigma_{\text{sys}}(m_{\nu_e}^2) = 0.017 \text{ eV}^2$) added in quadrature. Note that the observable is the squared neutrino mass $m_{\nu_e}^2$.

Conclusion

The presented analysis shows, that a careful evaluation of the MTD and the inclusion of additional background-discriminating parameters, such as the radial dependence of events, as measured by the focal plane detector, allow to push the sensitivity of KATRIN beyond the reference value of 200 meV (90\% C.L.).
### 7.3 Background Radial Dependency

#### (a) $1\sigma$ statistical uncertainties on $m_\tau^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>background</th>
<th>stat. uncertainty $(1\sigma)$ ± 0.0001 eV$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>0.0165 eV$^2$ 0.0149 eV$^2$ <strong>0.0142 eV$^2$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>0.0342 eV$^2$ 0.0286 eV$^2$ 0.0265 eV$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>0.0737 eV$^2$ 0.0535 eV$^2$ 0.0485 eV$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960 mcps, cosmic + radon</td>
<td>0.1854 eV$^2$ 0.1283 eV$^2$ 0.1216 eV$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (b) $90\%$ C.L. total sensitivities for $m_\nu$, including a systematic uncertainty of $\sigma_{\text{sys}}(m_\nu) = 130$ meV added in quadrature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>background</th>
<th>sensitivity $(90%$ C.L.) ± 1 meV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>197 meV 193 meV <strong>191 meV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>254 meV 234 meV 228 meV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>352 meV 304 meV 291 meV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960 mcps, cosmic + radon</td>
<td>554 meV 461 meV 452 meV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (c) $5\sigma$ total sensitivities, including a systematic uncertainty of $\sigma_{\text{sys}}(m_\nu) = 130$ meV added in quadrature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>background</th>
<th>sensitivity $(5\sigma)$ ± 1 meV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>343 meV 337 meV <strong>333 meV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>443 meV 408 meV 398 meV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614 mcps, cosmic</td>
<td>614 meV 530 meV 507 meV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960 mcps, cosmic + radon</td>
<td>974 meV 806 meV 790 meV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.2:** Summary of reevaluated statistical uncertainties and total sensitivities for $m_\nu$, comparing the reference measuring time distribution (MTD) from the design report with optimized MTDs and the incorporation of radial dependent event rates. The relative improvements are stated with respect to the reference MTD.
Summary and Conclusion

The KATRIN experiment is designed to measure the effective electron neutrino mass $m_{\nu_e}$ with an unprecedented sensitivity of 200 meV at 90\% C.L. or 350 meV at 5\sigma C.L. respectively, after five calendar years of data taking. This ambitious goal assumes stringent constraints on systematic parameters, which need to be determined precisely and be incorporated into all relevant parts of the analysis. The distributed system of diverse sensors and detectors demands a well-conceived data management and analysis framework.

With the first commissioning data at hand, a comprehensive set of statistical tools is required in order to investigate the impact of systematic effects on the neutrino mass sensitivity. Also, such tools are needed to evaluate the effectiveness of background removal techniques or to discuss possible optimizations of the measuring time distribution.

It was set out as a goal for this thesis, to identify and address the technical and physical requirements for KATRIN data analysis, not only considering the recent commissioning phase but also the upcoming neutrino mass measurements. In the following a short summary of this work will be given, outlining the implemented data analysis framework and statistical methods.

Data Analysis Infrastructure

In cooperation with software developers from the KATRIN collaboration, a unified C++ analysis and simulation software framework, called KASPER, has been created, enforcing common code standards and interoperability between all its components.

For the purposes of transparent data processing and secure access mechanisms, a multi-tier network architecture has been designed and implemented. The C++ web-service application KDBServer is in charge of collimating, processing and making KATRIN data available for local and remote analysis. It utilizes object-oriented techniques and industry standard protocols to communicate with databases and serve data requests from client applications.
The data access library *KaLi* as a prominent part of KASPER provides a convenient yet powerful interface to this web-service layer. Any type of recorded, simulated or manually entered data can be requested through simple function calls. Powerful analysis logic is thus reduced to very few lines of code, as the library hides the complicated details of data preparation and network transfer from the user.

Many applications within KASPER, such as particle tracking Monte Carlos, the detector analysis suite and the statistical tools presented in this thesis, now utilize this infrastructure to access event triggered data, sensor readout, calibration data and positioning information. The system was successfully tested and productively used by collaborators worldwide during the SDS commissioning phase. Since then the data management system has been in continuous operation.

**Spectrum Calculation and Measurement Simulation**

In preparation of the more complex statistical studies, performed in this thesis, the source and spectrum calculation code *SSC* was restructured to integrate properly with other modules of the analysis and simulation framework.

Additional *systematic effects*, like high voltage and temperature fluctuations, uncertainties on the isotopic tritium purity and electron scattering cross-section were parameterized and incorporated into the code. Another extension of the $\beta$ spectrum calculation now allows for the definition of an arbitrary number of neutrino mass eigenstates. This feature can be used for instance, for the admixture of one or more *sterile neutrino states*.

The accuracy and numerical stability of SSC, especially the calculation of integrated $\beta$ spectra, was improved considerably due to the introduction of adaptive Simpson and Romberg integration algorithms. Also the computational performance was increased by at least one order of magnitude with a dynamical rebinning of the tritium $\beta$-decay final state distributions.

A new mapping scheme between volumes of the tritium source section and the corresponding main detector pixels was introduced, in order to incorporate radial and angular rate variances into the spectra calculations and consequently the sensitivity studies. For the simulation of KATRIN neutrino measurements, an extensible class structure was introduced, allowing compositions of Poissonian and non-Poissonian *background models*. Several measurement strategies were implemented, which define the scanning order and duration of specific retarding energies in the $\beta$-decay spectrum.

**Statistical Methods for Sensitivity Studies**

In the course of this thesis, a suite of diverse statistical tools, called *KaFit*, has been developed and a series of sensitivity studies were realized along with it. KaFit integrates closely with the spectrum calculation code to compute integrated $\beta$-decay spectra and background rates for various theoretical and experimental parameter configurations. The connection to KATRIN’s database is realized through the data access module KaLi, and prepared for the upcoming neutrino mass measurements.
A crucial ingredient of this statistical toolset is the KATRIN likelihood function or chi-square function respectively, which is required for Frequentist or Bayesian approaches of parameter inference – in case of KATRIN meaning the extraction of a neutrino mass and the error bars of its estimate from observed $\beta$ spectrum rates. The likelihood model has been enhanced substantially in order to accommodate critical systematics, sterile neutrino mixing scenarios and more complex spectrum scanning strategies.

KaFit utilizes the MINUIT2 function minimizer and the related MINOS profile likelihood algorithm from CERN for parameter fits on single data sets or larger ensemble tests (repeated KATRIN neutrino mass measurement simulations). Several construction methods for Frequentist confidence intervals are provided, including the established Feldman-Cousins method.

One specific focus of this work was set on Bayesian analysis methods. A highly customizable system of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms was implemented and applied to high-dimensional problems. Especially when the default four-dimensional parameter space of the KATRIN likelihood ($m_\nu^2, E_0, A_S, R_{bg}$) is extended by sterile neutrino mixing parameters ($\Delta m_s, \sin^2 \theta_s$) or additional (correlated) systematics, the MCMCs performed more robust and versatile, compared to classical minimizers. The output of such a Bayesian analysis is a set of posterior probability distributions of the parameters of interest, which can be used to construct so-called credibility intervals.

Using MCMCs as powerful high-dimensional minimizers, a new optimization technique for KATRIN’s measuring time distribution (MTD) was presented. For a predefined set of retarding potentials, at which the $\beta$-decay spectrum should be investigated, the optimization algorithm will autonomously distribute the available full-beam measuring time of 3 years, to yield the best statistical neutrino mass sensitivity. Revised measuring time distributions were calculated and presented for various background scenarios and sterile neutrino search in the eV range.

Taking advantage of the segmentation of the main detector and considering the radial dependency of background events, as observed during the SDS commissioning phase, a further improvement of the sensitivity could be achieved. With the above mentioned optimizations, the statistical uncertainty for the squared neutrino mass in case of the envisaged background level of $R_{bg} = 10 \text{ mcps}$ was reevaluated to

$$\sigma_{\text{stat}}(m_\nu^2) = (0.0142 \pm 0.0001) \text{ eV}^2.$$ 

This is an improvement of 13.9% compared to previous calculations, which were based on the reference measuring time distribution from the technical design report. Taking into account the originally budgeted and now slightly dominating systematic uncertainty of $\sigma_{\text{sys}}(m_\nu^2) = 0.017 \text{ eV}^2$, the corresponding total sensitivity on $m_\nu$ amounts to

$$\sigma_{\text{tot}}(m_\nu) = (191 \pm 1) \text{ meV}.$$
The detection potential of a sterile neutrino mass eigenstate in the eV range has been investigated with an adapted measuring time distribution. It was found, that the KATRIN experiment has a good chance of probing a 3+1 mixing hypothesis in the parameter space currently favored by combined analyses of reactor and gallium calibration data (commonly referred to as the reactor antineutrino anomaly). For an admixture of one sterile neutrino with $|U_{e3}|^2 = \sin^2 \theta_s = 0.036$ to the electron anti-neutrino $\bar{\nu}_e$, and under the assumption of comparatively small active neutrino mass eigenstates, the following sterile neutrino mass sensitivity was calculated:

$$\Delta m_s^2 = 0.753 \text{eV}^2 \text{ (90\% C.L.)}$$

All components of KaFit, especially the function minimizers, are provided as extensible class structures. They are independently used by other KATRIN collaborators in custom applications, for instance, in parameter fitting of radon emanation models or optimization of electro-magnetic field configurations of the spectrometers.

Conclusion

A comprehensive data processing and analysis framework for the KATRIN experiment has been designed, implemented and integrated with existing simulation logic. During the recent commissioning measurements it has become the foundation of nearly all analysis tools utilized in the collaboration.

Frequentist and Bayesian statistical methods were evaluated for neutrino mass sensitivity studies and prepared for the analysis of actual $\beta$ decay data. A new MC optimization technique was presented, performing an adaption of the measurement strategy, depending on the physics objective and extent of systematic effects. It was shown, that significant potential for the improvement of KATRIN’s statistical sensitivity exists.

Outlook

The statistical models and software tools developed in the course of this thesis will be of major importance during the commissioning and operation of the KATRIN experiment. They already constitute the basis of crucial simulation and analysis applications, used by students and senior scientists in the KATRIN collaboration on a daily basis.

Several studies, regarding the treatment of long-term variations in systematic parameters and background rates in KATRIN’s measurement plan, have recently been initiated. Based on the optimization techniques presented in this thesis, it is planned to develop a more detailed measurement strategy, including the ideal order and durations of single data-taking runs, as well as calibration and background removal phases.

KATRIN’s goal of determining the absolute neutrino mass scale with an unprecedented precision and probing new physics beyond the SM, does not only push hardware requirements to their technological limit. As emphasized in this work, a reliable data analysis chain together with a well-conceived probabilistic model and the appropriate statistical tools are of no less importance.
A.1 Object Relational Mappings in the KATRIN Database

The C++ web service KDBServer, providing KATRIN’s server-side data processing and management functionalities (see section 3.4.1), utilizes the programming techniques of Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) and argument binding, in order to access various KATRIN-related SQL databases.

The classical method of searching and extracting data from an SQL database is, to more-or-less manually concatenate SQL queries and laboriously extract numbers and strings from the returned result:

```cpp
// define the SQL query
SqlStatement mySqlQuery = someSqlConnection.prepare( "SELECT XXX, NNN, validation_start, function_ID, calibration_data, quantity, flags, ... FROM calibration_000 LEFT JOIN katrin_number ON calibration_000.katrin_ID = katrin_number.ID WHERE user_ID = 5" );

// execute the query
mySqlQuery.execute();

// setup local variables for the result values
int XXX;
long long int validity_start;
string quantity;
...

// iterate over all rows from the result and fetch the column values
while ( mySqlQuery->nextRow() )
{
    mySqlQuery->getResult(0, &XXX);
    mySqlQuery->getResult(2, &validity_start);
}
```
ORM is a more sophisticated technique in object oriented programming languages for the purpose of mapping whole objects to a relational database. Using functions provided by the Wt library (section 3.4.1), a mapping scheme is implemented in KDBServer, relating every database table to a corresponding C++ class.

For calibration data for instance (see figure 3.8), the server-side class definition and its mapping to the corresponding SQL table look as follows:

```cpp
struct Calibration : Wt::Dbo::Dbo<Calibration>
{
    // define the member variables of this class
    long long int fEntryTime;
    long long int fValidityStart;
    int fSwVersion;
    int fUserId;
    optional<int> fModificationId;
    string fQuantity;
    string fUnit;
    int fType;
    vector<unsigned char> fData;
    long long int fTimeOffset;
    int fFlags;
    int fConfiguration;

    // smart pointer to an object describing the KATRIN number
    Wt::Dbo::ptr<KatrinNumber> fKatrinNumber;

    template <class Action> void persist(Action& a)
    {
        // map every member variable to a database column:
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fEntryTime, "entry_time");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fValidityStart, "validity_start");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fSwVersion, "SW_version");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fUserId, "user_ID");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fModificationId, "modification_ID");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fQuantity, "quantity");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fUnit, "unit");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fType, "function_ID");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fFlags, "flags");
        Wt::Dbo::field(a, fData, "calibration_data");
    }
};
```
Functions and types provided by the Wt library are prefixed by the namespace `Wt::Dbo::`. The function `persist` is invoked by the underlying Wt library to establish the link between a class member (such as `fTimeOffset`) and the respective column name of the database table ("time_offset").

Line 39 in the above code example illustrates, how a relation between two tables is established. Here the calibration table has a column named "katrin_ID", which points to the KATRIN number table. Within the C++ class model, this relation is reflected by a special pointer to a KATRIN number object "Wt::Dbo::ptr<KatrinNumber>".

Once such a mapping scheme has been established for all database tables and the corresponding classes, queries to the database become much more convenient. Reading a list of calibration entries for instance might look as follows:

```
// set up the query to find a list of calibration entries
Wt::Dbo::Query<Calibration> myQuery = someDbSession.find<Calibration>();

// filter for a specific user
myQuery.where( "user_ID = ?" ).bind( 5 );
// constrain time interval
myQuery.where( "validity_start < ?" ).bind( KTimeStamp::Now() - KLDays(5) );

list<Wt::Dbo::Ptr<Calibration>> myResultList = myQuery.resultList();

// iterate over a list of result objects
for ( Wt::Dbo::Ptr<Calibration> myCalibration : myResultList )
{
    // print some info to console
    cout << myCalibration->fKatrinNumber << ": " << myCalibration->fType << endl;
    // update some field, which will automatically be written to the database
    myCalibration->fQuantity = "voltage";
}
```

Not only is the above pictured way of accessing the database from C++ in better accordance with an object-oriented programming style. It is considerably more failsafe and robust in practical use. The complicated SQL queries are reliably assembled by the library underneath and translated into so-called prepared SQL statements.
Parameters are added to a statement through a mechanism called *argument binding*, as used in lines 5 and 7. The library Wt ensures that parameters, to be inserted into the SQL query, will be correctly handled and converted, depending on their type (integer, float, binary, etc.) and the actual database system currently in use. Last, but not least, the method of binding arguments to a prepared SQL statement fulfills an important security aspect. It makes the system practically invulnerable towards a common form of attacks, called SQL code injection, where malicious SQL code is inserted into the SQL query by an unauthorized client. Such an attack is only possible, when there is no distinction between SQL commands (the statement) and its parameters (arguments).

All KATRIN data types, which are persisted in the database (see figure 3.8), are implemented with an ORM scheme similar to the one outlined in the above example.
A.2 SOAP Communication with KATRIN Web Services

Remote access to the services provided by KDBServer, including access to KATRIN data, is realized through the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), which is an XML based messaging protocol. The external library gSoap (see section 3.4.1) is used to handle underlying transport protocols, as well as compression and encryption techniques.

Users of the KATRIN C++ analysis and simulation framework KASPER (section 3.2.1) can establish communication with KDBServer through a defined set of functions, provided by the KASPER module KaLi (section 4.2.1). However, since the SOAP interface implemented by KDBServer is standards-compliant and supported by most modern programming languages, access from other applications is possible.

The process of messaging is invoked through a technique called Remote Procedure Call (RPC): A user program running on a local machine invokes a function, which then is not executed locally but translated into an XML message and sent over the network to the web service. The code deployed on the remote server evaluates the function call and sends the return value back to the client, again in an XML representation. The user program now ends the function call and returns the result data to the user in a programmable format. This process is in most cases completely transparent to the user.

A.2.1 A SOAP Messaging Example

The following XML document (a SOAP envelope) is a simplified example of how a remote procedure call is realized between a client application and the server. In this case, detector event data from a run with the id ‘fpd1875’ is requested.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<soap:Envelope>
  <soap:Body>
    <TransferData>
      <Actor Type="KALICLIENT" Id="student-pc" Version="2.0.10"/>
      <Query type="ReadQuery">
        <Procedure>112</Procedure>
        <Id>fpd00001875.root</Id>
      </Query>
    </TransferData>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
```

KDBServer parses the request, verifies that the client is authorized, and gathers the requested data. When the procedure was successfully evaluated, the following response is sent to the client:
In the above example, the XML response document does not contain the complete result data. The tag `<SoapAttachment>` links to a binary attachment (the detector event data), which is transferred along with the XML document.

The recipient of the response message could be, for instance, an analysis tool built upon the KASPER framework (section 3.2.1). In that case, the XML message is automatically translated into the corresponding C++ objects and returned to the user as a function result, which can be used for further analysis.
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